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CRUEL KINDNESS. 

  

CHAPTER I 

DON’T know how she could have had the heart 
to do it; such bits of things too, and crying as 
if their hearts would break. It’s downright 
eruelty, and I doubt if I shall ever let ’em 

darken the school doors again.” 
A sweet summer afternoon, Sunday too, and an angry 

woman’s voice sounding harshly in the clear, pure air. 
There was soon a little crowd in the village street, of 
sympathisers, or at least listeners, and the “bits of things,” 
Liza and Jane, having ceased their crying, were rather 
pleased than otherwise at finding themselves the objects of 
general attention. 

Mrs. Carter, their mother, was quite ready to explain the 
whole affair over and over again to all inquirers; how the 
tickets had been given at the school for Miss Trennion’s 
birthday feast that very afternoon, and how Liza..and Jane 
had come home, their faces that swelled up with crying 
you wouldn’t have known them, and never a sien of a 
ticket, while the little Rodgerses, four of ’em, and hardly 
a shoe to their feet among them, had all got the red bits 

of paper. It was a shame, and Rodgers that drunk over- 
night he all but fell into the pond going home, if little 
Rhoda hadn’t clutched him just in the nick. Talk of 
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justice, indeed! it was enough to make decent people sick 
the way they were scorned and slighted, and drunken cob- 
blers’ children lifted over their heads. 

Mrs. Carter’s voice waxed every moment shriller as she 

told her tale, eliciting sympathetic ahs and ohs from her 

audience. 
All at once a still shriller voice answered her, and a tiny 

cripple of some seven years old limped to the front. 
“Mrs, Carter,” he piped forth, “ your Liza and Jane has 

only been three times to Sunday-school since Christmas, 

and Miss Trennion she won’t have no one at her feast who 

misses as often as that. She warned us all a’ Christmas 

too, didn’t she, Jane?” 

That reluctant young person was obliged to nod acquies- 

cence, but Liza burst into a fresh roar. , 

“Tt was all your doing, mother,” sobbed the unerateful 

darling; “you said we needn’t go last Sunday because our 

new bonnets hadn’t come, and Sunday afore we was cow- 

slip picking, and afore that Aunt Mary came—oh, oh, oh!” 
Mrs. Carter’s wrath now took a new direction; Liza was 

caught and shaken, on the pretence of being dusty and 

untidy and late for her tea, but in reality out of vexation 

at the child’s speech. 
“Thank goodness, my children don’t need to look to 

their betters for outs,” she observed to her audience; “ they 
can always get to their aunt’s at London, and then there’s 
the Wild Beast Gardens, and the Waxworks,: and a lot of 

erand places all ready to hand.” 

«And we're going to live in London ourselves, ain’t we, 

mother?” questioned Liza, her mind distracted from her 

woes by the remembrance of this great change awaiting - 
them. 

Mrs. Carter put on a meaning expression, while she 

affected to scold. “Go you indoors this minute,—chattering
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about things you know nothing of, we shall have the whole 
place soon about our ears. Not that I care who knows we 
ain’t bound to Ringleigh for life. It’s a poor sort of place for 
one as has been used to a bit of stir. I’m a Londoner, you 
see, born and bred, though my mother was a Yorkshire 
woman, and that sort never can get used to the country, 
they say.” 

Most people would have thought that Mrs. Carter had 
distinctly bettered herself, when, as a girl of seventeen, she 

left the hot, narrow London street in which her mother — 

lived, and the close confinement of the milliner’s shop 
where she worked, to marry George Carter, the clever 
young carpenter from Ringleigh village. He always had 
work, he was well paid and well thought of in the neigh- 
bourhood, and his creeper-covered house (it was too good a 
one to call a cottage) occupied the best position in the 
village street. What more could Mrs. Carter need to make 
her the happiest woman in the world ? 

Children? Well, she had not long to wait; the baby came 
punctually every year, but, alas! the first three barely reached 
a twelyemonth old when they drooped and died—just 
dwining of themselves, Mrs. Carter sobbed to her friends. 
It was all nonsense and fidget the doctor saying that the 
bit of meat they got hold of, as they sat on her knee, could 
harm them, JDidn’t she give it special to baby Tom to 
strengthem him ; and besides, who could refuse a little thing 

when it stretched out its hands so pretty, or lay back and 
screamed itself almost into fits for what it saw father. and 
mother eating? She was not one of that prim sort that 
kept the children to bread and milk, while their parents 
enjoyed themselves. 

And little Lily that died of the bronchitis, it was down- 
right cruel of the doctor to say it was the taking of her to 
see the fireworks at the Hall that killed her. Hadn’t the
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poor little soul been promised ever so long to see them, and 
wasn’t she wrapped in her mother’s warmest shawl the 
while ? 

But that was just like country folks; they had no spirit, 

and always made out you did wrong if you so much as 
opened an eye without leave. 
When the twins, Jane and Adeliza, were born, however, 

Carter himself manifested: a troublesome anxiety to retain 
these darlings in the cottage. Those green mounds in the 

churchyard were a sore sight each Sunday to his fatherly 

eyes, but it was impossible to put a stop all at once to the 

hurtful indulgences which his wife, on the score of kind- 

ness, permitted to her infants, and little Jane was almost 

carried off by convulsions, occasioned by too liberal a diet 

of ham and spring onions at the early age of fifteen months, 

before any impression could be made on the mother’s mind. 

Then she did seem alarmed; and while the child lay blue 

and stiff on her knee, she solemnly promised her husband 

that the diet of the twins should for the future be exactly 

what old Dr, Brown recommended. 
But diet is not everything in the bringing-up of children, 

and it is to be feared that Liza and Jane were constantly 

subject to other evil influences beside those of salt meat 

and raw vegetables. 
They were nine years old now, spoilt, and still rather 

sickly—-genteel-looking children, Mrs. Carter pronounced 

them, when she had plaited their colourless hair into long 
pigtails, and arrayed them in their Sunday finery of flounces 

and feathers. 

She would dearly have liked to keep the children out 

of the common atmosphere of the village school, but that 

Carter would not permit; the clergyman who had taught 
him in his youth, who had christened all of his little ones, 
and buried three, should still have the care of his little
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girls. So Jane and Liza trotted to the Sunday-school 
whenever the weather was not too hot or too cold, or their 

clothes too shabby or too fine. They were quick children, 
and would learn in five minutes the text or the hymn their 

class-fellows had been painfully spelling through all the 

week previous; and Miss Trennion, conscious that their 

irrecularity of attendance was generally their mother’s 
fault, had always a kind word for the little pair. She 
could not, however, break her known rule of attendance to 

secure the presence of the twins at her féte; they had been 
more irregular than ever this year, and for no special cause, 
so they must be left out of the invitations. 

When Carter came in, the tale had all to be told over 
again to him. 

“JT wish we were leaving before the treat comes off,” 
said his wife sharply. es never could abear my children 

to be looked down upon.” 
“They should have been more reg’lar, then,” said the 

father shortly. “ When I was a lad .my mother never let 
me play truant.” 

“Oh, your mother was a pattern, I know,” said Mrs. 
Carter, tossing her head; “but you were a strong lad, 

George ; it’s different with little girls, that can’t be sent out 
in all weathers.” 

“Ay, I was a strong lad,” sighed Carter; “I cannot 
think what’s come to me of late. My mind misgives me, 
Addie, about moving to London; one hazards a deal by it.” 

“Now, George, that’s just low spirits,” said his wife 
anxiously. She was honestly uneasy about George, who 
had been ailing since a fall off a ladder in the winter. 
“You know Dr. Brown himself is all for you going to the 
London doctors, and you couldn’t be running up and down 

from here wasting time, and strength, and money. Better 
far get rid of this business and feel free, and then we could
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take a little house near Aunt Mary in Paddington, and you 
could see the doctors, besides getting as much work as you 
wanted. I should feel quite young again out of this stupid 
hole.” 

“ Ringleigh’s never a stupid hole to me,” said George, 
snuling. “ Well, Janie, and what do you think about it 
all?” for the child was staring fixedly in his face. “Shall 
we go to London and never come back again ?” 

“Td like to go to London,” Janie answered quickly; 
“but, father, we must come back some time. I shouldn’t 

like to think I’d never see Tim Ryder or Fanny Rodgers any 
more.” 

“ That’s a faithful lassie,” said her father, much pleased. 
But his wife answered scornfully, “Tim, indeed! that 

pert little lame fellow, and drunken Rodgers’ child! Well, 
I must say, Jane, youve made a pretty choice of 
friends.” 

“ Mother, I keep company with Miss Terbrett and Coach- 
man Grey’s little girl,” said Adeliza. “I don’t go with 
the common children more than I can help; but Jane 
there” 

“Tush, tush!” interrupted her father ; “it isn’t pretty for 
one little sister to cast blame at another. Come, now, and 

sing father the hymn they had in school.” 

  

CHAPTER II. 

“Tio tucks of crape, Mrs. Mullins, and crape round the 

neck and sleeves; no one shall ever say as my children did 

not mourn their father properly, and a good father he was 

too, and a kind husband to me.” 

Mrs. Carter spoke with real feeling, for poor George,
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lying dead upstairs in the London lodging, after a weary 
two years of doctors and failing health, had indeed been all 
a loving wife could desire as helpmeet. If only he had 
been a little firmer in his rule, a little more ready to show 
the good sense and good principle which governed his own 
actions, it might have been better for his wife and children. 
But George was of a reserved nature, and depressing sick- 
ness had still further quenched his energies, so that he 
hardly lay more silent and self-contained now than he had 
done for the past many months. 

The widow gave him a grand funeral, of course, but after- 
wards came the rub, when the guests were gone, and the 
bill came in, “To one hearse and pair and two mourning- 
coaches and pair,’ &., and that other bill for “best crape 
mourning,” together with an intimation from the owner of 
the house that the last three weeks’ lodging might agreeably 
to her feelings be paid up. 

Following on these came, of course, a host of minor 
claims; that very black-edged card with the weeping willow 
at the top, “In memory of George Carter,” must be paid 
for. London tradespeople will not wait and trust like their 
less tried brethren in the country, and the payment of the 
usual household bills might no longer be delayed. The 
pulling up of the front blinds meant the real trying time 
for the widow, it seemed, for she was left badly off. - Poor 
George’s illness had run away with all the savings, and 
though they had incurred no actual debt at the time of 
his death, the arrangements of the funeral had been made 
with such a lavish hand, that the family were likely to feel 
it for some time after. 

In vain had poor George painfully scrawled on a piece 
of paper, “Directions for my burying. Let it be a very 
plain funeral, as cheap as possible. I’m not one as cares for 
show, and I’ve cost them all enough already ”  
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There the poor fellow had broken off, either too weary to 
write more, or uncertain how to word his wishes. 

Mrs. Carter had read the scrap with plenteous tears, and 
avowals that George should have the best of everything, 
whatever he said; she wasn’t one to grudge the dead any- 

thing; besides folks should know, by the style they did 
things in, that they came of a decent stock, though they 
were only in lodgings, that had always had their nice, 
respectable house sill now. 

It took poor George’s watch, and a variety of other 
treasures, to get the widow clear of the funeral bills, and 
then there was so little to look to, that even Aunt Mary, 

not a very prudent person herself, recommended Mrs. 
Carter to give up the second room, and fit herself and the 
girls into the one larger apartment. 

Mrs. Carter cried worse over this downfall than over 
her husband’s death. What would Ringleigh folks think 
if they knew the strait Carter’s children were in now? she 
should die of shame if any of them found it out. 

“The girls will be big enough for service soon,” suggested 
Aunt Mary, “and then you won’t be so cramped. Janie’s 
a fine-erown girl for only going of eleven.” 

“T’m going to be a milliner,” said Adeliza pertly. “I 
don’t like dirty work; I shall go to the shop in the day, 
like mother did, and sleep at home.” 

“Bless the child! what a spirit she has,” said Mrs. 
Carter, smiling through her tears. “I always said Liza 
favoured me most; I never fancied a missus over me, order- 

ing here and fussing there Now, Jane’s a meek one like 
the Oarters; she'll never rise much. It’s odd the difference 
there is in children.” 

Jane blushed under the scrutiny of her mother’s eye; 
children are quick to note favouritism, and Adeliza was 
certainly her mother’s dazling.
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« And yet, in face and figure, they’re hardly to be known 
apart, the neighbours say,” continued the mother, meditatively 
comparing her offspring. 

“ Mother! when my waist is ever the smallest,” broke 
out Liza indignantly, “and I’ve much the longest hair, 
though it won’t curl like Jane’s,” she added, mentioning 

plaintively this one crook in her lot. “And, oh! mother, 

you let the fire out this morning, and never thought to heat 
the irons to crimp it, and I shall be such a sight this after- 
noon!” and Adeliza pulled into view some wild locks 
which were intended to grace her forehead. 

“Mrs. Mullins will let me heat the irons at her fire,” 

said the mother. “La me! how badly that crape does wear 
on your dress, and the fortune it cost me.” 

“A lady to see you, Mrs. Carter. She’s waiting in the 
passage.” 

The thing Mrs. Carter most dreaded had come upon her. 
Jane had jumped up with a cry of delight, and led in Miss 
Trennion ; the want of the red ticket that last summer at 

Ringleigh had by no means diminished the child’s affection 
for her old teacher. Children can appreciate justice as well 
as love mercy; it is not everlasting sugar-plums that wins 

the young heart. Liza, too, in her way, was fond of Miss 
Trennion, and very soon even Mrs. Carter had forgotten her 

fears and fancies in the dear pleasure of hearing George praised 
by one whom she really respected, and in going over the record 
of those last sad months to an appreciative listener. 

Miss Trennion had come to propose that one of the twins 
should return with her to the Rectory, to work under the 

housemaid; she always had one little girl out of the village 

to train in her house ;—should it be Jane or Adeliza ? 

It was easy to see which of the children desired to go with 
her. Jane’s eyes brightened, while her cheeks flushed with 
anxiety; Adeliza tried to hide herself behind her mother’s chair. 
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“Well, Jane, so it is to be you,’ said Miss Trennion, 

smiling at the child. “Liza doesn’t want to leave mother 
just yet.” 

“T ain’t going to service at all,” said Liza, waxing bolder 

as the danger seemed past. “Jane she don’t mind doing 

as she’s bid, and sleving after people; she helps Mis. 

Mullins just for nothing; but I ain’t like that.” 

“T hepe, though, you try and help mother a great deal,” 

said Miss Trennion, thinking the child expressed herself 

awkwardly, and hardly grasping the selfishness and in- 

subordination of the young nature. 

“Oh, yes,” said Mrs, Carter hurriedly ; “she ain’t a bad 

child, ain’t Liza; a bit fond of her own way, but that’s 

always so with children; I never could be one to be always 

erinding them down, and looking for old heads on young 

shoulders. Let them enjoy themselves while they can ; 

when they come to be a poor widow like me, it’s time to 

put on a solemn face, and think of every word they say. 

O Liza! you naughty, naughty girl, you've got your elbow 

against the butter plate and greased all your beautiful 

crape. Well, children are a worrit, I must say; what you 

spend on them, and then they just go and ruin it! Why, 

that crape now, Miss Trennion, it cost me that sum that 

we haven't had a bit of meat in the house this week past. 

George couldn’t abide debt, and I’ve got to feel it uncom- 

fortable, so we just stint to pay for the mourning.” 

Miss Trennion could not help feeling that the meat for 

these pale-faced, growing children was a far greater necessity 

than the crape, but she never preached when she saw no 

reasonable chance of doing good by a sermon, so she simply 

remarked that she hoped: that when Jane was at Ringleich 

Liza would eat her share, and get fat and rosy. And then, 

with a promise of sending for Jane in a few days, she bade 

good-bye.
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CHAPTER IIL 

Fortune did not seem to smile on Mrs, Carter after poor 
George’s death. She tried in various ways to make a living, 
for, to do her justice, she was an industrious, striving woman, 

but the struggle ended in her falling into a weak state of 

health, and being only able to do little jobs of dressmaking 

when she felt easier. She cherished an idea at this time that 
Liza might help her in these small undertakings, but the spoilt 
child had no intention whatever of remaining in the dull up- 

stairs room chained to her needle; her dream had been of work 

in a shop with a half-dozen or more other young apprentices, 
and she teased her mother to obtain her such a situation. 

So, with hair extra frizzed and her best dress on, Liza 

and her mother set out one day for Miss Cordy’s, the 

dressmaker and milliner’s shop in Spring Street, “ Apprentices 
Wanted” being a notice generally to be seen in her window. 
But Liza was too young: to be sure, Miss Cordy did want 
a little girl to run errands, sweep the show-room, and be at 

the beck and call of all the workers—if Adeliza Carter 
was very obliging and quick and clean she might try hev. 

Liza jumped at the idea—anything for a change—but she 

returned at the end of the week full of complaints. Miss 

Cordy was so tiresome, The forewoman was dreadfully 

strict, and the girls laughed at her. She wouldn’t go there 
any more. And Mrs, Carter backed her in her resolve, 

saying that no child of hers should be put upon by any 
one, sending, too, an impertinent message to Miss Cordy on 

Monday morning to the same effect. 
Liza next took a fancy to help the confectioner’s wife 

next door—a genteel-looking child, Mrs. Fritz thought she 
might be useful selling pennyworths of sweets to the chil- 

dren who kept the bell of the swing-door going.
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But Liza was not trustworthy; she just ran out to see 
Punch when left in charge of the shop, and some un- 
principled person just ran in the while and robbed the till. 
Though a kind-hearted woman, Mrs. Fritz was obliged to 

‘return Liza to her mother, and that half-crown a week 

and the girl’s dinner vanished into thin air. 
Again poor Mrs. Carter remarked that people shouldn’t 

look for young girls to be as steady as old women, and 
thought all the world very cruel to her fatherless child. 

A lady who had noticed the delicate-lookine widow and 
her rather pretty little girl in church, next took Liza in 
hand; her son, Colonel Murray, from India, was temporarily 
in England with six children, and wanted a pleasant young 
girl to help the nurse. There would be no heavy baby to 
carry ; Liza could read nicely to the little ones, and wait 
on the nursery. It would be an easy way of earning four 
shillings a week. Liza was delighted; she was to live 
altogether at Oxford Crescent, and only come home on 
Sundays to see her mother. ‘The first Sunday there was a 
little grumbling ; the work was hard, the nursery was dull 
and looked to the back; the children were cross, and once, 
when Liza only pushed one the least little bit, Nurse flew 
into such a rage and threatened to tell the mistress, The 
second Sunday things were worse; Liza didn’t know that 
she could stay to be put upon like that. On the Monday 
Mrs. Murray, the grandmother, called with a little list of 
Liza’s naughtinesses, very gently put, for she was sorry for 
sick Mrs. Carter, but still all too true to be pleasant. The 
main point was, that Liza would not get up when called; 
she shut her ears, turned over in bed, and “drove Nurse 
wild” with her laziness. 

“ And now, Mrs. Carter, I have a plan to propose,” said 
Mrs. Murray kindly. “You and I know what young girls 
are—a little kindness often does more with them than a
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ereat deal of scolding. Suppose Z give Adeliza an extra 
sixpence a week if she gets up punctually at six every 
morning. That is the usual hour, I believe, for rising in 

my son’s family.” 
“Thank you, ma’am,” said Mrs. Carter stiffly, “but I’d 

as soon you didn’t. I don’t hold with such strict ways 
with young girls, and seven o’clock is quite time enough 
for Liza to get up. If Nurse ain’t satisfied with her, I 
suppose she’d better come home to her mother.” 

In vain Mrs. Murray pointed out to Mrs. Carter the 

foolishness of supporting a girl in a mere idle trick. She 

was not to be won over; she wasn’t going to have her 

fatherless children trodden upon. And Liza clenched the 
matter by running home without leave the very next night. 
Nurse was past bearing, and she knew mother would 

stand by her. 

Poor silly mother to foster in her young child the seeds 

of sloth, insubordination, and vanity ! 
“T knew I never could abear service,” declared Liza, as 

if the sentiment was something to be proud of. 

And then ensued months, nay, years of idleness, of odd 

jobs, of hanging at the street door, of friendships with other 

silly girls, and of general deterioration of character. 

Mrs. Carter had become a little stronger, and able to 

keep her child in idleness. It took a good deal to keep 

Liza, though, for the girl was very fond of dress, and apt to 

run up little bills for feathers and flowers hardly paid for 

by her poor mother’s earnings. 

No matter how silly, how hurtful, how monstrous the 

fashion of the day, Liza must needs follow it, and scoff at 
Jane, too, when she paid her family a visit in her plain attire. 

“No one would think we were twins now,” she would 

remark, contrasting her gay, fantastic garments with her 

sister’s quiet dress.
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Jane did not resent the intended disparagement of -herself. 
She was growing unlike her sister in other respects than out- 

ward appearance. Mingleigh and Miss Trennion were her 
standard now; she had money in the savings-bank, which 

she was secretly treasuring to buy mother a nice, warm 

cloak for the winter; she could bear to be without an amber 

necklace and light kid gloves. Mer ambition was not to be 
mistaken for a lady (but a shabby, sham lady after all, too), 
but to improve herself so as to become a valuable servant, 
living long and happily with Miss Trennion, and then, per- 
haps, by and by, in some very far distance there might be 
a cottage of her own smiling in the sunshine. In Ringleich, 
of course; Jane felt she could never leave her own dear vil- 
lage, and there was a certain big brother of the shrill-voiced 
little cripple who fostered this idea of hers. Boys and girls 
will form friendships as long as the world lasts, and when 
these friendships bear the test of time, who shall say that 
they may not develop into a stronger tie ? 

Miss Trennion had no objection to her servants forming 
acquaintances, or even “keeping company,” as they call it, 

with respectable young men, when they were old enough to 
know their own minds. Tom Ryder and Jane had agreed 
that, by and by perhaps, when Tom was out of his time, 
and she had laid by a few pounds over and beyond those 
presents to mother which she loved to give, they would 

walk out together, and till then Jane was content to nod to 
the big, sturdy fellow as she passed him in the lane, regard- 
less of the fact that Miss Trennion herself might be look- 
ing on. 

Jane’s thoughts were not all of love and work either; she 
went beyond these, if one can really get beyond real true 
love in one’s best thoughts, which I rather doubt. Any- 
way the girl, happy as she was in her daily life, was not 
contented with it; she knew that this world is but the school
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through which we pass to reach the happy home above, and 
when she strove to do her work well here, it was as much 

to please her Heavenly Father as her earthly mistress. 
Liza thought her very odd at times, and said so; for 

though Jane mostly “kept these things in her heart,” she 
could not but seem strangely different to the thoughtless 
girls whose company Liza chiefly sought. 

“Tt’s living in the country does it,” said Liza to herself, 
by way of explanation. 

“Tts London way to speak light-like,” thought gentle 
Jane. < know Liza can’t mean “all she says in that off- 
hand way.” 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE twins were just seventeen now. Jane hada fair prespect 
before her. Miss Trennion had become so much attached 
to her, that she promised, on her housemaid’s approaching 
marriage, to take her in her place,—a delightful announce- 
ment to the young girl, who loved Ringleigh and every- 
thing belonging to it. 

Liza also wrote word to her sister that at last she was 
nicely settled; she had got a place as young lady in the 

mantle-room in a large shop in Oxford Street. “They say 

they never had such a figure as mine,” wrote the vain 
child, “and mother has got me a black silk dress with a 
long train, though she made a terrible upset at first about 
my taking work so far off, and coming home at dark, as if 
T couldn’t look after myself!” 

Yes, at last Mrs. Carter had come to entertain a vague 
fear that her bringing-up had hardly been such as to keep 
her pretty daughter firm in the slippery paths of this
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troublesome world. For a year now she had had doubts 
about the respectability of Liza’s acquaintances, the giggling 

girls and loud young men with whom she walked out in 

the evenings. 
“But Liza is that headstrong,” she complained to her. 

old friend Mrs. Mullins ; “I don’t know how it’s come about. 

Jane, that I see so little of, seems to mind what I say far 

more; and yet I’m sure I never grudged Liza anything, and 
always took her part against every one else.” 

Yes, but poor Mrs. Carter had all unwittingly taken her 
child’s part against her good angel, and now that the dis- 
couraged messenger was standing on one side, with drooping 
wings and head averted, no wonder the mother’s heart quaked. 

As Liza said, mother had set her face against the 
Oxford Street shop, and the long walk or omnibus journey 
in the winter evenings, as hardly safe for a showy-looking 
girl like Liza, but the strong will always gains the day, and 
it was to be. 

Liza had been at her work about a month, when a 

wonderful assortment of finery began to appear in her 
drawer, by and by followed by bottles of scent, fans, ear- 
rings, and such trifles as girls delight in, 

It was a pity she spent her money like that, said the 
mother; but there! she remembered doing just the same 

before she married George, when it all came to an end. 
“Ah! but I mean to marry some one who will be able 

to give me such things after marriage,” said Liza. “I shan’t 
take a carpenter like father.” 

“ A cabinetmaker, please, and a first-rate hand,” said the 

widow, waxing warm in defence of her dead. 
“Oh, yes! anything you like,” returned Liza carelessly. 
“ But, child, what are you doing talking of marrying at your 

age—seventeen? You're a deal too young for such thoughts.” 

“T don’t see that,” said Liza pertly. “We're doing the
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trousseau of a young lady who’s only just seventeen, and 
nothing like so nice-looking as me, She came into the 
show-room to-day.” 

Mrs. Carter threw up her eyes in amaze. “But right 
she is about the looks,” she explained to Mrs. Mullins after- 
wards, “ with the nice colour that’s come to her of late and 

the new way of rearing her hair up in front. If only I 
could be sure she’d keep with the steady ones!” 

But no one could be sure. Liza kept her own counsel, 
and took her Sundays out far away from her mother, who 
had usually reckoned on an afternoon walk with her on 
that day in Regent’s Park or Kensington Gardens. The 
morning service, too, never before neglected since the time 
when she had trotted proudly to church by father’s side, 

was now a thing of the past. Liza, always late in bed at 
nights, could not rise early enough to accomplish the 
amount of dressing necessary to a Sunday toilette till the 
bells of the neighbourhood had long ceased calling the hour 
for worship. 

Private prayer went next. First it was a hurried, soulless 
repetition of a form of words, sometimes said in bed at 
nights and sometimes forgotten; then it was a consistent 
thrusting away of all thoughts beyond the cares and plea- 

sures of this fleeting world. God, Liza did not dare to 
think of; He could be no Father to her, for she desired to 
be no child of His, and a life after this one was a matter 

so full of discomfort to dwell on, that the girl put that 
aside till even conscience grew seared, and failed to accuse 
her of being one of those miserable ones who willingly 
forget God. 

Twins are commonly supposed to entertain a great affec- 
tion for each other, and, despite the distance that these 

sisters had drifted apart, Liza certainly was much attached 

to Jane.
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Jane regularly came up from Ringleich once a quarter to 
visit her mother, spending the night, and returning the next 
evening to her place. 

She was a cheerful, simple girl, very open-hearted in her 
own confidences and slow to perceive that Liza’s world was 
different to her own. Every now and then, however, a little 

chink in the lattice of Liza’s mind was opened to her, and 
then the country girl was thrilled with a sudden surprise, 
half alarm. 

“Y don’t expect Miss Trennion even has got anything 
half so fashionable as these,” said Liza one day, exhibiting 
to her sister a rather peculiar-lookine pair of boots with 
grey tops and very high, pointed heels. 

Jane’s light eyes grew round. “Liza! you never wear 
such things ” 

“Why not?” said Liza, Jlanghing, “ Yes, you may stare, 
but they’re Paris boots, straight from France.” 

“They must have cost a lot,” said Jane, almost breathless. 
“Suppose they did,” laughed Liza, “who cares? not I; 

T don’t pay. Hush, Jane! put’em by; here’s mother coming. 
I don’t want her to know all my secrets,” 

But it was not Mrs. Carter’s step on the stairs, so the 
boots were had out for a second look. 

“T should feel as if I were walking on pins,’ commented 

Jane, “Liza, don’t you slip on them?” 

“Oh, no!” said Liza lightly, “I’m used to the sort; they 
are all the fashion. I’m not like you, Jane, wearing old 
Rodgers’ boots still, I see, clumping things. Well, don’t 
you want to know what friend I have to give me such fine 

boots? Guess a bit, you slow old thing.” 
But Jane could not guess, and Liza wouldn’t tell, so the 

boots were stuffed into a drawer on Jane discovering that it 
was near five, and her train went at six, and tea to be got 

first,
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Weeks and months passed by, and still Liza seemed satis- 
fied with her situation, You met with a better style of 
people out Regent Street way, she explained to her friends 

when they desired to know the reason of her unusual con- 

tent. And, by and by, the better sort of people began to 
- show up in the small street in Paddington in the shape of a 
very smart-looking young man who brought Liza home at 
nights, and was very civil to Mrs. Carter. 

‘N ow it was very evident where all Liza’s pretty things 

came from, for Mr. Montague Smith, as the name ran on 

the gentleman’s highly-glazed card (propped after his first 
visit against the glass on the mantelpiece), was more than 
generous—he was lavish in his gifts to the young girl. 

Articles of all sorts, useful as well as merely showy, 

poured in. Liza was intoxicated with delight, Mrs. Carter 

flattered that her child should have secured the affections 

of so wealthy a young man. Tears of real pleasure found 

their way into Liza’s eyes (seventeen years will not harden 

or stifle natural affection in a young heart) when Mr. 

Smith carried a parcel to her mother one night, out of 

which he produced a splendid black silk dress, which he 

begged her to accept as a little token of regard from one 

who hoped—and there he stopped and looked at Liza. 
He might hope, nay, expect, anything he liked from that 

young lady it was evident, for she was completely dazzled by 

his good appearance, his easy manners, and his lavish gifts. 

Only Mrs. Mullins was found to ask his antecedents and 

how Liza came to know him. 
He was a general agent, Liza said, and had been to their 

shop several times regarding some special trimmings in gold 

and silver braid which he had procured from Russia. Of 

course his occupation accounted for his being able to pro- 

cure all sorts of dress and ornaments at fabulously cheap 

prices.
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Liza believed he had a warehouse in the city—he had 

told her so; and anyway she knew he had a beautiful house 

at Wandsworth, where there was a piano and a double 

drawing-room, and lovely mirrors in all the rooms. 
“And, Liza, you're sure he means fair by you?” queried 

the mother, anxious at last for her darling. 

“Mother!” remonstrated Liza, “you can see for yourself. 

Would he come here and ask to see you if he didn’t mean 
it all aboveboard 7?” 

“Could he give a reference, now, to his clergyman ?” 

timidly suggested the poor woman, her country experience 

prompting the idea, 
Liza laughed scornfully. “If you treat him as if he was 

an errand-boy wanting a place, you'll be frightening him off, 

mother. No, let him alone; surely I can manage my own 

affairs. I’m not going to get into a hobble, or marry with- 

out my proper white dress and nice trousseau. Will that 

content you ?” 
It did not content the poor mother, but she dared not 

invitate her spoiled darling by contesting the matter. 
After a while, however, her heart grew easier; Mr. Smith 

was so very kind, things must be all right. There was no 
doubt he loved Liza dearly, for he had openly asked her 

to be his wife, and now he was inviting Mrs. Carter too to 
come and visit his pretty villa on Wandsworth Common. 

Liza to live in a villa with a piano—to do no more work 

—to become Mrs. Montaeue Smith—to keep a servant of 
her own, perhaps two—the vision was too enchanting; no 
wonder mother as well as daughter was bewitched by it. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Tue happy day arrived, a glowing summer Sunday, when 
Mr. Smith drove up to the door to pick up Liza and Mrs. 
Carter in their best dresses. He looked so gay and hand- 
some in his glossy clothes, blue tie, and auburn whiskers, 
that the poor mother heaved a sigh of relief. No one that 
didn’t mean fair, she thought again, could look like that, 
but yet if only she could have known something of his 
family. Of course they must be far superior to the Carters, 
and perhaps would object to his marrying a poor cabinet- 
maker’s orphan, so she had best not press the matter, but 
give in to Liza, who had somewhat angrily begged her to 
let all that drop, and not spoil her pleasure by such foolish 
‘pressing. Anyone could see that Mr. Montague Smith was 
quite the gentleman. 

The drive was very pleasant once anxious thoughts were 
stifled. Mrs. Carter, in the black silk dress, had the back 

seat all to herself, and a hamper of provisions provided by 
Mr, Smith, and thoroughly did she enjoy the soft breeze, 
the sight of the river, and the drive past trees and gay- 
gardened villas. Liza, of course, was in high spirits in her 

seat by Mr. Smith, and the sound of her rather highly-pitched 
laughter was music to her mother’s ears. 

All was coming right; here was the house, an earnest of 
all that was to be her girl’s. It was a pretty little villa in 
a retired corner just off the road, its windows looking into a 
small but shady garden, only a blank wall presenting itself 
to the highway. Liza rather regretted this; she would have 
liked to picture herself sitting in her best clothes at a win- 
dow commanding the road, the admired of all beholders. It 
would not be genteel, she knew, to stand at the door when 

she was a lady, and yet nowhere else could she be seen.
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Well, she should have to walk out all the oftener, and with 

a servant of her own, that would be easy enough. 
It is wonderful what thoughts will career through the 

mind in an instant of time. Liza thought all this as Mr. 
Smith lifted her down from the box-seat. The house was 

locked up; Mr. Smith did not live there yet, and he ex- 

plained that everything was in utter confusion. 

“We poor men can’t manage much without the ladies,” 
he said graciously, and Liza thought what a beautiful way 

he had of turning a sentence. 

As for Mrs. Carter, she was in a maze of gratified bewilder- 
ment at the confused mass of furniture, hangings, knicknacks, 
lamps, china, and ornaments that met her eyes In every room. 

Everything was in dreadful disorder. There was not a carpet 

down, but still, as she repeatedly assured her son-in-law elect, 

there was enough in the place to furnish half a dozen such 
houses. And Liza tapped her bridegroom affectedly with 
her parasol, and called him an extravagant thing. 

Mrs. Carter was so carried.away by her feelings that she 

entreated Mr. Smith to let her come in for a week before 

the wedding to straighten the house, but he put on one of 

those very bright smiles Liza thought so charming, and 

declared that he would find a better office than that for his 

Adeliza’s mother; when she came to the Laurels, it must be 

for pleasure, not work. 

Poor Mrs. Carter! no wonder her heart beat with exulta- 
tion at the thought of Liza’s good fortune. She would have 

liked what she called a good rummage through the villa, but 

Mr. Smith did not encourage that, indeed, most of the rooms 

were locked, and very soon he carried an armchair out under 

the trees and begged her to seat herself there, and unpack 

the hamper while he smoked a cigar by Liza. 
There was a salad to be made, and Mrs. Carter was soon 

fully employed. Then came the lunch, a perfect little feast
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for the two women—-cold chicken, veal pies, and what Mrs. 

Carter had never even seen before in her life—champagne 
—sparkling in her own glass. Mr. Smith had gone quietly 
into the house and returned with a couple of the gold-topped 
bottles. 

The church-bells were ringing for evening service be- 
fore the meal was finished. By that time Liza’s laughter 

had grown louder and freer, and the soft pink in her cheeks 

had deepened to a glowing red. Mrs. Carter was feeling 

heavy and confused; the unaccustomed wine had given her 

a headache, and those church-bells teased her with their 

monotonous refrain. 
They seemed to be accusing her of something-—perhaps 

of not having been to church that day. She becan to feel 
uncomfortable ; to wish Liza wouldn’t laugh like that; to 

wonder what father would have thought of this Mr. Mon- 

tague Smith ; to wish Jane were there with her grave, clear 

eyes ; to feel cold, and regret she had not brought her old 

shawl. To be sure, when Mr. Smith perceived she was 

finding the breeze chilly, he went indoors and brought out 
a handsome Paisley shawl, of which he begged her accept- 

ance; but still she was glad when the carriage came round 

and they started for home. It had been a delightful day, 

but Ah! those buts—don’t they often spoil our 

pleasure in this world! Liza kept up to the last, but 
when Mr. Smith bade the women good-night at their door, 

she, too, seemed to become suddenly cross and sleepy, and 

refused to indulge her mother in a talk over the events of 
the day. 

The glamour of this visit to Wandsworth illuminated all 

Mrs. Carter’s thoughts of Liza’s future for some time after- 

wards. Mrs. Mullins was won over to think with her that good 

looks and generosity were quite enough to expect ina son-in- 

law, and that Liza was a most fortunate girl. The marriage 
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was fixed for the early winter. Liza gave up the shop, and 
was deep in the consideration of how many gowns could be 
bought with a very small sum of money in hand, and a 
certain amount of trust to be had in the neighbourhood—for 
Mrs. Carter was now known as an old resident, and an 

honest one, if poor—when Jane appeared on the scene, come 

for a holiday. A badly cut hand needed London advice, 
and Miss Trennion sent her to spend an idle week at home. 

She put some awkward questions to Liza and her mother. 
Who knew the young man? Where did he live, since 
they said there was no trace of occupation at the Laurels? 
Who were his friends? Had Mrs. Carter asked Liza’s 
employers about him? And was Liza going to marry him 
so totally in the dark as she was about his surroundings ? 

In vain Liza brought forward her presents—rather valu- 
able jewellery had, by this time, swelled the list. Jane 
looked still graver. 

“ Miss Trennion is coming to call on Friday,” she said; 
“let us tell her about it, Liza.” 

Then Liza waxed angry, and said no fussy person that 
didn’t know London ways should meddle with her affairs, 
and if mother was going over to Jane’s side, and meant to 
make a bother about her young man that was behaving so 
handsome, she’d just leave them all and go and put up with 

her friend, Miss Leatherby, at Brixton. Julia Leatherby 
would be only too pleased to have her, and she could marry 
more respectably from them, living, as they did, in a nice 
semi-detached villa. 

Poor Mrs. Carter took up her apron at this; she could not 
bear to see her favourite child vexed with her. She assured 
Liza that she should never think of contrarying her; that she 
had the utmost faith in Mr. Smith; and that it was very 
wrong of Jane to be so suspicious. 

Poor Jane! she sat by in her enforced idleness, grave
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and distressed. Mr. Smith might be all they said, but the 

thoughts of Liza marrying in the dark, as it were, alarmed 

her. She had a curiosity to see the young man, but, un- 

fortunately, he was on a journey during her week in town. 

Liza thought he had gone to Scotland, or farther, perhaps, 
she wasn’t sure ; nothing did seem sure about her betrothed, 
save the fact that he was able to give handsome presents. 

Liza recovered her temper with Jane after a day or two, 

and wanted to press a parasol and a pair or two of gloves 

on her out of her store, but Jane refused as gently as she 

could. They would be of no use to her in Ringleigh, she 
said ; in reality she could not bring herself to accept any- 
thing that came from this young man. She was uneasy 
about him. 

Mr. Smith visited very frequently at the house after 

Jane left, and Mrs. Carter felt less anxious. Any one could 

see how fond he was of Liza, and what more could you 

want? He used no bad language, he was very kind to 

her, Mrs. Carter, a poor old woman, and if he didn’t just 

attend church or talk religious like some, he mightn’t be 
any the worse. And as for relations, people can’t make 

them, if they happen to be born only children and lose 

their parents in infancy. Liza would at least have no one 

to nag at her, as they say mothers-in-law do. 

So everything seemed bright once again, and Liza stitched 
and sang, and promised her mother many a luxury in the 

good days to come. 

Presently, however, a different order of affairs set in. Mr. | 

Smith was in Paris on business; be thought he should 

probably take Liza there first on her marriage, and leave 
Mrs. Carter in charge of the Laurels. 

Liza gave a jump at that. Go to Paris, that beautiful 

city where all the fashions come from !—that would be 

delightful !
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Mrs. Carter and she held whispered consultations over this 

new shaping of their lives. Montague had one crotchet, Liza 

said—he hated his concerns talked about. A general agent 
often had very delicate affairs to transact, and for women to 
gabble about them might mean ruin, so Mrs, Mullins was 
no longer made a party to their cogitations. 

Then letters came of which at first Liza read portions to 

her mother, but which finally she kept to herself, waylaying 

the postman, so as to conceal, if she could, the very fact of 
their arrival. Liza herself, however, still smiled, though the 

smile was scarcely so much that of a light heart as of con- 

scious importance. 
She had a room to herself now in Mrs. Mullins’ house; 

how else could the dresses and presents be accommodated ? 

and she spent a great deal of time alone in this room, 
stitching and arranging her wardrobe. 

Mrs. Montague Smith must do her husband credit. Not 
a deeper thought had the poor child of the step she was 
about to take. 

One morning, her mother being out on a job of work, and 
Liza off guard, Mrs. Mullins brought the girl a letter. 

“We know who from,” she said meaningly. Liza 
frowned. How tiresome that woman was, recognising Mon- 

tague’s handwriting ! 
She tore open the envelope feverishly the moment her 

back was turned. Her face reddened and paled as she 

glanced at the very legible handwriting with its stereotyped 
flourishes. 

Then ber mouth set firmly. 

It must be done, what he asked. She did not like it, 

but she was bound to him by every tie, and specially by 

love. Yes, Liza loved this young fellow with his liberal 
hand and winning manners; of course she must do as he 

bid her. She had half expected such a letter, half expected
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to be told that her marriage must take place in Paris, not 
here, but she had not imagined that he would make it a 
condition she must come alone and secretly to him, leaving 
her mother behind, And in such haste, too—this very night. 

Of course it was all quite right; mother was to go to 
the Laurels directly ; he was going to write that, but now 
she was bound over to leave clandestinely, to say nothing 
to any one of her plans. 

She tried to put her clothes in a little order against the 
day when she should send for them; it grieved the girl 
sorely to think she should not be married in the white 
silk dress she had taken such pleasure in thinking of; but 
Montague had promised to arrange all that in Paris if she 
would only come off at once, and not hamper herself with 
clothes. But how to get away unsuspected, that was the 
question. 

She must make some excuse. Mrs. Fritz, the confec- 

tioner’s wife, had a sister living in Oxford Street with 
whom Liza was on intimate terms. She was a milliner, 

and had provided several things for the trousseau. 
Liza left word with Mrs. Mullins that she was going to 

this Miss Becker’s, and might pass the night there; then, to 
give the matter an honest colouring, she went to Mrs. Fritz, 
and, saying only that she was going to call on her sister, 
asked to take the baby with her, a pretty child of a year 
old. She wanted to order the silk bonnet for it that she 
had long promised it. 

Mrs. Fritz, honest woman, was a little surprised at fine 

Miss Carter caring to be hampered with a baby, but then, 

to be sure, Lizette was such a darling, and her namesake too. 

The mother’s heart easily explained it. 
“Youll stop for tea there,” she said, and Liza nodded 

acquiescence, 
“Good-bye! You have always been very kind to me,”
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were words that forced fame to the girl’s lips, as she 
‘took the child. 

Mrs. Fritz stared. Was Liza ill? Her eyes were large 
and serious, her voice was strange and had a tremble in it. 
Only the cold !perhaps. October had come in sharply with 
frosts and dank mists. The good little woman went back 
cheerfully to her cakes and her oven. 

“Now for Charing Cross Station,” whispered Liza to the 
unconscious child. “Tl take a cab once I get beyond 

Oxford Street and have dropped you at your aunt's. % 

It was afternoon. Liza’s arms ached with carrying the 
heavy child, but she had so much to think of, she hardly 

noticed it. Montague was to meet her at Dover; they 
would travel together to Paris, and be married next day. 
Then all would be right; she must not let her thoughts 
wander till then. Montague had hinted at dreadful conse- 
quences if she neglected to fulfil his commands to the letter. 
He never could mean to give her up. Liza could not bear 
that. No, she would do exactly what he told her. 

On, on went the girl. Regardless of anything but her 
mission, she was making straight for Miss Becker’s, When 
there, she would ask her to keep her little niece while she 
did some shopping, and after that she would drive imme- 
diately to the station, banishing all thought of everything 
behind, and only seeing Montague and her new life before 
her, 

The tiniest little cloud of suspicion hovered on her 
horizon now, as to what that life might be, but she was 
committed to it, and she did not wish to be enlightened 
too soon. She loved the man, whom yet she fancied she 
did not thoroughly know. 

Here was Oxford Street close by; one half her walk was 
done. She was crossing the street, when a hansom cab came 
hurriedly round a corner; to escape it Liza tried to run, but
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the child was heavy, and she stumbled, catching those very 
high-heeled boots Jane had mistrusted on the pavement. | 
The cab just cleared her, but the girl lost her balance and 
fell heavily. When she was picked up it was with a 
broken ankle and concussion of the brain. 

There was no clue to her residence to be found about 

her, not even Mr. Smith’s letter. By his orders she had 
burnt that after learning off his directions, so she was 
carried unconscious to the nearest hospital, while the baby 
was taken to the workhouse, 

CHAPTER VI. 

“Young woman with broken ankle and injury to head. 
Lawson Ward, No. 5. Yes, she is quite herself now; can 

‘identify any one, or give evidence. Won’t tell her own 
address, though. What is it? Case of the lone firm, do 
you say ? Swindline to a large extent,—is she concerned, do 
you suppose? Can’t move her, you know, for six weeks.” 

So spoke the scarcely curious young house-surgeon of the 

Western Free Hospital to the official who interrogated him 
two days after Liza’s accident. 

The poor girl had unwittingly betrayed a criminal to 
justice by her wild ravings on her bed of pain. Mr. Smith’s 
directions, so faithfully learned, had been repeated in frantic 
accents all night long in that hospital ward, and had led to 

inquiry on a subject which had for some time been baffling 
the intelligence of the London detectives. Burglaries to a 
considerable extent had been perpetrated by an individual 

who went by many names, and who must have accumulated 
considerable booty in London or the neighbourhood. So 
wily, however, had he been, and so carefully were all his
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desiens laid, that as yet he had escaped detection, and his 

hiding-place was undiscovered. Now from bed No. 5, Law- 

‘son Ward, Western Free Hospital, bad issued the shrill, 

girlish voice that was to bring him to justice. 

Yes, it was Mr. Montague Smith, alias Jones, Evans, 

Brown, Miller, &., &c., &c., who was wanted, and whose 

present address was clearly indicated. 
Poor innocent Liza! For innocent in’ this matter she 

verily was, knowing nothing of her bridegroom’s misdeeds, 

knowing even less now how widely she was proclaiming 

them. The blow fell on her when she recovered conscious- 

ness with fearful violence. At first she laughed at the 

detectives who interrogated her. Oh, yes! they had made a 
mistake; it was not her Mr. Smith they wanted. But, by 

and by, when they had brought her Mr, Sinith to her bed- 

side, and she saw the white, hunted look on his face, and 

noted his utter silence, she suddenly changed countenance, 

and burst into bitter weeping. The ground was cut from 

under her feet; she was in another world, a world of mist 

and blackness and unutterable misery. 
She would die; there was nothing for it but that. She 

refused food, she tried to die, but they would not let her. 

Doctors, nurses, detectives refused to open the gate of the 

grave to her. She still would give no address, but in a case 
of this description nothing can be kept secret, and her mother 

was very shortly by her bedside, followed soon by Jane and 

Miss Trennion. Of all those three, strange to say, Liza 
turned to Miss Trennion. 

“Yow 'll tell me the truth—-yow'll tell me all. They won't 

let me die, and I can’t live unless I know.” 

“My poor child,” said the kind lady, inexpressibly 

touched by the pleading voice, the wild blue eyes, and 
the hageard face, “you shall be told all. You have a right 

to know it.”
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And then, bitter as the hearing was, Liza listened to the 

terrible recital of her betrothed’s crimes. 
For months, nay, years, he had carried on a successful 

system of robbery, sometimes obtaining valuable goods by 

fraud, but usually breaking into empty houses and robbing 

them during the absence of the proprietors at the seaside or 

on the Continent. Stores of costly articles had been found 

in his so-called warehouse in town, at the Laurels, and at a 

third house in Blackheath. 
In connection with this last place came Liza’s worst stab. 

A few days after the disclosure of the fearful secret, a young 

woman, handsomely dressed but in great agitation, leading a 

little child by the hand, asked to see “ Miss Carter,” Liza’s 

was a special case, and she was permitted to receive visitors. 

This one refused to give her name, but began, evidently in 

great distress, to question the sick girl. 

“You did not marry him—Mr. Smith?” she stammered, 

her lips almost refusing to form the words. 

Liza shook her head. “It was to have been next day—he 
was fond of me,” she said pleadingly. 

Her spirit was greatly humbled by trouble. 

“Thank God for that,’ returned her visitor. “Girl, I 
think you were innocent, but he, my husband, all the same 

would have sacrificed you. I am his lawful wife,” she added, 

drawing herself up to her full height, and clasping the little 
child’s hand closer in hers. 

« And is that his child?” asked Liza, feeling almost turned 

to stone. “Oh, yes! you need not answer; it has his eyes.” 

And then something touched the two poor women, both 
deceived, and they wept convulsively side by side, the pretty 
boy looking wonderingly at either. 

Yes, this was his neglected wife—to her he had also told 
the oft-repeated tale of business calling him from home, and 
she had been equally ignorant of the means by which he got
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his wealth, and his connection with Adeliza Carter. The 

poor woman had oceupied the Blackheath dwelling in com- 
fort and peace until now. Mr. Montagne Smith had indeed 
been a clever scoundrel. But he had wrecked two women’s 
lives, and his sin had found him out at last. It is needless 

to chronicle his further career ; it is only with Liza we have 
to do. She, poor child, was reaping now the fruits of the 

foolish indulgence shown her through life by her over-fond 

mother. , 
When she recovered from her accident, she had to go 

through many trying scenes as a witness against the so- 

called Mr. Montague Smith; that, and the shock to her 

system from her double injury, so affected her health that 

she continued a partial invalid all winter. Kind friends 

managed to get her into a seaside hospital after a while, 

but a settled melancholy clouded the poor girl’s mind. She 

might entirely recover if wisely treated, the doctors opined, 

particularly if removed from the neighbourhood where she 

had suffered so much, and with this view Mrs. Carter brought 

her back to Ringleigh, a little cottage having been offered 

to her there, rent free, by the vicar’s kindness. 

Jane helps to support sister and mother, grudging none 

of those savings which were meant to have gone towards 

her own modest castle in the air. She has her reward by 

the almost piteous dependence on her of her once lively | 

sister, and the loving gaze of the sad eyes following her 

wherever she goes, It begins to dawn on Mrs. Carter that 

‘had she been wise as well as indulgent towards this cherished 

daughter, she might never have seen this blight fall on her 
young life. There is, you see, such a thing as cruel kind- 

ness,
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OOD morning !—how do you do ?—if you please 
— thank you — buy two little boxes of 
matches ?” 

The last question was asked coaxingly by a 
sweet childish voice; and small bronze fingers, stained of a 
bright orange eoleae at the tips with henna juice, pressed 
two boxes of wax tapers into my hand. 

There was no resisting the appeal, for, though a sober 
bachelor, I am as fond of children as any old grandfather 
in England ; and the little ones—-God bless them !—seem to 
know this by a kind of instinct. I had been spending the 
summer in Germany, and as I sauntered now through the 
streets of Algiers, my heart was full of all the little golden- 
haired Gretchens and Triichens whom I had left far behind 
when ordered by my doctor to fly with the swallows to 
North Africa. J had only landed the preceding evening, 
and as yet had found no pets among the dusky though 
beautiful Arab children who would be my neighbours for 
the next six months, 

The little man who now accosted me seemed about eight 
years old; and I was struck by the beaming intelligence 
of his dark eyes, which were the softest and most lustrous 
that I had ever seen. 

“ What is your name, my boy?” I asked, stooping down 
(207) A  
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to caress the shapely head, which scarcely rose above my 
knee. I naturally spoke in English, but soon found my 
new friend’s knowledge of our language was confined to the 
few sentences which he had strung together to attract my 
notice. 

Here was a perplexity, for I could not speak Arabic, nor 
was I skilful in the use of signs, though the small match- 
seller stood watching my every gesture as though he were 
quick enough to read my meaning, however imperfectly ex- 
pressed. Suddenly it flashed over me that the child might 
understand French; for since the conquest of Algeria by 

that nation, this tongue has become familiar in the colony, 

especially to dwellers on the coast and in the larger cities, 
This hope proved well founded, for the boy was too intelli- 

sent not to have profited by his continual intercourse with 

the French settlers. Many of these had been very kind to 

him, especially a fisherman from Marseilles, who had crossed 

some years since to the African coast, and who now meant 

to end his days there, as he found both food and work 

more plentiful than on his native shore. 

My companion and I were equally pleased at being able 
to exchange ideas, and soon we felt like old friends as we 

wandered through the scenes that he had known from baby- 

hood, but which were full of novelty to me. When asked 

his name in French; he answered “ Hadad,” and told me he 

had lost all his family in the terrible famine three years 

before. Both of his parents had died from starvation, and 

all the children except himself had perished in the fever 

which had followed close upon the scarcity of food. He, 

being stronger than the rest, had struggled through that 

dreadful period, “ until rain fell and kept away the locusts, 

and bread grew again out of the earth.” 

It was a piteous tale, rendered doubly pathetic by the 

careless and light-hearted tone of the narrator. I thought
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as I listened that God’s little children seem in a way like 
His sunbeams, shining in the darkest places of the earth, 
undimmed by the sorrows which they behold. 

“Have you always food enough now, Hadad?” I in- 
quired as we turned into the fishmarket, where many strange 
creatures, which I had never seen before, were piled in 
baskets, that glistened and shone as though they had been 
filled with a 

“ Ah, yes!” he replied contentedly ; “ only sometimes I 
can buy very few dates when nobody wants my matches.” 

“Do you never work in other ways?” I asked, knowing 
from my experience of London boys how uncertain is such 
a source of livelihood. 

“Sometimes I do errands for the women in the market, 

and they give me some figs or a slice of melon, or a fish, 
which old Abou Hassan helps me to fry for our supper.” 

“And where do you sleep?” was my next question, 
“here in the French town, or yonder in the old white 
Moorish city on the hill?” 

“J sleep in the great mosque beside the palm-trees,” was 
the unexpected answer. “Abou Hassan lets me share his 
mat, and we lie down together near the fountain after we 
have washed and said our prayers.” 

“Ts not that rather cold in winter even here?” I asked, 

while my rheumatic frame shivered at the thought.of a 
couch among the fan palms and pomegranates which edged 
the clear fountain in the stately marble mosque. 

“Yes; but then Hassan wraps his woollen bernous round 
us both; besides, it is so cool on summer nights,” added my 
brave little philosopher. 

“And how does Hassan earn his bread ?” I asked, grow- 
ing much interested in the old man who seemed so gentle 
and kind-hearted. 

“Hassan used to be a camel-driver, but now he can only
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beg. Two years ago, when he was in the desert, the hot 
sand got into his eyes, and there was no water to wash it 
out, for he and his friends needed every drop to drink. 
When he came back here he could not see plainly, and now 
he is almost blind; so he has sold his camel, and lives on 
the money which he gets from strangers.” 

I was touched by this simple history, and glad to find, 
even in Africa, among poor Moslems, who have never been 
taught Christ’s law of love, the same spirit of mutual help 
and sympathy which I had so often remarked among the 
destitute in England. 

The sun now began to be so powerful that I was obliged 
to return to my hotel, so I took leave of Hadad after having 
bought several more boxes of his matches. I was interested 
in the energetic little fellow, and I asked myself what I 
could do to help him. This was clearly no case for alms- 
giving—work was what he needed, and I thought the best 
beginning would be to engage him as a guide for the next 
morning. He was much pleased to accept my offer, and 

he promised to be awaiting me at seven o’clock in the fish- 
market, as J wished to choose a point for sketching that 
picturesque scene when I could find more leisure. 

I sat down to breakfast in good spirits, for already a 
warm human tie made this strange country feel like home. 
My walk had given me no appetite, however, owing to the 
oppressive heat, which rendered the very sight of food dis- 
tasteful. I cut a large yellow peach, but found no juicy 
pulp inside, only a mass of something dry, which looked 
like cotton-wool. Next I tried some choice grapes, of a 
delicate lilac tint, but they were not refreshing either, 
though very nice in their way, like jam or sugar-plums. 
The burning sun had turned their cooling juice into rich 
syrup, as the North African climate does not suit these 
dainty productions of Spain and Italy. There are excellent
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fruits at Algiers, such as sweet lemons, dates, pomegranates, 
and the finest oranges which I had ever seen; but all this I 
learned only by degrees, when I grew more familiar with 
the place. 

That first day I was very busy in unpacking my books and 
writing to dear friends ab home. Then I beean to consider 
how these months in Africa could be spent to the best 
advantage. God has fresh work prepared for us in every 
new place to which we are called, and though I could not 
yet hope to discover mine, it was at least sure that this 
precious gift of time should be improved. Thus thinking, 
I drew out my watch, and found it had run down through 
my neglect to wind it the previous night. I rang the 
bell, and a French servant entered. “The time, sir?” he 

said, in an obliging tone; “I will run to the great mosque, 

and let you know directly.” 
How strange it seemed to set one’s watch not by a 

townhall or cathedral clock, but by an Arab mosque! ‘This 
trifling circumstance impressed on me the fact that now I 
was no longer in a Christian country, but among the fol- 
lowers of the false prophet Mahomet, in a land which 
upheld the crescent instead of. the cross. I had prayed 

every Good Friday since my childhood for them and for 
all who were not yet gathered into the fold of the Good 
Shepherd, but my interest had been very feeble as compared 
with that which was called forth by actually seeing them 

and living in their midst- 
During the afternoon I tried to get the sleep which is 

so needful for health in warm climates, but the wind, which 
swept in gusts through my closed blinds, seemed as 
parching as the blast from an oven, and I felt too feverish 

even to sit still. I tried to keep my mind quiet, however, 
and to interest myself by forming little plans of usefulness. 
For one thing, I should take lessons in Arabic, and seek out
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some very poor man to teach me, Even a slight know- 
ledge of the language might help one to render little acts of 
kindness. Besides, study is a good thing in itself, and the 
more we can learn the greater will be our power of useful- 
ness. ‘There always is some danger lest the “ buried talent ” 
should rust in our keeping, unless we are careful to look at 
our opportunities in every change of circumstance. People 
who roam abroad, whether in search of work, pleasure, or 
health, are more liable to this risk than those who live in 

quiet houses amid a settled round of duties, 
When a faint sea-breeze sprang up towards five o'clock, 

I wandered forth again, but felt too laneuid for enjoyment. 

The Bay of Algiers seemed to me yet finer than that of 
Naples, though I missed the islands of the latter, and the 

smoking white cone of Vesuvius. I was, however, disap- 
pointed in the beauty of the landscape; all nature seemed 
to have been either bleached dead white or burned into 
the colour of mahogany. No rain had fallen for five 
months, and the dust had hardened into a solid mags, which 

rendered the colouring of that lovely coast as sombre as the 
bays of Scotland. 

T had little rest during that night. The wind died away 
soon after sunset, and the sultriness increased, until at last, 

in the small hours, there seemed scarcely any air to breathe. 
Twice I went to the open window, being tempted thither by 
the land swell of the sea, which rolled in heavy billows to 

the beach, as though a strong gale had arisen. There, 
indeed, were the white-crested waves, dashing in angry surf 
against the rocks, but not the lightest breeze was stirring. 
The ocean seemed agitated from beneath, for all around was 

a dead calm. Towards dawn I fell asleep for a couple of 

hours, but I was glad when the time came for rising, and 
the clock had not struck seven when I entered the market- 

place, where Hadad already awaited me. 
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Searcely had I returned his courteous Eastern salutation, 
ere a question burst eagerly from my lips. 

“Hadad, why are the stalls empty this morning, and 
what has become of all the fishwomen? Is this a holiday 
among the Arabs?” 

“Oh, no! the boats cannot leave the harbour; it would 

not be safe to do so, for there may be an earthquake at any 
moment.” 

The boy spoke as quietly as though he had predicted 
hail or snow. Indeed, I had seen many English people far 
more frightened at the prospect of a thunderstorm. ; 

“Why do you think that likely?” I inquired with a 
sense of uneasiness which seemed to amuse my little friend. 

“ There is no danger,” he said reassuringly, “except upon 
the sea. The earthquake never does much damage here; 
though there are places not far off where it sometimes 
destroys whole cities, The strangers may have no fish for 

several days,” he added, as he glanced round with a prac- - 
tised eye; “the earthquake weather sometimes lasts a week 
or longer.” 

“ But how do you know this is earthquake weather, as you 
call it?” , 

“ Did you not hear the moaning of the sea last night, and 
how the waves roared when there was not wind enough to 
scatter the ripe figs?” 

“Yes; but now all is peace,” I answered, falling naturally 

into the Scriptural language of this place, where nearly every 
sight and sound helped me to understand some portion of 
the Bible. 

“The sun’s face is hidden,” pursued Hadad, “and tke 

heavens are grey, but not with rain-clouds. It is the breath 
of the desert which moves the leaves, and soon the ground 
will tremble; but that often happens, and only the strangers 
heed it,”
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I took courage from Hadad’s example, and began to think 
an earthquake which caused neither injury nor alarm might 
be rather an interesting experience. Such, indeed, it proved ; 
for there were several slight shocks while I was in Algiers, 
and no one paid any regard to them. At such times the 
ocean and sky were of the same dull lead colour as on this 
morning, while the air felt stifling, and the glittering Arab 
city on the hill-top lost its marble purity, and seemed like 
some fantastic town carved from a chalk cliff 

Tater in the season I had many rambles up and down 
those steep staircase-like streets, where tall houses nearly 
met overhead, and where the blue sky hung so high above 
that one felt as though walking through a well. There 
were Arabian sculptures over doorways, and openings into 
dim courtyards, each with its clear fountain, around which 
grew gorgeous flowers, which we in England never see 

' except in hothouses, Then overhead were narrow lattices, 
such as the one through which Sisera’s mother “looked 
forth with her ladies.” There were also women gliding in" 
and out among crescent-shaped archways, clothed in a white 
garment like a sheet, with gay boots of yellow or red 
morocco, while the men wore turbans of such brilliant 

colours that they looked like huge bunches of flowers. The 
girls, all except the tiny ones, were closely veiled like their 
mothers, and the boys were dressed like Hadad, in bright 
tints and textures, too thin for anything but a warm climate. 
It was all so quaint and curious and foreign, that I never 
tired of the old Moorish city, and however often I might 
visit it, T always found something fresh to interest me. 

One day I went over the barracks of the French soldiers, 
which crown the top of the hill, The space where they 
now stand was formerly occupied by the palace of the Deys 
or rulers of Algiers, who sent forth pirate ships to Spain 
and Italy and other Christian lands. These would return
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laden with men, women, and children, whom they sold as 

slaves, and many of whom died from the effects of ill-usage 
and hard toil under that burning sun. Others, among them 
little children, were cruelly put to death because they 

would not give up the Christian religion, while yet others 
denied their Lord, and thus, at a terrible price, won ease 
and wealth among their captors. At last good Christians 

in Europe fitted out some vessels which were called the 
Ships of Mercy, and raised money enough to ransom some 
of their brethren from captivity. I used to pace up and 

down the parade-ground, where formerly spread the palace 

gardens, and picture the Dey looking out for his pirate 

vessels over that blue sea, and the poor prisoners longing 

for a glimpse of those snowy sails which would tell them 

that God had sent friends to their rescue. 
It was too hot for climbing the hill, however, on that 

first ramble with Hadad, so we went instead all over the 

French town, which was chiefly built in arcades with a 

long avenue running beside the sea. At last we turned 
into a street which Hadad told me was called the ab-el- 

oned or Water-Gate, because it led to the old portal of 

that name, beyond which lay the public gardens, whither 

we were bound. The shops, though still built under arches, 

were inferior to those in the neighbouring street of Bab-el- 

zoun or the Gate of the Tun, and I saw at a glance that 

we had left the fashionable quarter of the town behind 

us. z 
My walk that day came to a speedy end; for just as we 

were passing from the street into the open country, I re- 

marked a notice of furnished apartments, and a sudden 

impulse led me to inspect them. The landlady proved a 

cheery, brisk little French colonist, and the rent of her 

comfortable rooms was very moderate. JI had intended 

to remain at the hotel, but this arrangement would be so 
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much less expensive, that I forthwith secured the accom- 
modation, which exactly suited me. The lodgings which I 
had engaged were at the top of a rather high house, but, 

when reached, they were very pleasant, affording pure air 
and overlooking some beautiful gardens, beyond which 
rose a graceful minaret, with a feathery palm-tree growing 
near it. 

Before a week elapsed, I began to feel like an old 
inhabitant of the picturesque Water-Gate, where my life 
soon became as systematic in its daily round of duties as in 
England. Very wn-English, however, was the outward 
setting of that quiet existence. The common sights which 
surrounded me were those of Bible-lands, and many were 
the Scriptural lessons that I learned merely from watching 
all which passed around me. Sometimes on my way to 
the Enelish Church I met a train of camels bound for the 

Sahara, that great desert, which begins within a few days’ 

journey from the town. Should all be well, they would 
return laden with ripe dates, gathered fresh from the oases ; 
but, alas! the poor beasts and their ragged owners must 
first be exposed to deadly peril. They might all be buried 

suddenly under the hot red sandstorm, or perish from 
thirst, should anything detain them in the parched waste, 
where no drop of water could be found. Fever and 

dysentery might sweep them away, or they might die, as 
did the Israelites, from the bite of the horned viper, that 

most fatal of all enemies to travellers in the Sahara, It is 
a snake which lurks amid the burning sands, and, when 
aroused, springs to some distance through the air upon its 
victim. Learned men declare it to belong to the same 
species as the “fiery flying serpent” of which we read in 
the Book of Exodus. This dangerous reptile does not 
infest the country around Algiers, but in the cactus hedges 
and stone walls are numbers of the scorpions so often
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mentioned both in the Old Testament and in the New. 
Sometimes they even creep into the houses, and I once 
found two on the floor of my bedroom. They were shaped 
like tiny lobsters, with a pair of branching horns, and their 
long tails were armed with poisonous stings. The sight of 
these venomous creatures gave new meaning to the words 
in which our Lord promises His disciples that they shall 
“tread down serpents and scorpions, and all the power of 
the enemy.” 

At Algiers there are not merely Christians and Moslems, 
but also a multitude of Jews; and I went to see several 
of the synagogues which were scattered about among the 
mosques and churches. Once a Jew who took the name of 
David was baptized after the English service by a missionary 

who had been sent out from London. We first spoke the 
solemn vows in Hebrew, and then repeated them in French, 

as nearly all the congregation understood that laneuage. It 
was very interesting to see this “lost sheep of the house of 
Israel” gathered into the true fold, and we all prayed that, 

like St. Andrew, he might be the means of leading numbers 
of his brethren to the Messiah. 

As time passed on, I formed so many acquaintances that 

the hours never seemed half long enough for my varied 
engagements. My English friends had feared I should be 
solitary in obscure lodgings, but 1 was seldom alone from 
morning until night. I had grown intimate with many 
families, and felt my life daily becoming richer and more 
blessed from the many other lives with which it was 
entwined. Hadad, who at the first came to me daily for 
several hours to make himself generally useful, now lived 

with me as my little servant, and a very loyal one he 

proved. Old Hassan was found lying dead upon his mat 
one cold.-December morning, and his charge would have 
been left quite desolate if there had been no friend to
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shelter him. I placed the poor child, with his own con- 
sent, under the care of the missionary clergyman, who 

understood both French and Arabic, that he might be 

taught the way to a better home than any I could offer 

him. After a few months of instruction, Hadad was 

baptized into the Christian faith, as David the Jew had 

been before him, but that was not until long after the 
period of which I am now speaking. 

When Christmas drew near, I began to make ‘many 

calculations as to ways and means, for I was not rich, and 

it needed much contrivance to accomplish the pleasant 

schemes I had in view. All my poor friends, whether 

Christians, or Jews, or Moslems, must be made happy if 

possible upon our Saviour’s birthday ; for did He not come 

to the whole human race? How interesting my account- 

book became to me with such an incentive to thriftiness | 

I object to economy for its own sake, if it be an aimless 

hoarding of shillings and pence, left to rust like the “ buried 

talent.” But how its character changes when a loving heart 

denies its own pleasure and ease to meet the wants of 

others ! 
Almsviving assumes sundry forms in different countries, 

and instead of the parcels of tea and sugar which are so sure 

to be prized in England, I began to purchase a store of fresh 

dates to be distributed on Christmas morning. The mouldy, 

worm-eaten refuse of the fruit-shops was, alas! all that some 

of my neighbours could afford to buy, and I knew how their 

dark eyes would glisten at sight of the golden clusters which 

Hadad was deftly packing into bags or boxes, There were 

also native sweetmeats and cakes for the little ones, and, 

lastly, a pile of warm garments. Ice and snow are almost - 

unknown in Algiers, but the air is often very cold, and the 

rain falls in torrents. The poor Arabs are easily chilled, and 

I have seen them crouching under doorways,* with their
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woollen mantles wrapped around them, shivering as though 

exposed to an east wind in London. There were blind, sick, _ 

and lame among them, and, with Hadad’s help, I learned 

many pathetic histories. One remained a sealed book to me, 

however, a deep mystery which could not be solved. . I 

never obtained any clue to it from the first hour of my 
meeting with its object until her untimely end. 

Seated within the Water-Gate itself, in the wide, vaulted 
space where judges might have gathered as in ancient Israel, » 

was an Arab woman whose mien told of past and present 

suffering. Her face was, of course, veiled, all excepting 

the forehead and the sunken eyes, which listlessly followed 

the stream of traffic that surged through the portal between 
dawn and dusk. Sometimes I stood beside her for awhile, 

entranced like a child with a magic-lantern by the vivid, 

ever-shifting picture. There were oxen, sheep, camels, and 

asses, with their drivers in quaint Eastern garb, some of the 
Bedouins from the desert being clad in a garment of brilliant 
patchwork, which is thought to be the same as Joseph’s 

“coat of many colours.” There were also Moorish maidens 
with bracelets and necklaces of golden coins, and Jewesses 

with graceful headgear and black velvet boddices, and 
many more varieties of human beings than I can describe. 
livery day some new sight met my delighted gaze, but they 

must all have been far too familiar to divert the thoughts 
of my companion. 

Hadad informed me that she was called Zeba, but he 

added that her real name was not known, nor whence she 

came, as she only appeared in Algiers the year after he was 
born. One morning she was found sitting at sunrise in the 
Water-Gate, which she had haunted ever since, and there was 

only one fact clear respecting her, namely, that she was deaf 

and dumb. I soon learned, however, that she had a grateful 

soul and a clinging love for my little servant, who had often
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shared his meal with her when she was nearly starving. 
When we first met I gave her a small silver coin, and she 
thanked me in Eastern fashion by pressing it on her heart 
and forehead. At last she began to welcome me as warmly 
as she did the child, and, while supplying a few of her wants, 
I pondered how I could relieve her more effectually. 

“Do you know where Zeba lives, Hadad ?” I once asked 
when the night-chill was eathering around the frail being, 
who should long since have been sheltered in some house- 
hold nook, 

“Oh, yes!” and the boy mentioned alow, crowded street, 

which I fancied must be a fever-nest, because it was so 
full of the unhealthy odours common to Eastern and 
Southern cities. 

“Might we not visit her, and see if there is anything - 
that can -be done to make her home more comfortable ?” 

The boy shook his head. 
“She will not let even me go to see her. Arab women 

lo not receive men or boys, and Zeba will not admit any 
strangers.” 

“Have you no idea to what place she belongs ?” 
“The neighbours say that she came here dressed like the 

wife or daughter of some mountain chief. She had a few. 

jewels, which she was forced to sell, and she seemed shy 

and timid in the streets, as though she were not used to 
wandering about alone.” 

As Hadad spoke I could quite picture Zeba’s life as that 
of a young Eastern lady in her father’s home. It had been 
the most private portion of a house enclosed within high 
walls, with its own separate gardens, courtyard, and cool 
fountain, for the sole use of the women. I had seen many 

such dwellings in and around Algiers, and could imagine 

the helplessness of their inmates if thrown unprotected 
on the world. Why was poor Zeba thus forsaken by her
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kin? Had she been banished from their midst or had she 
left them to escape some tragic fate? Such were the silent 
questionings to which I never obtained any answer. 

The months glided rapidly, and I trust not quite fruit- 
lessly away, till I began to count the rambles which might 
yet be taken in search of the lovely wild flowers, that 
seemed doubly interesting because I knew they were like- 
wise natives of Palestine. How varied were the transfor- 
mations which Nature had undergone during my sojourn ! 
I had first seen the “dry wilderness ” begin to “ blossom as 
the rose” under the gentle influence of the “latter rains,” 
that with magical swiftness had robed the bleached wilds 
and plains with verdure delicate and tender as in April. 
Next had come the rich autumn, when both sea and sky 
seemed dark from their intensity of blue, and then followed 
successively the winter storms, the beauteous spring, the 
radiant early summer of these latitudes. Now all alike 
were past. The very moon began to rain down heat, 
“burning by night” as the sun did by day, and the scorch- 
ing breath of the desert was abroad over the thirsty lands. 
Duties and friends alike awaited me ‘in England, yet each 

- hour bound me more closely to the bright African scenes 
which I might never more behold. There were hard sepa- 
rations, too, in prospect, and the loss of Hadad, who had 
become part of my life. Gladly would I have taken him 
entirely into my service, had not far higher advantages been 
offered to the boy. The clergyman who had baptized him 
undertook the charge of Hadad, promising to give him such 
a training as should fit him to promote God’s glory among 
his own people. There could be no question as to what was 
right, and I yielded my prior claims with a keen pang. 

Another from whom it was difficult to part was Zeba. 
To her I could only convey the idea of farewell by larger 
gifts than usual and by pointing across the shining sea.
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At first she did not seem to understand, but probably the 
mneaning of my gestures dawned upon her when she was 
left: alone. 

Two days later I saw her waiting beside the pier at 
which passengers embarked in small boats to reach the 
steamer, which was anchored at some distance in the bay. 
Hadad was to accompany me on board the vessel, and accord-. 
ingly sprang with light steps into the little bark. | Thinking 
the boy meant also to desert her, Zeba seized his hand 
and held it tightly, even after the oarsmen had pushed from 
the shore. In vain I signalled to the men to pause, intending 
she should make the trip with Hadad, and return to land 
under his care. It was too late; the frail creature had lost her 
balance and had fallen into the deep water, where I knew that 
sharks were often to be found. My head swam and a mist 

floated before my eyes, but already two active sailors had 
sprung overboard, and laid the dripping form down at my 
feet. I bent over her with pity, but with small uneasiness, 

for the weather was warm and she had not been long under 
the waves. My second glance, however, showed a deep 
wound in the temple, which must have struck against 
some stone in falling, and I knew that she would never 
breathe again. 

Did this event shed a gloom over my departure, or was 
it the lifting of a burden from the faithless heart which had 
distrusted the love that had made, redeemed, and would 

assuredly never forsake her? Little Hadad in his innocent 
simplicity first put my mingled feelings into words: “We 
weep that her place knows her no more, but the good God 

has come for her Himself, because she did not know the 

way to Him.” 
These were almost the last words ever spoken to me by 

the child; for owing to our long delay, the steamer was 
already about to weigh anchor, and he could not even come
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on board with me. A fortnight later found me restored to 

the English homestead, where improving health has ever 

since allowed me to remain. No other place can vie with 

it in my affection, yet it is sweet to have ties of love with 
distant countries, and a letter very often comes to me from 

Hadad, telling how it fares with my old neighbours in the 
Water-Gate of Algiers.



THE 

COTTAGERS OF PENNMAEN-MAUR. 
—— 

“ Might all our life such vigil be, 
And Christmas morn eternity !” 

—Rey. A. Guryey. 

HE brightness of a wintry sunset was merging in 
the soft gloom of twilight. Hardly a breath of 
wind disturbed the pendant icicles which drooped 
from the branches of the leafless trees. The 

evening star shone forth im her serene, pale beauty, reflected 
in the clear waters of the frozen stream, and glimmering 
amid the wreaths of drifted snow which wrapped the surface 
of the earth as in a robe of dazzling purity. All breathed 
of peace, and holiness, and calm. It was a fitting season 
for the return of Christmas—that festival of which the very 

name suggests high thoughts of joy unspeakable, yet fraught 
with a mysterious power. © 

Within a solitary mountain shieling, which nestled close 
beneath the loftiest peak of Pennmaen-Maur, the influence 

of this hallowed joy pervaded every member of the humble 
household. The aged grandmother, in holiday attire, fault- 

lessly neat, with clear-starched muslin cap and snowy frill, 

had laid aside her knitting, and was cosily ensconced in a 

snug corner of one of the wooden settles, which stood on 

either side of the well-swept hearth, whereon a fire of peat 

was blazing with a ruddy glow. Two little maids, ten and 

twelve years old, stood near her, and directly opposite this  
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group were seated the father and mother of the family, the 
latter of whom, a gentle, kindly matron, was holding a lovely 
infant on her knee. 

“ Are we all here?” inquired Hugh Williams, as he stirred 
the fire. 

“Yes, all but Owen,” replied his wife, “and I expect 
him every minute. I have sent him down to neighbour 
Jones’ with a plate of aberfraws as a Christmas present for 
the children.” 

“Jt is bitterly cold, although there is no wind,” rejoined 
the father; “but Owen is as hardy as a snowdrop, though 
he looks so white.” 

At that moment there came a tapping at the outer door, 
and rightly supposing it to be her brother, the eldest of the 
children, Gwen, at once hastened to admit him. He was a 

slender, fragile boy of six, with large, lustrous eyes, and a 
face usually colourless as marble, but just then mantled 
with a crimson flush, the bloom of healthful exercise and 

mirthful spirits. 

“Oh, I love Christmas better than any other time of the 
whole year, grandmother,” he exclaimed, as he doffed his 

heavy wrappers, and threw himself upon the floor at Dame 

Williams’ feet, burying his sunny curls in the folds of her 
coarse but clean dark woollen gown. 

“Were Bessie and Helen pleased with their aberfraws ?” 

inquired Owen’s mother, upon finding that, contrary to his 

usual habit, her little boy made no allusion to his favourite 
playmates. 

“Yes, and they sent you many thanks,” he answered; 
“but now, grandmother, for the tale you promised us. I 

was so afraid of being late that I hardly stopped at neigh- 

bour Jones’ for a moment.” 
“Twas only waiting to begin till you came back, my child ; 

but the story is not new to any of you. You have all
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heard about the Holy Babe of Bethlehem on every Christ- 

mas Eve since you can remember, and very often also in 
the church at other times.” 

“But it does not seem so real on common days,” said 

little Joan, “and besides, we never tire of listening to you; 

so please begin, dear grandmother, and we will pay attention 

to every word you say.” 
The good old woman readily consented, and while un- 

broken silence reigned throughout the circle of her auditors, 

she commenced, in the plaintive and wildly musical lan- 
guage of the country, that wonderful narration which has 

rejoiced the hearts of ‘all simple-minded, humble Christians 

during the long lapse of many centuries. 

The family Bible, with its massive silver clasps, the only 

article of value the hut contained, was lying beside a Prayer- 

Book on a painted chest which occupied one corner of the 

room; but Dame Williams did not need its aid, for her 

memory was richly stored with its precious lore. The little 

band around her listened with affectionate reverence, while 

she repeated, word for word, those chapters of the Gospel 

which "relate to the nativity of Christ; and when she had . 

concluded, they still lingered to converse upon the sacred 

theme. 
“Tt must have been glorious to see the angels and to 

hear their song,” said Joan. “Gwen thinks it was even 

sweeter than the hymns they sing in church on Christmas 

day.” 
“Tt was to shepherds, watching their flocks by night, that 

the heavenly hosts appeared,” observed Owen suddenly, in 

a tone of thrilling earnestness. 
“And what then, my boy?” demanded Hugh, who 

was struck by the singularity of the child’s manner and 

expresssion. 

“T am a little shepherd, father. You know that I have
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often gone with Gwen to tend the sheep and lambs upon 
the mountain-side. Perhaps if we were there to-night, we 
too might see shining spirits in the air.” 

“ But the sheep are safe within their fold,” replied the 
father, as he cradled his treasure in his arms; “and my 
little lambs will stay here in their warm home, instead of 
roaming over the snow in a December night.” 

“The angels are not visible to us, as they were to the 
watchers on the Judean hills,” pursued the old grand- 
mother ; “but though no human eye can see them, they are 

ever near to guard us in the hours of sleep or danger, and 
if we continue in our Saviour’s love, we also shall be 

glorified and happy spirits when we die.” 
A deeper shade of thought passed over the features of 

the little boy, but he did not answer, and soon sliding from 
his father’s knee, he left the room. 

“Where do you think he can have gone?” demanded 
little Joan of her elder sister. 

“Qh, to watch the stars, I dare say,” answered Guan 
“You know he would stand looking up at them and 
dreaming about spirits all night long if we would let him. 
Last Sunday afternoon, when we had heard a sermon on ‘° 

guardian angels, he told me he had prayed that God would 

let him be one very soon.” ; 
It was a child’s thought. Men cannot be angels. Hugh 

Williams rose from his seat. 
“Ts it not nearly supper time, good wife?” he asked. 
“ No, not exactly,” replied Norah, laughing. “ You forget 

that we are expecting Guylelm and Mary Hoel from Penn- 

maen-Bach ; and I do not think they will he here for the 

next half hour at least.” 
Before he had time to answer her remark, a sound of 

voices was heard outside the door, and the guests of whom 

they had been speaking entered. They had come earlier
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than they intended, Guylelm said, because they wished to 
spend a nice long evening with their friends, and they must 
have merry games to please the ttle ones; but his wife 
was rather feeble, and she could not be out late at night. 

“We will have our supper to begin with,” said the 
hospitable Norah, “ for you must require it after your bleak 
walk; and then we can amuse ourselves in any way we like.” 

It was quite a grand repast that had been provided in 
honour of the welcome night; for in addition to the oatmeal 

cakes and the large earthen bowls of buttermilk, there was 
a small supply of tea, a luxury unknown to this simple but 
contented family, except in illness or on such occasions as 
the present, A loaf of coarse-grained wheaten bread, con-.- 
taining a sprinkling of caraway seed, as is common among 
the peasantry of Wales, was likewise placed upon the table, 
together with a dish of aberfraws, a thin, fan-shaped cake, 

somewhat resembling a jumbal, only much lighter, and 

more delicate. This last-named dainty was the crown of 
the entertainment to the little ones, and had been prepared 
for them as an especial treat by their indulgent mother. 

“Joan, dear, will you call your brother?” said Hugh, 

when they were all gathered around the supper board. 
The child left the room in obedience to his request, and 

after an absence of ten minutes returned to say that Owen 
could not be found, She had gone into the dairy and the 
sleeping-rooms, and out into the garden, but could see no 
trace of him whatever. 

“Tt is as still as summer,” remarked neighbour Guylelm ; 
“T will just step outside and call aloud; the little truant 
will come running to me fast enough, I doubt not.” 

He rose as he spoke. Hugh Williams followed, and the 
two men, raising their strong voices to the highest pitch, 
called long and repeatedly upon the boy, but without receiv- 
ing a reply.
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“Tt is growing too late and chilly for him to be abroad,” 
said Norah, as she stood beside her husband at the entrance 
of the hut. 

“Let us go a few. steps down the path,” suggested 
Guylelm; “perhaps he may have wandered towards the 
village.” 

“Or to the pasture,” Interrupted Hugh. “I know his 
mind was full of the angels of Bethlehem to-nicht. But 
Norah will tell you all about it, for I cannot stay.” And 
without waiting to explain his movements, Williams hurriedly 
departed. 

Guylelm Hoel, who perceived his friend’s uneasiness, 
hastened to join him and offer his assistance, while Dame 
Williams related to her guest the conversation which had 
taken place that evening. When she had concluded, Norah, 
makine a great effort to restrain her feelings, once more took 
up her station at the table, and begged that they would all 
resume their meal. It would not be very long, she hoped, 
before Guylelm and her husband returned with the little 
wanderer; so she would set the teapot on the héarth, in order 

that there might be something to refresh them when they 
came, : 

Despite their attempts at gaicty, however, the spirits of 
the party laneuished. All eyes were fixed eagerly upon the 
door, and every ear was strained to catch the first sound of 
approaching footsteps. In about two hours the men: re- 

entered, unaccompanied by Owen, and it was then impos- 

sible for any to deny that there was cause for the most 
serious alarm. They had gone some distance up the moun- 
tain, and had also thoroughly explored every nook and corner 

of the village, but without success. No one had heard or 

seen anything of the little boy since dusk; but already more 
than a dozen of the neighbours were searching among the 

rocks and glens, and the moment any sign of him should be
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discovered, intelligence was to be forthwith dispatched to the 

expectant family 
“T will go with you,” said Norah calmly, but in a tone 

of resolution, as the men again prepared to leave the hut. 
“Think of our mother, dearest,” whispered Hugh, and he 

pointed to the settle where his aged parent was reclining 
with a face of ashy paleness and hands tightly clasped. 

“Yo not refuse her, my son,” said the old woman, who 

had overheard his words, “for I have faith that a mother’s 

instinct will guide her to her child.” 
“God grant that our sweet innocent be soon restored to 

us,” said Norah, as after, with impassioned earnestness, em- 

bracing each one of her remaining treasures, she quitted 
the shieling in company with her husband and their kindly 
neighbour. 

3 

When little Owen left the cottage, it was, as his elder sister 
had imagined, merely from a wish to contemplate the myriads 
of stars which came forth slowly one by one to glitter in 
the dark blue firmament. A low stone wall surrounded the 
enclosure of the hut, and there the boy had taken his seat, 

to gaze with wistful earnestness upon the fair calm beauty 
of the moon-lit earth, and at the spangled arch which 
stretched above in its illimitable vastness. Strange musings 
possessed that childish soul, and a sense of awe mingled 
with rapturous devotion swelled his bosom, filling his mind 
with sweet and tender images, visions of the infant Saviour 
in His manger cradle—-of the adoring shepherds on the mid- 
night plain—and of the marvellous revelation which then 
dawned upon their view. The young child felt a yearning 
desire to press onward, as the worshippers of old, to the 
lowly birthplace of his Saviour-King. The monarchs of the 
“jewelled Hast” had brought rich gifts of yore to the Re- 
deemer’s feet; but, haply, all their costly offerings were not
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more precious in His sight than was the incense of grateful 
praise which then ascended from the altar of that youthful 
heart. 

Owen raised his head. One single radiant planet, larger 
than all the other orbs of heaven, and beaming with a milder 
and more chastened lustre, arrested his attention. Perhaps 

‘it was the Star of Bethlehem, he thought. Oh, if he might 
but follow where it seemed to lead! He watched until the 
silvery messenger appeared to hang just over the loftiest 
summit of the mountain, and then, without amoment’s pause, ~ 

heedless alike of friends and danger, the child followed the 
star’s lucid flight. 

It was intensely cold. The very air seemed frozen, and 
not a voice of living thing broke in upon the deathlike still- 

ness. But Owen’s brain was fevered, although his parents 
knew it not; and even the icy blast which greeted him 
when he began to tread the upland height felt like the 

warm breath of the southern gale as it fanned his burning 

brow. The way was steep and slippery. One might have 

fancied it quite inaccessible indeed to aught save the spring- 

ing step of the wild goat; for towards the last the narrow 
footpath wound in and out amid huge rocks and boulders, 

intermingled with loose rolling stones, all gay in summer 

with the blended petals of the dark purple heather and the 

golden gorse, but now covered with untrodden snow and 
blocks of thick-ribbed bluish ice. 

About midway up the mountain-side there was a sheltered 

hollow, smiling in spring-time with soft emerald turf; and 

here, when the bleak winter had departed, Owen and his 

favourite sister would often pass long sunny days, guarding 

the flock on which their parents chiefly depended for support. 

Then, when in sportive mirth he had pressed onward to 

gain the topmost peak, he trembled lest a careless step 

should plunge him down some fathomless abyss; but now
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he seemed totally devoid of fear, and bounding like a fawn 
from point to point, he soon left the snowy pasturage behind, 

and stood at length upon the elevated tableland which forms 

the summit of the mighty Pennmaen-Maur. 
It was a glorious scene on that fair, cloudless night. On 

one hand rose the far-extending mountain-chains, all clad 

in purest white, and on the other stretched the boundless 

sea, whose crested billows dashed against the base of the 
bold, rocky promontory on which Owen stood, full fifteen 

hundred feet above its level. 
With his gaze still riveted upon the starry sky, Owen 

nestled close within the shadow of the hoary rock. Moment 
after moment rolled away until the solemn midnight settled 

in majestic grandeur upon the slumbering earth, ushering in 

the glorious hour of Christ’s nativity. And now a gentle 

languor, a sense of calm, unutterable repose, stole over the 

slight frame of the infant watcher;—the air seemed filled 

with radiant beings, while low, sweet strains of angel melody 

floated in soft cadence on the breeze. Involuntarily the 

boy closed his eyes, and soon the small hand became stiff 

and cold; the bright head drooped heavily, and the spirit of 

that little Christian child had taken its flight to join the 

blessed Christmas throng in the mansions of the redeemed 
in Paradise. 

The bells of the village church of Pennmaen-Maur were 
pealing forth their joyous matin chimes. Pale roseate hues 
flushed the cloud-cleaving surface of each snowy peak, while 

the whole earth sparkled as though sown with diamonds, 
and the purple east was glowing in its re-awakened beauty. 
Alas! the brightness of that hallowed morning dawned upon 

sorrow-stricken though unmurmuring hearts. 

“ He will not come again,” said the old grandmother, in
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a voice of tearless calm, when each new messenger arrived 
bearing tidings of the utter failure of his mission; “God 
listens to the prayers of such as he, and the babe has, I 
doubt not, been ere this removed into a world of innocence 
and joy.” 

The mother felt the same within her heart, but she shrank 
from admitting the painful truth, even in her own most 
secret thoughts. Exhaustion had long since compelled her 
to remain inactive, and Norah sat before a blazing fire, 
surrounded by everything which could be needful for any 
emergency that might occur. The prevailing idea was that 
the little boy had fallen from some precipice, and a new 
band was organised, with instructions to explore all the 
dark gorges and the deep lonely dells among the rocks, that 

so, if life had indeed departed, they might, at all events, 
recover the frail corpse. 

“Tt is useless to go farther up the mountain,” exclaimed 
-the worthy rector, Mr. Alwyn, as he quitted the desolated 
cottage. “We have been as far as it is practicable in this 
direction, my good friend,’ repeated Mr. Alwyn, speaking 
very gently, yet in a decided tone, upon finding that his 
parishioner still hastened onward, apparently unconscious of 
the words which were addressed to him. 

“Tt is impossible for any living thing, except a goat or 
mountain sheep to.scale that dizzy height,” said the young 
clergyman, as they stood at the base of the lofty jagged 
peak which frowned above them. 

“Do you see that ?” demanded the father quickly, and 
he pointed to a shelving hollow filled with snow, which, 

being softer than the frozen masses that blocked up the 

pathway, retained the distinct impression of a tiny foot- 

mark. 

Mr. Alwyn gazed with a feeling of bewilderment, while 
his more hardy comrade dashed past him with fierce reckless
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haste, ever mounting higher on that giddy path, until even 
the dim outline of his figure was quite lost to view. Then 

ensued a breathless pause, broken by a loud ery of anguish, 
and, unmindful of anght save the desire to comfort, the 
young rector followed in the track, to him, so full of danger. 

It was some time before his progress was at all perceptible, 
for the way was steep, and the treacherous stones, encased 

in ice, seemed scarcely able to support his weicht. By slow 
degrees, however, now springing over some obstructing rock, 
now clinging to a rugged boulder, he advanced, and, faint 
from the unwonted toil, he gained at last the highest point 
of Pennmaen-Maur. 

It was a melancholy but most touching sight which met 
his eyes. Hugh Williams was kneeling upon the snowy 
ground holding the form of the little slumberer strained 
closely to his bosom. Alas! not even the warmth of that 
beating heart could restore animation to the senseless clay. 

Mr. Alwyn possessed some skill in surgery, so tenderly. 
raising the dead child from his parent’s arms, he applied 
every means which his experience could suggest to bring 
back the vital current; but it soon became too clearly 

evident, even to the unpractised eye of Hugh, that their 
united efforts were of no avail. It was a bitter trial to the 
cottager to be thus bereft of his darling and his only son; 
but the calm beauty of the cherub face checked, as with a 
magic spell, the sighs of dark despair. It seemed impossible 
to sorrow “as those who have no hope,” there in the presence 
of the loving angel messenger who had summoned litle 
Owen to his happy home. 

“ His will indeed be a thrice-blessed Christmas,” whispered 
Mr, Alwyn in a soothing voice. “Let us try to think of 
that, my friend, and still all selfish longings and regrets; for 
very soon we trust that, through God’s grace, we shall once 
more behold this precious child, who has but gone a little
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while before us, soon to enter upon his glorious and eternal 
birthright.” 

A gush of tears relieved the father’s overburdened soul. 
“Come with me to Norah,” he exclaimed in an imploring 
tone. And with a silent pressure of the hand the young 
clergyman followed his parishioner from the mountain’s brow. 

The Christmas octave had not yet run its course when a 
band of mourners might be seen winding slowly down the 
rugged side of Pennmaen-Maur. They all belonged to the 
humbler class of the community, and in truth it was a thrill- 
ing scene which they were met to witness: the obsequies of 
an immortal being, his dust about to be consigned to earth, 

“in the sure and certain hope of a joyful resurrection.” 
The base of the mountain was soon reached, and, guided 

by the deep and measured tolling of the bell, the crowd 

advanced onward in the direction of the church. It was 

beautifully situated in the midst of its own sweet church- 
yard, which spread over the entire surface of an extended 

sloping hillock. Range upon range of mountains might be 
thence discerned, the whole panoramic landscape bounded 

by the far-off peaks of the Snowdon chain, which gleamed 

with an azure hue in the transparent atmosphere. 

The church itself was small, but everything around bore 

testimony to the spirit of earnestness and loving reverence 

which ever guarded and preserved inviolate the sanctity of 
the spot. 

How dear to all then seemed the soothing prayers in 

which they had been wont to join when no cloud obscured 

the sunshine of their days! How sweet the holy strains of 

song, the hymns and anthems, all chanted in the native 

tongue, while the organ poured its tide of harmony in 

“softly ebbing murmurs” through the consecrated temple ! 

After the service there was a momentary hush, and then
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the mourners once more assembled by the chancel, and the 
train wound its way out into the open air. A sunny nook 

on the south side had been selected, and while proceeding 
along the narrow path, Mr. Alwyn commenced the funeral 

rites by reading as usual the appointed words, “I am the 

Resurrection and the Life: he that believeth in me, though 

he were dead, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth and 

believeth in me shall never die.” There was not one there 

present who did not, even in the midst of sorrow, feel con- 

scious of a thrill of triumph, and breathe from his soul’s 

depth a fervent prayer that he also might continue faithful 

to the end, that so livimg and dying in the full communion 

of Christ’s Holy Church, he might be a partaker of those 
unfailing joys which are prepared for all who love Him in 

sincerity and truth. 

A solitary English wanderer had been attracted by the 
tolling bell to this lone mountain sanctuary. Unseen he 
had knelt behind a pillar in a remote corner of the church, 
and when the procession formed to leave its walls, he too 
had followed at a distance, and, still unobserved, had 

mingled with the throng which crowded around the open 
grave. A Prayer-Book, the pledge of unity, was in the 
strangers hand, while his attire clearly denoted him to be 

a, clergyman. 
His tears flowed freely when the service closed and the 

voices of the young children were uplifted in a solemn 
chant. The air (although not the words) was familiar to 
the listener’s ears—-nay, more, to his inmost heart; for but 

a few short weeks had passed away since a beloved child— 

his only one—had been cradled in the green churchyard of 
an English valley to the music of that strain. 

Mr. Seaton—for that was the traveller’s name—joined 
in the words of the well-known dirge. The Southern 

accents, blending sweetly with the wild Welsh tones,
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betrayed his presence, and many eyes were turned towards 
him with unfeigned interest, for in that hour the strong 
bond of a common brotherhood was fondly owned. 

When the last notes of the chant were ended, the 
stranger walked rapidly away, as though unwilling to be 
seen or questioned; but when all, even the relatives of the 
deceased, had left-the churchyard, he returned and stood 
beside the grave, to indulge in solitude the tender musings 
awakened by the scene in which he had so lately borne a part. 

A wide-spreading yew tree overshadowed little Owen’s 
tomb, but there were fewer plants near that and the 
surrounding graves than would have been the case in 
England. The stranger appeared struck by the omission ; 
so gathering a branch of evergreen, he framed a slender 
cross, and having entwined it with a wreath woven from the 
delicate fresh leaves of the young ivy, he planted it upon 
the mound, and then turned to leave the spot, perhaps for 
ever, At that moment a hand was laid lightly on his arm, 
and he was addressed in the much-loved accents of his 
native Jand. 

“TI perceive you ‘are a clergyman and alone,” said Mr. 
Alwyn. “Will you not remain with me in my mountain 
home to-night? There is a tempest near. I can see the 
black clouds gathering fast around the brow of Pennmaen- 
Maur.” 

Mr. Seaton gratefully accepted the hospitality thus 
frankly proffered. Buta short time was needed to render 
the intercourse between the brother clergymen as familiar 
and unrestrained as though they had been personally known 

for years; and when the English stranger inquired of his 
new friend the history of the little child who slept beneath 
them, the Welsh pastor found a pensive satisfaction in re- 
lating all he knew of the departed, and his still and holy 
death on Christmas Eve.
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Mr. Seaton listened with attention; and when he heard 

of the singular loveliness of Owen’s mind and character, his 
eyes filled with tears, and, in a voice half-choked by grief, 
he said— 

“T too have lately lost a darling boy—one who through 
all the phases of a lingering and painful illness ever showed 
the same meek trust and resignation. I feel my own loss 
to be his inestimable gain; but oh! this world is dark and 
dreary to me now.” 

Mr. Alwyn did not immediately reply. A ray from the 
declining sun, which penetrated the sombre veil of clouds, 
streamed like a halo over the new-made grave, and lighted 
up the ivy-wreath around the simple cross with a pale 

golden radiance, 
“It sééms a crown of glory,” observed Mr. Alwyn, on 

perceiving that the gaze of his companion was, like his own, 
riveted upon the sacred symbol. “These little ones have 
both been mercifully called away ere yet the blessed sign, 
imprinted on their brow at holy baptism, was dimmed by 

sin. We would not, if we could, deat friend, recall them 
to this weary earth.” 

“No, God forbid!” rejoined Mr. Seaton earnestly, as 
he stooped and gently severing a single leaf from the cross 
which his own hand had formed, laid it between the pages of 
his Prayer-Book. “I have struggled hard to be resigned,” © 
he added, “until even health gave way; but now I will 
return to labour with more ardent zeal among my people, 
strong in the consolation which has been this day vouch- 

safed to me in a Welsh Highland parish.” 

“In so doing you will assuredly find peace,” said Mr. 
Alwyn, “and in due time ‘an exceeding great reward.’ Let 
us not forget the glorious truths of which we have been so 
forcibly reminded in this mountain burial, for if we live as 
little children, we know our end shall be like theirs.”
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CHAPTER I. 

“ Oft in lifes stillest shade reclining, 
In desolation unrepining, 

Meek souls there are, who little dream 
Their daily strife an angel’s theme, 
Or that the rod they take so calin 
Shall prove in Heaven a martyr’s palm.” 

HO has not read over and over with delight the 
beautiful poem of which these lines form a part? 

Who, in doing so, has not thought of some they 
have known, who have borne, perhaps in obseurity, 

the bitter cross of sharp pain, or tedious suffering, or cruel 
disappointment, or neglect, or loneliness, who are now 

wearing the martyr’s crown, as truly as those who won it 
through fire and torture, because they suffered willingly? It 
is grand indeed to suffer thus, to do so consciously —to hang 
on the cross, as it were, with eyes ever fixed on Him we 
would be made like to! 

But surely there are some, too, who literally “little 

dream ” what they are doing—who suffer, scarcely knowing 
for whom they are so brave and patient; thinking (if they 
think of themselves at all), “It is all in the day’s work ;” 
and so are content, because it is their work, sent, as every- 
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one’s is, from God, and sure therefore neither to be too hard 

or too long. 

When I think over such things, the story comes into my 
mind of a poor little girl called Jeanie Ross; and I will 
tell it just as it comes to me. 

Jean Ross was what is called a “ general servant,”—alas ! 
too general, J think. With her early childhood we will have 
nothing to do here, though it was a very important part 
of her life, for it was then there was planted in the ignorant 
child’s soul the seed that grew up almost in darkness till it 
reached the sunshine where it blooms so sweetly now. 

Enough to say that Jeanie was baptized, and had a 

mother who cared for her in the best way, and brought her 
up “to be a credit to her,” as some say, though perhaps 
they don’t always mean quite what I do byit. At fourteen 
years old she went to service, and obtained her first place 
in the following way. 

In a quiet street, not very far from the Tottenham Court 
Road, is a house bearing a brass plate on the door with the 
words “ Registering Office for Servants.” The door is always 
open, and shows a passage inside with a glass-door on the 
left-hand side; and if you peep over the green curtain that 

covers the lower half of the glass, you will see a stout, 
middle-aged woman sitting at a table piled with books 
and folded papers, busily engaged writing in a large square 
volume. If you look over her shoulder, you may see such 

entries as these :—‘ Upper-house or parlour-maid. Jane 
Wilks. Age 25. Keep plate. Wait at table. 24 years’ 
character. 416. All found.” Or, “Page. Thomas Smith. 
Age 16. 12 months’ character. Town preferred.” And 

-mmany similar ones. 
But it was neither Jane Wilks nor Thomas Smith who 

knocked timidly at the door one fogey November afternoon. 

It was some one so diminutive in stature that she could 
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not, even standing on tiptoe, see over the green blind, and 

a very small thin voice answered Mrs. Wood’s invitation to 
enter with “ Please’m, is this right for the office ?” 

“Yes; what do you want?” 
“Please’m, I’ve come to ask you to enter me for a 

general servant. I’m” 
“Stop! what did you say?” Mrs. Wood could not at 

once determine whether she was speaking to a very old or 

very young person ; the shrill voice was like that of a child, 

and the wretched little stunted figure too, in spite of the big 

bonnet and large tattered shawl drawn round it. But who 
ever saw a child with such a shrunken, careworn face, such 

great, wise, eager grey eyes ? 
“Tf you really mean that you want a place,” began 

Mrs. Wood; but was interrupted by a spidery hand sud- 

denly appearing from the folds of the shawl, in which a 
shilling was tightly clutched. 

“There!” said the small creature, depositing it on the 
edge of the table with an air of triumph; “I said I would 
come straight here directly I got it, or I'd be sure to spend 
it. It was what Mrs. Watling give me for doing out the 
place when the first-floor went out—that was sixpence; and 
fippence change out of what the party at No. 4 ”—— 

“There! never mind how you got it, child; I dare say it’s 
all right. Now tell me what you want here. Where do 
you live?” and Mrs. Wood prepared to make an entry in 
her ledger. 

“No. 5 Tilbury’s Buildings, front-kitchen, ring bottom 

bell twice.” 

Mrs. Wood entered as much of this address as was 
necessary, and then went on, “ Your name?” 

“Jean Ross.” 
“Hm, Scotch, I suppose; you don’t talk go.” 
“Nom, I ain’t Scotch; but father’s people was afore 
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they come to town. Grandfather kep’ a bootshop some- 
where up Islington way, tother side the railway arch in 
the Camden Road. And then work got slack, and he was 

forced to give up, and got took on as foreman down thus 

way—leastways father did, as took to the business after 
him; and then when he’d married mother he got ill, and 

trade worse than ever, and so it’s been pretty much all 
along, so that mother says if things ain’t no better soon, no 
work, and eight under me, and baby ain’t a year old”—-— 

Here came a stop, and a queer little catch in the breath 

like a sob. , 
Mrs. Wood meanwhile turned to another large book, and 

ran her finger slowly down a list of names, till, bringing 

it to a standstill, she raised her eyes and surveyed Jean 
thoughtfully. “Youre not very strong, are you?” 

“Strong! ob, yes'm. Mrs. Watling often says she never 
see a stronger gal for my age, which is fifteen next April.” 

“ But you are very small.” 

“Oh, yes’m; all mother’s family was small, but I’m a deal 
stronger than yowd think for. Why, I’ve minded our little 
ones pretty near as long as I can remember, and I used to 

carry our Tommy when he was almost as big as me, when 
he broke his lee through jumping on one of them round 
thines where they puts in the coals; and Jane Watling often 

gets me to carry up the scuttles and such-like, as is too 

heavy for her, though she’s seventeen, and tall grow’d of her 
age.” 

Mrs. Wood looked once more very curiously at Jean, and 
wondered whether the’ stooping, uneven shoulders and queer, 

twisted gait might not be due to Master Tommy and Miss 

Watling, and whether such boasted strength was really quite 

compatible with these outward signs of weakness. How- 
ever, these were not matters of business, so she went to the 

point.
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“T’ve mostly got several such places, but to-day it hap- 

pens I’ve only just one, and maybe it won’t quite do for you.” 

Another pause, and doubtful scrutiny, met, however, by such 

a pair of eager, hunery eyes, that suspense seemed cruel. 

“Tt’s a good strong girl wanted by a person as keeps a 

lodging-house at No. 4 Upper Grove Street. To have her 

keep and one shilling a week. Must be ready to make 
herself generally useful. Part of the washing done at home, 
and wanted in on Friday.” 

To some of my readers these details may not sound very | 
inviting, and perhaps still less so to Mrs. Wood, who had 
known too well the ins and outs of London service. But 
to little Jean it was wealth—or the beginning of it, inde- 
pendence ; the first step on the ladder—well, not quite the 
ladder of fame, but of something better; and she was right, 

for it would lead her higher than worldly. success, up above 
the smoky city and the big houses of the rich and great. 
It was the ladder of duty, which may begin in a kitchen or - 

a cellar, but its end is in Heaven. 

CHAPTER IL. 

“ There are in this lond stunning tide 
Of human care and crime, 

With whom the melodies alide 
Of th’ everlasting chime ; 

Who carry music in their heart 
Through dusky lane and wrangling mart, 

Plying their daily task with busier fect 
Because their secret souls a holy strain repeat.” 

“Tr was all Mrs. Brackly’s. doing as I got it,’ was Jean’s 
account of her success to a neighbour, “She’s the widder
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as come in to our back-parlour last Thursday week, and was 
so kind to our Sarah when she fell down the ary steps the 
very day she come. ‘Jean,’ she says to me, ‘if you be 
eoing to service,’ she says,‘ mind and start respectable. You 
wait a bit, and pay your shilling at a office all in the 
reo’lar way, and wait till they finds you a nice little place. 
And don’t be looking too high at first; a young gal can’t 
expect much wages all at once, and must expect plenty of 
work, And don’t be afraid if it’s a bit hard, but be sure 
Him who gives you work gives strength for it along with 
it. And don’t mind a rough word now and then, for it 
cant hurt if you deserve it, and still less if you don’t.” 

It is wonderfully encouraging to meet with success, and 

Jean had certainly succeeded if she wanted a “little place; ” 
for “little ” indeed it was, as far as pay, comfort, food, &c., 

went, though great if we regard the work to be daily 
accomplished, and the strength and patience needed for it. 
Nevertheless, all joys come mingled with pain, and it was a 
hard wrench to Jean to leave home. 

Home! Ah! readers, it is very easy to imagine the natural 
sorrow of some village girl going out alone into the great 
world, taking her last fond look at the little white cottage 
covered with roses and honeysuckle, leaving behind her the 
quiet village, with its old grey church lying so snugly 
sheltered by the great soft green hills, amid rich pastures 
and golden cornfields. But you will not so easily euess the 
sharpness of the pang with which Jean turned at the corner 
of Tilbury’s Buildings, setting down her very small stock of 
worldly goods on a doorstep, and straining her eyes through 
the fog to catch the last glimpse of the old lamp-post 
opposite No. 5, round which some of the “ eight under me” 
were consoling themselves with the game of hopscotch. 
Ah, dear! home is home after all, though it be only a close 
front-kitchen underground; and it cost a sorer heartache
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to leave it than all the troubles and cares (and they were 
not few nor small) that she had known before. True 

enough her arms had daily ached, and her shoulders too, 
“minding the children,” as it is called; but not all the gold 
on earth would ever be to Jean like the feeling of the small 
weak hands clinging to her dress, the puny arms round her 
neck ; no master’s praise so sweet to her ear as the children’s 
voices calling for “Jean! Jean! Our Jean!” every minute 
of the day. 

Jean had grown a woman while she was yet a child, and 
with the woman’s face lined with cares and fears had come 
the strong wonderful love that every true woman has for 
all that is small and weak and helpless, faint shadow of the 

higher Love which asks only blind, childlike trust as the 
all-sufficient claim on His boundless care. Still there were 
many things to sweeten the bitterness of parting. Every one 
had been so kind. Mrs. Watling had told her to be as good 
a “gal” in service as at home, and she’d do well, and had 
given her a shilling to help get mother’s shawl out of pawn— 
so that was off ter mind—and an old pair of Jane’s boots, 
which would last ever so long with-just a patch on the toe; 
and Jane herself had told her (thinking no doubt of the 
coal-scuttles) that she should miss her terrible. Then, too, 
Mrs, Brackly had promised to help mother a bit, sometimes, 
with the children; and “mother thought, now she was out 

of the way, they could manage with the back-kitchen 
instead of the front (as soon as the parties turned out, 
which would be in a fortnight), and that would be sixpence 
off the rent, and nearly as much room, though dark through 
the winder being close against the wall of the next house, 
and clothes hung out constant.” You see I can’t help 
dropping into Jean’s mode of expressing herself; it seems to. 
come so naturally as I write about her. So she entered on 
her work like most other girls do, with mingled hopes and
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fears, and was soon settled in Grove Street as if she had 

been there all her life. 
Grove Street is ike many others of its class, shabby and 

dingy and quiet compared with the great noisy thoroughfare 
from which it leads. There is a large public-house at one 
corner, and an undertaker’s opposite, with green blinds 
adorned with pictures of funerals as turned out by that 

establishment, a source of great interest to the swarming 

juvenile population, and only rivalled by the white chalk 
cow at the milkshop farther down. 

Jean’s mistress was one of those whom one does not know 
whether most to blame or pity. Her lodgers took her in, 

stayed out late, and broke her furniture; her husband lived 
on her exertions, and spent her money in drink; her ser- 

vants hitherto had always been dishonest and impudent, 

dirty and idle, and, to use her own words, “ Them gals is 

all alike, every one on ’em, the idle good-for-nothing things ! 

The more you pays ’em the worse they are, and the less you 
cives ’em and the less you trusts em the better; and it’s the 
same with all.” So what wonder if Mrs. Griffen’s temper 
was violent, and if blows and hard words were pretty freely 

bestowed on “that new gal,” bitter enough anyhow, but very 

bitter to the sore young heart that had never been alone 

before. 
Whether Mrs. Griffen’s temper was the cause or effect of 

her troubles I do not know; it only concerns us to know 

that it made Jean patient as well as brave. We have, 

indeed, not much concern with anything higher in the 

house than the kitchen. I was going to say “higher than 

Jean,” but it would be truer to say “ lower than Jean;” for, 

though to follow her outward life we must go down under- 

eround, we must goa different way if we would follow her 

inner life, which is the real one after all. 

Jean’s domain was not extensive; front and back kitchen,
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both small, dark, and ill-ventilated; a narrow bit of passage 

leading to the very smallest of back-yards, where were a 
dust-bin and a knife-house, in which last Jean passed away 
many hours trying, with numbed fingers, to restore brightness 
to boots and knives, or wringing out sheets to grow black again 

in the smoky air of Grove Street. Her bed was in the 

back-kitchen, “turned up” in a corner behind the sink, and 
handy in the day for placing the damp plates upon, there 
being no other furniture except a box. If Jean had been 
given to curiosity, she might have wondered who invented 
so skilful a torment for aching limbs and called it a bed; 
but then, you see, Jean had often slept on the floor, so she 

did not wonder about it; and if she were cold and sleepless, 
she had brighter and pleasanter things to think of than her 
lonely little self. Then, too, rest, even in a turn-up bed- 

stead, did not at any time come very largely into her lot. 
Sunrise and sunset make little difference in smoky Grove 

Street, at least in the kitchen. There was a church clock 
near, whose striking was like a voice to Jean—and its 
words were very few—that told her it was time to get up, 
stiff and shivering, to her work; and most days it had said 
the most it had to say before the rattle of brushes and pails 

was quite still below, when Mrs. Griffen could rest undis- 
turbed by that “lazy gal,” who never got through her work 
in proper time, and when that “lazy gal” could lay her 

tired head down at last and pass away into the other hfe. 

208) A2
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CHAPTER ITI. 

“ But Love's a flower that will not die 
For lack of leafy screen, 

And Christian hope can cheer the eye 
That ne'er saw vernal green. 

Then be ye sure that Love can bless 
Even in this crowded loneliness, 

Wherever moving myriads seem to say, 
‘Go! thou art naught to us, nor we to thee—away !’” 

But now I must tell you something of Jean’s pleasures; for 
she had pleasures, as we all have, if we would only take 
them and be thankful, 

I am not speaking now of the higher pleasure, when the 
day’s work was done, and Jean knelt down among her pots 
and pans and forgot cold and weariness in the thought that 
she was loved and tenderly cared for. 

Nor of the dream-world, where every night she talked 
with mother and played with the children. Ah! those 
were good times indeed in dreamland! Father had work 
and had lost his cough, and there was plenty for all at 
home; mother’s face looked young again, and the little 
ores never cried because they were cold and hungry! 
Polly and Dick went to school, and Jean had grown rich 
cnough to do wonders! One night she took a journey with 
little sickly Tom to the seaside in one of the cheap excur- 
sions, Jean’s knowledge of the sea was confined to pictures 
in the printshops, and descriptions from Mrs, Brackly, who 
had been to Margate once a long time ago. But still, as 
she wandered that night hand in hand with Tom, drinking 
in the pure air, it all seemed familiar to her; and as they 
stood on the shore, Tom’s face was all bright and rosy with
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the red sunset light coming all across the sea from the other 
side, and the waves were all blue and gold and violet. 
When Jean woke, there was a message to her from home 
which made her heart very sore in spite of mother’s poor 
consolation——“ You see, there’s one less to feed and grieve 
for, and the back-kitchen’ll take us all nicely now.” 

What I want to tell about are two little gleams of sun- 
shine that came into Mrs. Griffen’s kitchen—-poor little pale 
dusty rays, it is true, but still coming as straight from the 
sun as the golden glory of summer. 

Jean loved flowers dearly, though she had never seen the 
country. She was often tempted to linger at the street 
corners in the spring, feasting her eyes on the flower-girls’ 
baskets full of spring wildflowers. More than once she 
had gained leave to bury her face for a minute among prim- 
roses and violets piled up fresh and cool on damp moss; 
“just as they might be growing,” thought the ignorant 
creature, knowing nothing of mossy banks and deep copses, 
where the sweet flowers dwell among the soft young spring- 
ing grass and tender ivy sprays, gleaming gold and purple 
under the quivering leaf shadows. 

Not flowers only, but all green things, even in London, 

were dear to her. Sometimes she had stood at the garden- 
gate of a square through which she passed, longing just once 
to run across the turf and feel the soft green blades of grass 
under her tired feet. She would watch with wistful eyes 
the women at the pumps sprinkling their watercress baskets 
fresh and crisp; and even in Tilbury’s Buildings, a certain 
dingy green plant something like a nettle, trained upon 
three sticks in one of the windows, had been like an old 

~ friend to her. 
Grove Street was rich compared to Tilbury’s Buildings. 

There was a fine plant of variegated laurel behind the white 
cow at the milkshop, and a deeply interesting box of
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_ mustard and cress just over the way, besides a whole row of 
geraniums in the front-parlour window next door. 

These last were a source of particular interest to Jean, 
and many a sympathising smile was exchanged with their 

owner as she daily watered them out of a broken teapot. 
One day she nodded to Jean and said, “ You're fond of 

flowers, seemingly.” 
“Yes; you've got a nice lot,” replied Jean, smiling up 

brightly from the doorstep she was scrubbing, “TI dessay, 
now, they cost you a sight of money, didn’t they ?” 

“Well, they didn’t exactly cost me anything, though I 
wouldn’t part with them for ever so much. Yes, they’re 
nice plants,” continued Mrs. Tompkins, surveying her posses- 
sions with a satisfied. eye as she brushed the blacks from 
the leaves of her favourite, “though they don’t grow as I 
should like to see them; and some of the best was killed 

this summer. But lor! if youd seen where they come 
from, you'd not think nothing of them! They come out 
of our garden at home the last time as I saw mother afore 
she died, two years ago last midsummer. Ah! she hada 
nice little place of her own just on “Ampstead ‘Eath, afore 
you passes Jack Straw’s Castle. Not as yowd know the 
place now, through all them new rows as-they’ve run up. 
I don’t suppose there’s much of a garden left now; but two 
years ago I never see a prettier little place, with a nice 
gravel walk all up the middle, and a arbour where you 

could sit and have your tea, just as if you was ever so 
far away from London! And. as to the flowers! why, 
there was a rosebush as stood on the left-hand side of the 
path as I’ve counted thirty-three roses out all at once 
on, besides buds! And as for the sweet-williams, and 
chiny-asters, and marigolds, let alone the geraniums and 
fuchsias ! ” 

At this point Mrs. Tompkins’ powers of description 
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failed, and Jean was left with a vaguely glorious idea of 

the Hampstead paradise and an increased reverence for the 

geraniums. 

But summer brought changes at No. 5. Mrs. Tompkins 

fell ill, and the poor plants were left untended, till one 

day the house changed hands, and the friendly flowers that 

Jean had taken such pleasure in were carried off with the 

rest of the furniture. All but one small thing that was 

not worth carrying away—a poor little sickly dried-up 

plant, with one or two shrivelled yellow leaves at the top. 

Jean watched it anxiously till the new people came, and 

one day plucked up courage, with a very beating heart, to 

ask the servant, who was cleaning the front windows, if 

“that there plant belongs to any one now? Because,” she 

went on hurriedly, “if it ain’t wanted up there, I’ve a nice 

sill down there to my winder, where it would stand beauti- 

ful, and I’d take a deal of care of it.” 

“Why, it’s pretty near dead now,” said the girl, turning 

it round contemptuously; “but if you think it’s worth 
keeping, yowre welcome to it as far as I know, for it don’t 

belong to our people; so you'd best take it away at once.” 
Never was royal guest received with more honour than 

the old geranium stump by Jean. You would have laughed 
or cried to see what a fuss the little treature was in over 
her new possession. Never did plant require so much 
attention, There was a certain corner of the front-kitchen 
window where the sunshine came slanting down between 
the railings for a daily peep at Jean and her work. Here 

the flower-pot was placed, standing in an old saucer; and 
here the happiest moments of her life were passed with the 

new friend, watering it, tenderly removing the dust from 

its sickly leaves, sometimes even talking to it, while the 
warm sunbeams came stealing down to kiss the two pale 

stunted things that were so much to each other. “For 
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surely,” Jean thought; “it has no one to care for it but 
me; and it is the only friend I have here.” 

For some weeks Jean watched it most anxiously, like a 
nurse over a sickly little child, fearing it would die; and 
her heart failed as the shrivelled leaves drooped and dropped 

one by one, till nothing was left but a dry stump to care for. 
“Oh, but he’s not dead!” she would say to herself, sur- 

veying the stump anxiously. “I wonder if ’twould be 
wrong to pray for him, for there ain’t no one else down 
here to talk to, and it would be so lonely without him 
now! Maybe Vd best have let him be, and then I 
shouldn’t have missed him.” 

True enough! Joy and sorrow go ever hand in hand, 
and there would be no shadows but for the sunshine. 

“There! I knew he’d come to!” she said one day, with 
a queer little sob, as she saw at last a little thin white 
shoot coming to justify her belief; and the foolish creature 
actually laid down her plain little face beside the pot and 
eried—a thing she had not done for months. Jean was 
not given to crying over her troubles; she was too wise a 
woman for that, and felt them too keenly; but joy made a 
baby of her. “Why, he'll flower soon if he goes on at this 
rate!” she said; and truly it was wonderful how fast it~ 
threw up its long transparent white stems towards the sun- 
light, each ending in a minute green leaf. 

It is queer how things erow in the dark, if they grow at 
all, stretching up with all their strength to the sky: the 
very darkness keeps them white. Surely their blooming 
will come quicker than with others! 

But you will be tired of Jean and her flower, and indeed 
something rising in my throat makes me. hurry to get out 
the rest. One day a street urchin threw a stone between 

the rails and broke the plant to pieces. Jean gathered the 
pieces up very tenderly, and put them out of sight, and 
tried to forget it. She never had another plant.
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CHAPTER. IV. 

“Learn to be content with a little, and to be pleased with things plain 

and simple, and not to murmur against any inconvenience.” 
“Verily the life of a Christian is a cross, yet is it also a guide to 

Paradise.” 

Reaver, I can fancy you are thinking just now that I am 
making a mountain out of a molehill, wasting my time and 

yours over very small, common, uninteresting things. It 
may be so; and I beg you, if you have not done it before, 

to close the book here, for I tell you frankly I have nothing 

great to tell;—Jean’s life and death were equally obscure, 
utterly wanting in what makes some lives so interesting to 
others. 

You do not, in truth, often find heroines in the kitchen, 

though there may still perhaps be found here and there a 
Cinderella wearing her shining dress amid the ashes. But 
one thing it is well to remember: that our notions of great 
and small are not always quite correct, and that some day 
we shall all stand like travellers on a great height, looking 
down on the world as a flat plain, seeing perhaps most 
clearly objects that we thought little of when we were near 

them, while others that we have busied ourselves over seem 

now but of little importance. 
The loss of her plant made Jean feel very dull for a time ; 

and as the dark autumn days dwindled to winter, the loneli- 
ness of her lot weighed on her as it had not done before. 
She had caught cold in some way, and though it did not 
last very long, it left a nasty cough behind that “fidgeted 
one out of one’s life, especially of a night,” as Mrs. Griffen 
said with an irritable feeling that, if the “gal” were to be 
ill or otherwise troublesome, she might have some difficulty
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in replacing her; so Mrs. Griffen did not like the coughing 
at all, Then, too, Jean was getting a very rheumatic old 
woman, owing to damp stones and old boots, so she was not 
by any means outwardly flourishing just now. The only 
immediate result of her infirmity was, that she left off going 
home from time to time to see how they did in Tilbury’s 
Buildings. She had done so whenever she had a chance, 
hungering for a sight of home faces and the sound of home 
voices, only the more so because the faces did not grow less 
sad, and the voices had no better days to tell of. 

“They've trouble enough already,” she thought, as the 
winter came on; “and I couldn’t a-bear to see mother 
fretting because I look such an old guy. They'll know that 
no news is good news; and when spring comes I'll go and 
take them all by surprise.” ; 

So she kept to her resolution; and her mother was com- 
forted in all her troubles with the thought that her girl was 
doing well. 

One damp fogey afternoon in November, Jean found a — 
new friend, which more than consoled her for the loss of 
her plant. She had just been down the street to the public- 
house for her master—a very frequent errand, [ am sorry to 
say, and one Jean did not like, though, coming as it did in 

the day’s work, she regarded it as a matter of business to be 
done, the quicker the better. The gas was lighted, and there 
were several people there, being Saturday, so that she had 
to wait some time for her turn to come; and as she went 

out of the glare and heat into the fog, it made her cough so, 
that she had run against a group of boys in the road with- 
out knowing where she was. 

“Hullo! where are you a-shoving to?” exclaimed one; 
and just then she heard a laugh, a dog’s bark, and a faint 
squeal like a stifled child. Something small and in pain! 
Jean could see clearly enough now through the fog; and in
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another minute she was engaged literally tooth and nail dis- 
puting with an ill-looking savage cur the possession of a 
wretched little half-dead cat, which the boys had been tor- 
menting. How she came out of the fray she never clearly 
knew, but she did reach home somehow, with a great bruise 
on her shoulder, a torn dress, the marks of the dog’s teeth 

in her wrist, and her prize safe under her shawl. A miser- 
able starved kitten, rusty black, thin and ragged, with only 
half a tail and a torn ear; but alive, and capable of being 
loved and kissed and cried over, and her own by the right 
of conquest. Luckily the dog had only just caught it by the 
paw when Jean appeared, so that there was only one broken 
leg to be mended, and a scared savage look in its hungry 
ereen eyes to be coaxed away by care and kindness, Jean’s 
eyes would grow soft and bright as she watched over her 
patient, and they were dim once more with tears when at last 
it left off crying and actually purred itself to sleep on the 
corner of the bed. 

Being the second broken leg she had had to do with, Jean 
bestowed on her new friend the name of “ Tom ;” and Tom’s 

good qualties are, I think, best deseribed in Jean’s own 

words to the servant next door, who had taken quite an 
interest in her doings since the death of the geranium. 

“ Yes, thank you, his foot is nicely, and he’ll soon put it 
to the cround now, I think. There! I don’t know how I'd 

get on now without my Tom! He ain’t a beauty, and small 
erowed, like myself, so we're just companions. But ain’t he 

sensible! Why, there never was sucha cat! To see him 
cock up his head a one side, looking so sensible with his one 
ear, when I comes in of a afternoon, as much as to say, 

‘Ah! I knows there’s a ha’porth of milk for me out of 

your beer-money to-day; or one of them nice little 
sticks of meat, through meeting the man with the 
barrer down the mews; or don’t I know as the party
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at No. 8 had two ’errings for supper last night, and 

their ’eads left In the gutter by the man just handy like 
for my dinner’ Oh, Tom’s a sharp un, he is! But 

the best time to see him is when happen I’ve done my 

washing up early, or the gents upstairs is out late, and 
missus is tired, and says, ‘Jean, says she, ‘I can’t go 

setting up all night, I be that tired, so you just wait a bit 

to let them in; but mind you rakes out the fire at half-past 

eleven and locks up, for I won’t have no staying out after 
midnight in my house, as was always respectable, and shall 

be as long as my name is Martha Griffen.” Ah! that’s the 
time as Tom and me has our talks. I locks up all but the 
front-door, and sees as it’s all right, and then I sits down 

on the floor with my feet pretty nigh under the grate—for 
its bitter cold there of a night through the back-winder 

being broke ever since I come; and then I says, ‘ Well, 

Tom, old chap, I says, ‘and what have you got to tell me 
to-night ?? And don’t he talk just! Why, bless you, 
tea-kettles is nothing to it, when he’s got me on the snug 

like. ‘Come up, then, says I; and there he is all of a 

minute a-rubbing hisself against my neck, and licking my 
face with his little rough tongue till he makes me all of a 
shudder. And then he sits up looking so wise with them 

great eyes of his, while I tells him what we'll do when 

missus goes to see her sister who lives at Fulham, as has 
a party of a Christmas Day every year, and that’s a fort- 
night to-morrow; and the front-parlour agoin’ out the day 
before, and we’re to have the sweeps in, so no one can’t 

come in afore the Monday, and Tom and Tl have the 

place to ourselves pretty much, through master being out 

late, as always is so when missus is out. So we're to have 

a feast that night through missus a-sayin’ as how she'll 
give me my money, what I has for beer, afore she goes, to - 
last over to Monday; so when I’ve got a drop of milk. for
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Tom, there'll be enough left for us to do it comfortable 
together. Only what it’s to be, that’s what Tom and me 
can’t make up our minds about. You see, there’s so many 
nice things when one looks into the shop-windows. Some- 
times we think we'll have a saveloy, or ’arf a polony if we 
can afford it, and sometimes Tom’s all for sprats, and last 
night nothing would do but one of them nice little meat 
pies as they makes at the cook’s shop down Birdcage Street.” 

Indeed, this festivity was enjoyed many times by antici- 
pation, and Jean scarcely felt the searching north wind and 
bitter frost, though they chilled her very blood, as she 
sallied forth on Christmas Eve to get these wonderful sprats 
that had cost her so much thought. For Christmas Day 
itself her greatest treat had been reserved; for her resolu- 
tion had given way under the temptation of the unusual 
holiday, and she had determined to go home and wish them 
all a happy Christmas. Wouldn’t the children be pleased 
with Tom and a penn’orth of toffy? and, best of all, there 
was a very small screw of tea to be brought home, as well 
as the sprats, which would do mother’s heart good. Jean 
had been quite extravagant, you see; but Christmas is a 
tempting time, and the foolish creature thought she could 
manage with her old boots a bit longer yet. Very bad 
management! Had she bought those new boots a little 
earlier, instead of hoarding her money, she might have 
saved her life! Yes, truly, so she might, and have still 
been slaving out her sad young life in the damp Grove 
Street kitchen, instead of resting in the warm summer land 
up yonder, 

But to go back to Christmas Eve and the sprats. Spite 
of the frost, life out of doors was very attractive. The 
shops were wonders of Christmas plenty, all wreathed with 
evergreens and blazing with gas, and Jean stopped often to 
admire the good things. Now at the grocer’s windows, all
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heaped with candied fruits and plums and raisins, and gay 
boxes of sweatmeats and crackers; now at the poulterer’s, 
with its regiments of fat geese and turkeys; now at the 
butcher’s, where the prize Christmas beef looked quite 
elegant, decked out in satin bows. There was a pleasant 

bustle, too, in the streets; people hurrying to and fro with 
big baskets, intent upon Christmas dinners and presents, 
and friends meeting in the streets and shaking hands with 
beaming smiles and hearty good wishes of the season. There 
was even a kind look, now and then, for the shabby little 
lonely figure revelling in the warm glow from the shop 
windows, with her pinched face and great wistful eyes all 
glowing with the kindly spirit of Christmas. 

Once she stopped before a church, where the pavement 
was strewn with bits of box and holly, and the bell was 
ringing for service. There was bright light within, and as 
Jean stood straining her eyes to see as the door opened to 
admit the people in, a stout good-natured looking woman 
touched her on the arm, saying, “ Well, come in then, child, 

if you are coming; the bell will stop in a minute.” 
Jean drew back, “I don’t know as I was coming in,” 

she said doubtfully. ; : 
“Well, why stand here then? Are you waiting for 

any one?” 
“No,” said Jean; “but I'd like to have a peep in at the 

door, it looks so nice in there, only I can’t stay for service, 
leastways in this here ragged frock. I'd have put on my 
Sunday shawl if Pd thought I’d have been coming here.” 

“Why, bless the girl! don’t you know as church is for 
us all the same, shabby or fine, Sundays and week-days alike ? 
You might just as well talk of getting a new gown to go to 
Heaven in!” 

Jean was not ignorant of this fact, and indeed her 
Sunday shawl was not much to boast of; but still we all
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of us like'to put on our best when we go to speak with our 
best Friend. However, she did not fear being looked down 
upon here because she was shabby, so she yielded to the 
woman’s kindly, “ There! come in quick,” and in another 
minute the outer world was completely forgotten as though 
she were asleep. 

Warm light, beautiful music, rarest, sweetest flowers ! 

What are they not for such as little Jean? O friends! 
are we not too ready to say, “To what purpose is this 
waste ?” thinking painfully perhaps of those in want of 
daily bread. Surely there are poor souls hungering for one 
little foretaste of Hleaven’s beauty to keep them from 
starving in this hard unlovely life! Surely this costly 
spikenard of holy worship is for Christ’s poor, as for Christ 
Himself! Let us not grudge it them. 

So little Jean went home with her bundle of sprats to 
Tom, and a rare feast they had indeed. The house was won- 
derfully quiet that evening. All the “gents” were out, 

including the master, and Jean’s heart failed a little as she 
thought how he would most likely return home, with no 
missus to help him up to bed. 

But if the rest’ of the house was quiet, there was bustle 

enough in the kitchen. Jean had picked up some bits of 

laurel in the street, and begged a fine spray of holly from 
the milkman, These were stuck in a jug as the centre 
ornament of the table, whilst the black bottle that served 

for candlestick, and another containing a drain of vinegar 
“just for a relish,” completed the array. There were also 
some sufficiently dry pieces of bread and cheese, and last, 
but certainly far from least, the sprats. Oh, what a 
business it was cooking them! how they frizzled! and how 
Tom’s eyes got rounder and rounder, and what was left of 

his tail actually trembled with excitement. Presently pre-
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parations were completed, and the friends sat down, Jean 
on one side, Tom on the edge of the table opposite, all quite 
correct; and whether Jean enjoyed most the sprats them- 
selves, or the sight of Tom’s keen enjoyment, I don’t know. 

“ And now that’s over,” she said, as the tail of the last 

sprat disappeared down Tom’s throat, and he sat licking his 
whiskers with half-shut eyes of contentment. “ And don’t 
you never say as we ain’t well off here, after such a treat as 
that ! Mind, there’s many a poor cat in London as don’t 
know the taste of a sprat, and many a poor girl as would 
think herself lucky to be Jeanie Ross! And now, sir, you 

just stir up and lick them plates clean afore I washes up, 
for we won't have no idle cats here as wants all play and 
no work, and two ereat black beetles awaiting to be ate 
down there by the fender under your very nose !” 

So Jean preached contentment and diligezice to herself 
in her own way. 

The master was late that night, having met friends, as 
was natural on Christmas Eve. There was much drinking 

and noise and laughter at first, and drinking and noise and 

quarreling afterwards, so that Mr. Griffen came home with 
the firm determination to “have it out” with the first per- 
son he met. This person was Jean, opening the door in ~* 

a fright, to let in the clear frosty midnight air, and the 

sweet voice of the Christmas bells, and the staggering, 
blustering master, and running back to the top of her dark 

staircase till he should have got safely into his room. But 
oh, hapless fate! The passage was all dark save one streak 
of gaslicht from the lamp outside, and as Jean waited with 

a beating heart while he fumbled to find the door, a soft 

something brushed past her, and Tom, heedless of results, 
was standing, small and black in the strip of light, close 
under master’s feet.
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To be tripped up by a cat! wasn’t it enough to provoke 
even a sober man? And then, as a kick sent the creature 
squealing into the street, insult was added to injury by a 
sudden outcry worse than the cat itself, “Oh, don’t hurt 

Tom! He’s done you no harm. You can beat me if you 
like, only don’t hurt him!” What could be expected but 
what followed? It was alla moment’s work. Jean’s cry, 
sharp and sudden, as if she had been stung, a spring forward, 
and then a heavy blow, followed by a fall on the narrow 
stairs. Then it was all dark, as it seemed to her, for a long. 

time; and then all at once she passed out into a new, 
strange life, half bright, half dark, like one standing on 

the threshold of a lighted house, longing to enter, but kept 

back by an unseen hand. 

Now she was once more in the frosty street, looking into 
the church, beautiful and bright still, but now it seemed 

only like a great porch ieadinee on to something else warmer 
and brighter still, where some one was waiting for her with 
outstretched hands and loving eyes—her Master; but not 
the master in Grove Street. Now she was back at home, 

weary and tired, dragging the little dead brother with his 
lame leg, and bidding him look at the gaily lighted 

Christmas shops; and suddenly the gaslight shone -red on 
his face, and she saw it change and brighten, and now it 

was he who was drawing her on with his weak little hands 
somewhere, where she longed to follow and could not. 
Now she was watching the geranium stump, and as the sun 

came stealing through the railings, it grew and spread into 

great branches and ‘leaves, snow-white, tender green, with 

half-open crimson buds; but just as the flowers were 

unfolding, the sunshine blazed in her eyes, and she could 

see no more. 7 
Then it was dark; and when she woke again, the end 

of it all seemed to be very near.
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CHAPTER V. 

“ All things bright and beantiful, 
All creatures great and small, 

All things wise and wonderful, 
The Lord God made them all.” 

—Hymns for Little Children, 

Tue last chapter! “Now,” some readers will say, “comes 

the proper finale to such a tale—a fine deathbed scene, 
such as we seldom find except in story-books.” Or some 
more sympathetic one will say, “The fitting end indeed— 
death after life—freedom after bondage——rest after toil.” 

And so indeed it seemed the natural end, looking either 
to what was seen—the worn-out frame, blighted from its 
birth, weakened by neglect and overwork, the cruel, almost 

fatal blows; or to the things unseen—the strong simple soul, 
so tired of life, surely so fit to go, and the merciful Father 

yearning to take His weary child to rest and comfort hey. 
But we are often mistaken, even in what seems so plain 

and natural. Little Jean did not die after all, though, as 
we have seen, she was very near to it. It may be that one 
more grace was needed, another. sort of discipline before she 
was fit to go—the discipline of lying still, folding the hands 
that were longing to work for others, to be “a thing of 
no use,” as ib seemed, while the strong young spirit learnt 
obedience. Jean had always loved work, even though it 
cost her a sore effort at times. 

“You see I were always such a one for work,” she said ; 
“never could bide to be doing nothing. Mother was just 
the same, and what’s bred in the bone comes out in the 

flesh, as the saying is. And then, you see, there’s sucha 
deal to be done everywhere—more than enough for every
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one, even such as me;—always folks in trouble or ill, or 

all of a muddle like, and glad of a helping hand to straighten 
up a bit and do the odd jobs, such as running a errant, or 
doin’ out the place of a Saturday, or mindin’ the baby, till 
one wishes one had four pair of hands, or like a bird, in 
two places at once, as they say. . Not as I see much sense - 
in that, though partial to birds myself, through getting 
quite thick with a young sparrer afore my Tom come and 

frightened him away, as were that tame, a settin’ on the 

sill just where I shake ont the crumbs of a morning, a 
turning ‘is ’ead about and chirruping that cheerful as it 
were a pleasure to hear him for one as ’adn’t a creature to 

speak to most times.” 
But perhaps there was a more gentle Providence staying 

Death’s hand from claiming Jean. Life, even in this sad 
world, is a precious gift, and a beautiful one too in spite of 

all trouble. Its lessons are not all hard and stern. God 
sets flowers as well as thorns on our path home, and He 
would not have any of us leave the world only because we 
find no good there, forgetting who made it “very good” 
and filled it so full of beauty and goodness. 

“Tt is not weariness of life 

That makes us wish to die ; 

But we are drawn by cords which come 
From out eternity.” 

And so perhaps Jean had to learn last, what most of us have 

to learn first, that life is good and precious, a golden gift, 

worthy to be laid down willingly at the Master’s feet, not a 

eruel chain to be cast away too lightly. 

There is a nurse at St. Nathaniel’s Hospital with a kind 

sensible face, who can tell us of Jean’s illness, a person 

rather above the ordinary set of nurses at St. Nathaniel’s, 

none the less really tender and sympathetic for her plain,
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matter-of-fact way of telling things, and one likes to think 
of her face being the first to meet Jean’s eyes as they opened 
once more on this world. 

“Poor creature!” said Nurse Goodall; “she did suffer 
terrible ; and it’s a miracle to me how ever she got through 
it even as much as she did, For my part, I thought it 
would have been a happy release if she had been taken. 
She was so diseased, you see, I never saw any one so 
shrunk and contracted when I undressed her after they 
brought her in; and no -wonder, for she’d scarcely any 
lungs left, and consumption is a terrible weary death to 
die. But God knows best!” 
“How did it happen?” asked a lady visitor, passing 

through the ward one day with the matron, and stopping to 
gaze pityingly at the half-suffering, half-unconscious child’s 
face on No, 57. 

“Oh, it was a bad job, poor thing! She'd angered her 
master some way on Christmas Eve, just when hed been - 

drinking, and he knocked her downstairs; and there she 

laid all night, and might have laid, but a young man they 

had in the house happened to find her, and had her brought 

here, She had cut her head open against the stairs, and 

was near bleeding to death as it was; indeed, I never 

thought she would have lasted as long as she did. All 
Christmas Day she lay hke one dead, and most of the next 

day too; and then all of a sudden, just as I was putting 
a drop of brandy down her throat, she opened her eyes— 

such ereat eyes too—and stared right in my face as if she 

would look me through. Then she began to talk—all about 

Tom, and flowers, and I don’t know what more; and so 

it lasted on and off about two days. That day the person 

she’d lived with came to see after her, nearly frightened out 

of her life, thinking that if she died her husband would be
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had up for murder. And when she heard how she had been 
talking, she went away, and came back with a black cat 
that she said had belonged to the girl And when I said 

such things were not allowed in here, she said she’d be glad 
just to see if it would not quiet her, she had been so fond 

of it, And sure enough it did; for just as I put the poor 

scragey thing down on the pillow, she put out her hands 
and drew it down to her face, saying, ‘ Well, where did you 

get to, old man? I thought you was lost.’ And then she 

dropped asleep, and stayed so ever so long. Next day came 
a poor ragged woman, who said she was the girl’s mother 
and she’d heard she was dead. ‘Not dead yet, I said, 
‘though she can’t last out the night. Perhaps yowd like to 
see her.” So she just went up, and stood looking at the girl 
as she laid asleep with her cat in her arms, ‘She was a 
good girl, she said, ‘ and fit to die.’ 

“And then of a sudden she broke down with a great sob, 
flinging herself nigh across the bed and crying out, ‘O God, 
have pity on a lone woman, and let the child bide a bit . 
longer, for she’s my only comfort!’ I was trying to quiet 
her, telling her it was no use and she musn’t disturb the 
other patients, when all at once the child opened her eyes 
quite wide and looked into her face, saying, as clear and steady 
as though she’d just woke up from sleep, ‘Is that you, 
mother dear? Never fear, I’m here safe enough. It’s not 

time to go yet.’ 
“ And then she fell off dozing again, holding her mother’s 

hand, It wasn’t till near a week after she really came back 
to herself, and even then I half wish she’d been taken; for 
it was a poor story after all that the doctor and I had to tell 
her. For, let alone her health, which would never have let 

her go to work again, there was the hurt to her back through 
the fall, which had paralysed her so that she could never
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use her limbs again more than just to feed herself or maybe 
hold a book. But never any more work for her, poor soul! 
And when he found she was likely to live, Dr. Williams told 
me to find ont her mother and friends ; and the more I heard 

the more I wondered why the child should live, when it was 
so plain she’d best have died, for her and all of them. But 

there again, God knows best! 
«You tell her, nurse, says Dr. Williams one day when 

she seemed quite herself and had been asking after her 
mother and saying she’d like to say good-bye to her, for she 
never seemed to doubt but she'd die. So I took her hands 
in mine, and said, though it was as much as I could do to 

say it, ‘You shall see your mother again, my dear, and 
often, too, I hope. For you're not going to die yet a while, 
please God’ 

“ «Not going to die?’ she said, looking up in my face as if 
-she could not understand it. ‘Not going to die? Do you 
mean I shall get well again 2’ 

« And then came the hardest tug of all; and I hardly know 

how I made her understand the truth, that she was neither 

to get well nor die, which is the truest getting well after all. 
But at last she did understand, and then for the first time 

through all her illness her patience seemed to fail. 
“«Tt’s so hard, she said; ‘so hard; I can’t abear it!’ 

“ And then she covered up her face with her hands, and lay 
still ever so long, only I could see she was crying; and that 
was all the complaint she ever made.” 

The lady visitor heard Nurse Goodall’s story, told in a low 
undertone as they stood by Jean’s bed, and her kind eyes 
filled with tears as she softly touched the wasted hardworked 
hands that were to work no more, and looked into the patient 
little face. She was a good lady, who had herself known 
sorrow and pain, and had learnt their lessons rightly ; for as
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she looked at Jean she remembered One who, like her, had 

borne toil and poverty for our example, but whom we most 

love to remember when, as the world might say, He was “a 

thing of nought,” when the pierced hands and feet could toil 
no more, teaching us that work is great, but suffering is 
greater; and she remembered His saying, ‘‘ Inasmuch as ye 

have done it unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye 

have done it unto me.” 
She had a long talk with the matron before she left the 

hospital that day, and for the result of that talk we will pass 

on a few months, and see what the summer had in store for 

our Jean. 

“Well, to be sure, he do sing! He must be ’most tired 

by now, I should think, for he’s been atit all day. A thrush, 

did you say? Why, that was the same what used to sing 

so beautiful down at the bird-shop round the corner, and 
many’s the time as I’ve stopped to hear him agoin’ on fit 
to split hisself, though pretty nigh in the dark most times 

through the big cage with the guinea-pigs standing right 

over him, and the great cat setting just a top of the monkeys 

in front, as is a wonder she didn’t never touch him, through 

being brought up in a’appy family, I suppose, and maybe 

deaf too, as most white cats is, they say, or must have got so 

through that bird a going on in his very ears constant. I 
wonder what them birds would say if they was to come here 

and see all them beautiful trees and flowers and things, as 

all the winders in London wouldn’t hold ’em, I shouldn’t 

think? Sort of queer at first, like me, through most of them 
having their wings cut and bein’ brought up to a cage, and 

no knowing what to do with such a deal of room and so 

many places to perch upon.” 
Jean was lying back upon a snowy pillow, close by the
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open window of a cottage, deep, deep in the very heart of 

the country. There was a flower-laden honeysuckle trained 

round the lattice, and a great fresh tuft of old-fashioned 

cabbage-roses came pushing through the green leaves, mock- 

ing the little pale, careworn Cockney with their rosy young 

loveliness. 

Jean had not been used to very extended views of life, 

being unaccustomed to look beyond the day’s work or the duty 

of the moment. So the roses and the honeysuckle, and a 

creat brown velvet humble bee buzzing round them in the 

morning sunshine, would have been quite occupation enough 

for her, without looking farther into the cottage garden, 

where were big crisp-leaved cabbages and fragrant beans in 

flower, and great sheaves of heavy-headed clove pinks, and, 

toddling down the brick path from the gate, a white-headed 
baby, with wide blue eyes and fat sun-burned hands, busy 

after hairy red and yellow spoils among the gooseberry 

bushes; or, farther still, the sunny village green and the 

white-thatched cottages grouping round the church among 
the trees; or, farther still, the soft green hills dotted with 
white sheep and flecked with rolling cloud shadows; and 

farthest—nearest of all—the blue summer heaven. Inside 

the room, too, there was plenty, more than enough, to look at. 
The whitewashed walls hung with bright-coloured Bible 

pictures ; the tall clock in its dark case, above whose broad 
face old Time with his scythe keeps ever cutting off the 
peaceful moments with a drowsy tick-tack; the round table, 
polished till it shone like a mirror; rush-bottomed chairs 
and dresser scoured white as milk and bright with shining 

rows of delft ware and pewter; and, best of all, in her elbow- 

chair, peaceful old Granny, with her gentle old face, with 

her big Bible and spinning-wheel, and little ragged Tom 

curled at her feet. Baby and Granny and mother—baby’s
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mother and Jean’s mother too—for the sake of a certain little 
crippled Jane who had left a vacant space as if on purpose 
for.our Jean in this peaceful home. After all, these things 
are very common; one may see many such homes in every 
country village; but, thank God, most good things are com- 
mon, very common—very abundant everywhere, like His 
goodness. 

Jean learnt her last lesson slowly, for, you see, it was so 
very strange and new to her—all this common everyday 
beauty and sunshine, and kindly home love and care and 
special tenderness for herself. 

You see she could not express herself in any way fittingly ; 
perhaps she could not even think worthily of it all. Which 

of us can? Birds bred in a cage are long in getting used to 
freedom, and most of all when their wings are clipped. But 

still gradually she did learn it—learnt to lie still, often in 

pain, sometimes even wearying (poor crippled bird) for the 

old cage that was home after all; but still very happy, very 

thankful—realising daily more and more, among life’s ten 
thousand blessings, the love of Him who is indeed “ chiefest 
among ten thousand.”
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THREE HEROINES. 

SARAH MARTIN. 

“T was in prison, and ye came unto me.” 

SJEFORE giving any account of the life and works 
of Sarah Martin, the prisoners’ friend, it would 
be well to explain what our: English. prisons 

PE were when she visited them, at the. beginning 
of this century. It is very difficult, perhaps. impossible, for 
us to realise what dens of filth and misery almost a of 
them then were. To owr minds, the word “ prison” only- 

  

suggests the idea of a grim building, bristling. with spikes. 
and bars, with rattling locks and” clanging doors; “and » 
‘appliances to restrain and punish the perpetrators 0 
Doubtless the punishment. inflicted in our jails. “is most : 

severe; even to lose at once our liberty and all: ‘intercourse 
with our fellow-creatures is no-light-sentence; it eats into 

a man’s soul. The taint and disgrace, too, of. having been a 

prisoner is of all disgraces*the most: diffiealt, to lin 
and one that in this world“is hardly ever. forg en or for- 
gotten. Still, as regards the tréatment 6 in prisoners, 
everyting necessary for their bogily health’ or’ mental wel- 
fare is done that can be. = 

Our jails are now models of ventilation and drainage ; the 
cells are well lighted, and the prisoners who work in the 
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open air are more carefully protected from the weather than 

are the free labourers of the land. The food, too, is of 

good quality, carefully cooked and decently served; exercise 
is regularly taken, and a chaplain and a schoolmaster are 
appointed to see after the moral welfare of the prisoners, 
whilst any complaint they may have to make is brought 

before the governor and duly investigated. During the 
day the prisoners are usefully employed, and it not unfre- 
quently happens that they learn a trade by which they can, 
when at liberty, gain an honest living. 

Such are our jails at the present day. Now clance for a 
few minutes at their state a century ago. The jails, for 
one thing, were nearly always crowded to excess, and some- 
times before the assizes they simply overflowed with human 
beings. How was this? Was England more wicked then 
than now? No; but the law was such that trivial offenders, 

who would now be dismissed, or punished by a nominal fine, 

were then consigned to jail for months, or may be years. 
Debtors, often for small sums, composed the largest number 
of the inmates of nearly every jail, and they were of all the 
most to be pitied. Of course those who had friends who 
could supply them with money managed to get pretty 
nearly everything they wanted, except their liberty, and 
even that might be purchased. The golden key was often 
found strong enough to force open the iron locks, and 
numerous were the escapes of such debtors, and even 
felons, as had the wherewithal to bribe their keepers. 

But the case of the debtors without money—and these 
of course would be the most honest debtors—was pitiable 
indeed. The governors of jails had frequently no salary, 
but were expected to live on what they couléd extort from 
the prisoners under their care. It will therefore easily be 
imagined that those who had nothing, and from whom 
consequently nothing could be expected, were not over-
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well cared for. They were herded together like beasts, 
without regard to age or sex; and as it often happened that 
the rules () of the jail prescribed no allowance of food for 
debtors, these poor wretches (whose sole crime, remember, was 
poverty) were sometimes literally allowed to starve to death. 
To rot in jail was a stern reality then, and no mere ficure 
of speech. 

At the end of the last century the state of Nottingham 
jail is thus described :—“ The jailor, instead of receiving a 
salary for his services, actually paid £40 a year for his 
situation. The prisoners had’ no straw allowed them to 
sleep on; beds were never thought of in those days for 
prisoners.” 

At Leicester things were no better. The debtors who 
could not pay for their keep were confined in a long 
dungeon, which was, being underground, damp and dark, 
and had only two small holes, the largest not more than 
twelve inches square, to let in air and light. 

Such was the treatment of men, many of whom, blameless, 

perhaps, in all other respects, had only the misfortune of 
being a few shillings in debt! Even when a prisoner had 
paid his creditors, he could not obtain his liberty unless 
he paid the jailor’s fees. These fees were very heavy when 
we consider how low wages then were: fifteen shillings 
was the smallest sum demanded, and besides this two shil- 

lines had to be paid to the turnkey before passing out of the 
prison gates. And though the /aw might pronounce the 
man free, if he could not pay the prison dues, he was thrust 
back into his dungeon to languish, as it happened at times, 
for months or years, and in some cases even to die. 

These fees were also exacted from men who, after being 
brought to trial, were found innocent; but their innocence 
did not enrich the jailor; so a poor man who was innocent 
might be imprisoned for life.
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This being the state of the debtors, let us now see how 
the felons fared. It is hardly possible to exaggerate thew 
misery. The cells in which they were confined were almost 
always underground, with no chimneys, often no windows, 

and the only ventilation was from a hole in the door, through 
which was pushed the coarse loaf and the jug of dirty 
water which formed their only food. 

Here prisoners would be left year after year, few knowing, 

and none caring, anything at all about them. Jail-fever, a 
term now almost unknown amongst us, was then an every- 

day occurrence. In some jails it literally raged, and carried 
off vast numbers of unhappy creatures, who could hardly, 
however, have been unwilling to part with lives of such pro- 
tracted misery. The recollection of jail-fever is still kept up 

in our courts of law in the herbs which are duly spread before 
the judges at the Old Bailey. These herbs were once sup- 
posed to keep off the infection which the prisoners were 

almost sure to bring with them from their tainted cells. At 
the Oxford assizes at the end of the last century, this fever, 

caught from a prisoner in the dock, caused the death of 

judge, high sheriff, and grand jurymen, besides some hundreds 
of other people. It was, in fact, typhoid fever of the most 
deadly kind, and so fatal, that the very doctors were afraid 

of it; and the surgeon of Exeter jail, in the year 1782, was 
excused by contract from “attending any prisoner wn the cells 
who might be il of jail-fever.” 

After this we can better understand the suffering im- 
plied by the words “sick and in prison,” and we can 

realise a little how much actual personal bravery must 
have characterised those who entered the prison gates, and 
spent hours amid the tainted air and the brutal sights and 
sounds that were then common in all our jails. Death 
was then the great penalty for offences and crimes.of all 
kinds, and it was-no uncommon occurrence for twenty
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or thirty prisoners to be sentenced to death in a single 
town. 

Here are a few of the offences which it was then thought 
right to punish with the utmost severity of the law :— 

Stealing in a shop anything above the value of five 
shillings—punishment, Dzats. 

Stealing in a house anything above the value of forty 
shillings—punishment, Dzatu. 

Making salt from sea-water—punishment, DratuH, 
Taking fish out of a pond—Dratu, 
Injuring Westminster Bridge and some other bridges— 

DEATH. 
Making a false entry in a marriage register—DurATH. 
Being armed and disguised in any forest or park— 

DEATH. 
Personating outpensioners of Greenwich Hospital—Dzatu. 
All the people convicted of these crimes were condemned 

to death, but some were regularly respited, and the frequency 
of these respites tended to rob the punishment of almost 
all its terror. Occasionally it would happen that a convict 
obtained a respite if he would consent to undergo some sur- 
gical experiment. This was generally but a. short respite, 
such experiments frequently ending in death, as surely 
as if the patient had suffered at the hands of the com- 
mon hangman; for surgery was then at a very low ebb, 
and was only just beginning to rise out of the darkness and 
ignorance which had so long enveloped the noble science of 
healing. 

This rigorous code of laws did not, as some might 
imagine, ab all deter criminals from acts of wickedness. 
For one thing, they trusted greatly to the humanity of 
juries, who constantly, in the face of direct evidence, would 

acquit a man, because they knew, had he been found guilty, 
he would have been sentenced to be hanged. For instance,
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a thief was once caught red-handed, with a man’s watch in 
his hand. It was a valuable watch; it had not cost less 
than forty or fifty pounds; but the prosecutor, unwilling to 
send a fellow-creature to the gallows, declared it was worth 
no more than thirty-nine shillings, and the thief got off 
with a sentence of imprisonment instead of death, which 
would have been his fate had the value of the watch been 
stated at over forty shillings. 

We can now understand the state of our jails at the 
time when Sarah Martin began her labours in Great Yar- 
mouth, In the following short account of her life we shall 
see how, by quiet persevering efforts, she effected a thorough 
change in the management of that jail, and how in course 
of time her schemes were adopted in the other prisons of the 
land. 

Sarah Martin was born in the year 1791, at the village 
of Caistor, close to Great Yarmouth. Her parents dying 
while she was quite young, she was sent to her’ grand- 
mother’s to be brought up. This woman seems to have 
done the best she could for the little orphan, and as soon 
as the child was old enough she was sent to the village 
school, where she received a plain but perhaps none the 
less useful education. Sarah learned to read, to write, and 

to cipher, and that was all the “book learning” she ever 
received, for these acquirements were then thought to form 
a liberal education for any child of the poorer classes. In- 
deed many of those above them in station often did not 

receive an education at all superior; but certainly, if chil- 
dren studied fewer subjects than they do in our times, they 
learnt what they did learn more thoroughly; and in after 

years Sarah’s education, scanty as ib now sounds, enabled 
her to be of the greatest benefit to others. 

In one way, however, the grandmother seems to have 
acted most injudiciously towards the young girl. With the
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best possible intentions, she forced on her Bible-readings 
and Scripture-teachings, and a rigid (almost Jewish) obser- 
vance of the Sabbath, and this at last had the effect of 

causing her to dislike the very name of religion. To use 
Sarah’s own words, she turned from it “as from a reptile.” 

She had, however, some pangs of conscience about herself - 
even in these childish days, for she says she felt unable to bear 
the sight of her mother’s Bible, which seemed to gaze down 
at her from the high shelf on which it lay, with looks of sad- 
ness and reproach, This fancy at last became so strong in 
the imaginative girl, that she could bear it no longer, and 
resolved to put the offending book quite out of sight, hoping 
by this act to put God also out of her mind. 

But this was not to be. One Sunday morning, tired out 
with a week of hard work, she walked to Great Yarmouth, 

meaning to amuse herself with gazing at the people in the 
streets. Finding a church door invitingly open, she went in, 
with no idea of profiting by the service, but merely as into 
a quiet place where she might rest. However, the words she 
involuntarily listened to entered into her heart, and from that 
Sunday dates a turning-point in Sarah’s life. From henceforth 
the giddy girl became a humble Christian, and she showed 
her Christianity by working hard to draw others to that faith 
from which she had once turned away with scorn and loath- 
ing. Sarah had, of course, to work for her living, and as, be- 

sides housework, the only occupation for young women- in 
those days was needlework, she became the village dress- 
maker, and worked from morning to night at the moreen 
petticoats or the silken paduasoys that were the delight of 
our grandmothers’ hearts. Caistor, however, was but a 

village, and did not furnish much work for the industrious 
dressmaker. Fashions did not change so rapidly then as 
they now do. When a woman in those days got a new 
dress, it was reverenced and cherished as a friend that would
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stay by her (with judicious turnings and joinings and 
lengthenings) for the greater part of a lifetime, and the 
changes of raiment that every month now brings into fashion 
would have made our ancestors’ hair stand on end. Sarah, 
therefore, finding Caistor could not fully employ her, would 
frequently work at the houses of the many gentry who 
then lived in Great Yarmouth. In this pretty old-fashioned 
town her first labours amongst the poor and miserable began, 
very simply and quietly, like a mountain stream which 
trickles softly down the hillside, watering the roots of the 
flowerets it passes on its way, little guessing that by and 
by its tiny waters will grow and spread into a mighty 
river which rolls majestically to the ocean, fertilising and 
enriching the land it passes through. Sarah heard of a. 
young woman lying ill in the Yarmouth workhouse, and 
she felt that here was something she could do to helpa . 

fellow-creature. She lost no time in going to the workhouse, 
and easily obtained au entrance. to the sick ward, though 
the inmates seemed surprised that any one should take an 

interest in paupers. Even at this time of day our workhouse 
poor are not too well cared for, and at that time far less was 
done. The food was coarse, and the medicine coarser still, 

and carelessly administered by a pauper nurse, who invari- 
ably took large toll of any wine or spirits or other delicacies 
that by chance found their way to the infirmary. Visitors 
there were none; it had not entered into the heart of any, 

at least not in Great Yarmouth, to penetrate into the close 
unwholesome room, where sickness and death held undis- 

puted sway. There were none to endeavour by kind words 
and welcome gifts to cheer the dreary path of pauper sick- 
ness. It may be well believed that the cheerful little dress- 
maker seemed nothing less than an angel of light to the 
poor invalids as she walked from bed to bed, reading to one, 
praying with another, and recalling to a third her country
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home by the present of a few wild-flowers which she had 
picked on her way. For twelve years she continued this 
work of love among the sick, and only gave it up when 
compelled by the impure air of the ward, which had begun 
to tell seriously upon her feeble frame. She did not, however, 
entirely desert the workhouse. The children now claimed her 
care; and truly they needed a friend no less than the sick, and 
were, if possible, more neglected. Hitherto all the learning 
bestowed on these little waifs and strays had been such ag 
any pauper, too old or too infirm for work, could give 
them. The schoolmaster at that time was an old sailor, 
who was known to be a thief; but still he was thought good 
enough for teaching, as he happened to have a smattering 
of book learning, What wonder that, with such teachers, 
the workhouse children nearly always sooner or later 
drifted into jail? How could it be otherwise? They seemed 
from their very birth to be trained up in the way they 
should not go; and when the devil is master, the pupils are 
generally apt ones. For twenty-eight years Sarah taught 
and befriended the children, and did not desist from her 

self-imposed task till she had induced the authorities to 
build a proper schoolroom (for a sleeping garret was before 
this the sole classroom); and better still, to provide a 
properly instructed master and mistress to take charge of 
the little scholars. _ 

Sarah was in her twenty-eighth year when she entered 
the walls of Yarmouth jail for the first time. She 
had heard from the casual talk of some neighbours of a 
wretched woman who had been sent to prison for cruelly 
beating her own child, and she felt a strong desire to visit 
this woman, and see if she could not .find some way to 

soften her heart. She knew the outside of the jail well; 
she often passed it in her walks to the various houses at 
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which she worked, and one day she summoned up courage 
to ask if she might entev. 

She was refused permission, perhaps from no unkind 

motive, for the gentle little woman very likely appeared 

unfitted to influence the savage and riotous crew within 

those walls. But she was not discouraged by one failure; 

she tried again, and this time she was admitted, and allowed 

to speak to the cruel mother. Her quiet words made such 
an impression on the hardened woman that she burst into 
tears, and listened humbly whilst Sarah read the account of 

the thief on the cross, and showed from the Bible story, 

that though he was enduring justly the punishment inflicted 

by his fellow-men, yet that punishment did not prevent him 
from obtaining the merey of his Saviour. Surely if Sarah 
had studied all her life how best to gain the heart of a 
prisoner, she could not have begun better than with this 
simple Gospel story. This was the beginning of her prison 
visits, which were by and by to bear such good fruit. But 

all she did was done gradually and slowly; for some months 

to come she continued her visits to the prisoners, most of 
whom were thankful for this break in the monotony of their 
lives, and liked to listen to her gentle voice, reading, ° 

and by and by explaining, such parts of the Bible as she 
thought would most interest them. 

It must have required no small amount of actual bodily 
courage for a woman, unattended, to venture into such a 
den of vice as Yarmouth jail then was; for though it is 
true that the philanthropist Howard, Mrs. Fry, and other 
good people, had been for some time endeavouring to im- 
prove the jails and jail discipline of this land, and though 
in some cases their work had borne noble fruit, still Yar- 

mouth was one of the last places to adopt the better and 
more humanising treatment of criminals; and when at last
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less inhuman treatment and proper occupations were intro- 
duced into the jail, it was not done at the instance of gover- 
nor or magistrate, earl or baron, or even of any person of 

education or influence. It was the sole work of the village 
dressmaker, who, whilst obliged to labour for her own daily 

bread, succeeded in solving the most difficult, perhaps, of 
all human problems—the improvement and restoration to 

honesty and virtue of convicted criminals. 

How did she accomplish this great work? She would 
say herself that she hardly knew how. It was done little by 
little, step by step. -Almost as gradually as the operations of 
Nature, which changes the unlikely sapling into the spreading 

oak tree, so did she change scenes of swearing and fighting 
and drinking into scenes of quietness and industry. 

‘The prisoners were during the daytime all herded together, 
and their friends were allowed to come and see them as 
often as they chose ; they might, if they so pleased, stay the 
whole day, and they frequently did so, and joined in the 
fighting and drinking and gambling that was then a part of 
the routine of jail life. There were pretty sure to be some 
prisoners amongst the throng who. either had money them- 
selves, or friends who could supply them with some, and 
money could procure any luxury. As long, therefore, as a 
man had money, he spent it in the most reckless way; and, 

of course, strong drinks, as furnishing the best means of 
drowning misery, were much resorted to. It was the in- 
terest also of the jailor to supply these drinks, as he could 
charge what he liked for them. Therefore, with such in- 
ducements, it is not surprising to read that drunken orgies 
were of frequent occurrence ; and sometimes the quarrelling 
and violence would be so fierce that neither turnkeys nor 
jailors durst interfere, but would leave the wretched crea- 
tures to “fight it out amongst themselves;” and if any 
harm came of it, which simply meant if any one was killed,
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“it was “only a prisoner,” and he was quietly buried, and 
there was an end of the matter. 

It was among such scenes as these that this quiet little 
dressmaker laboured so successfully. She seems first of all 
to have gathered around her the gentlest and best disposed 
of the prisoners, who were glad to listen to her as she read 
short portions of the Gospel story, and afterwards explained 
it in simple yet forcible words. After a time some of the 
listeners wished to learn to read and to write; for as Sarah 
at this time only taught in the jail after she had finished 
her own day’s work, no doubt the time hung very heavily 
on those who did not care to join in the rude, drunken 
merriment going on around. Sarah was of course delighted 
to encourage such desires, but the difficulty for her was to 
find the time for these lessons. 

She gave much anxious thought to this question, and at 
last came to the conclusion that she must dedicate one 
entire day to her prison work. “I thought it right,” she 
says simply, “to give up a day in the week to serve the 
prisoners.” This was no slight sacrifice: it meant losing a 
sixth part of her wages; and as her weekly earnings only 
amounted to ten shillings, it must have taken great self- 
denial to forego one shilling and eightpence out of so small 
asum. This, however, she now regularly and cheerfully 
did, and she found, as others have found in like case, 
that even the money freely given in such a cause very 
frequently comes back to the giver in one way or another. 
We know, too, how rich a reward is in store for the “ cheer- 

ful givers” in the next world, when they who have given 
to the poor will find to their joy that they have indeed lent 

to the Lord. 
Many of the prisoners now became Sarah’s pupils, and in 

_ time the whole of the inmates of the jail seem to have fallen 
under her influence. Fashions spread as quickly in jails as
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in the outside world, and even those more hardened crimi- ° 

nals who, if left to their own choice, would have jeered at 

the idea of learning anything that was useful and honest, 

quickly enrolled themselves as the dressmaker’s pupils, not 

choosing to differ in this matter from those with whom they 

associated. A prisoner on first arriving might refuse to join 

the classes, and laugh at those who did so; but Sarah, with 

that great tact which she showed in the management of 

such people, would either convince them of their folly by 

a few terse words, or else, if she thought persuasion would 
be useless, she would wisely leave them entirely alone, and 
before long they were generally glad to come and beg to be 

instructed with the rest, and would often in the end prove 
the most docile of her pupils. 

Reading and writing, however, were of course not sufficient 
to employ the whole of the prisoners’ day ; many long dreary 

hours still remained, and Sarah soon saw that she must pro- 
vide employment for these as well. If she did not do so 

the devil would. The idle hours of this life have always 

belonged to him, and he takes care they shall be employed 
in his service. / 

She naturally enough succeeded first in finding work for 
the female prisoners. A gentleman gave her about this 
time ten shillings to spend in prison charity, and the 
next day another gentleman gave her a pound for the same 

object. This was quite a little capital wherewith to start her 
new (and in those days strange) trade of employing prisoners ! 

She laid the money out in linen and flannel, and, with her 

heavy bundle in her arms, she joyfully entered the jail. 

The prisoners gathered wonderingly round her, and watched 
the cunning and nimble fingers as she quickly cut the 
material into small shirts, and nightgowns, and petticoats, 
and they were delighted to think they were to sew such — 

dainty little garments.
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It was indeed humanising work for these poor creatures ; 
perhaps, as they passed the needle in and out, they thought 
of the time when they, as innocent babes, wore such tiny 
raiment, and were the objects of a loving mother’s care. It 
is certain that needlework soon became very popular in the 

jail, and now the boys, and even the men, begged to be 
employed. Nothing daunted, Sarah had a plan for them 
also. The sale of the garments the women had made had 
brought in a nice little sum; a small part of this was 
reserved for them, until their term of imprisonment was 
ended; but with the remainder she bought fresh material, 
and this time some grey cotton shirting was added, which 
could not be injured by the clumsy hands of the male 
prisoners in their awkward attempts as knights of the 
needle. It was perhaps the first honest work that some of 
them had ever done with their hands, and keen was the 

interest which the new employment awakened. The mystery © 
of shirtmaking was, however, too much for the greater number 
of the men, but they took easily to patchwork, this being 

specially popular with the young boys, of which, alas! there 

were large numbers in our jail. Many a gay-coloured quilt 

did these little thieves and pickpockets manufacture, and 

intense was their admiration of their handiwork. Sarah, 

though toiling early and late to earn her own living, was 
not too proud to beg for her friendless prisoners. She 

asked the ladies for whom she worked to give her scraps of 

old cloth or moreen, and under her instructions the men 

soon learnt to fashion these pieces into warm caps, which 

were gladly bought by the outside world, and let us hope they 

sheltered many an honest head from the keen winds of that 

eastern coast. It is a plain proof that industry must in- 

deed have prevailed in this once riotous jail when we hear 
that the sale of the little articles of clothing made in the 

prison during Sarah’s lifetime amounted to no less a sum
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than £408. No mean result this to spring from that 
modest little capital of thirty shillings | 

This good woman did not relax her interest in the 
prisoners even when they were discharged. She soon 
found, as indeed we find now, that if a prisoner on first 
leaving jail is not provided with employment, he is very 
likely to drift back into his former dishonesty. Therefore 
Sarah again applied to her friends, and from them obtained 
small sums of money, which she expended in providing 
work for the discharged prisoners. Some of these prisoners 
were by her means enabled to lead an honest and happy 
life, and they have left behind them grateful records of her 
goodness to them. : 

Sunday had hitherto been simply disregarded in the jail, 
or, if observed at all, kept as a day of extra laziness and in- 
dulgence in strong drinks. This state of affairs was a grief 

‘to Sarab, and one which she resolved to do all in her power 
to amend. She began very simply at first, as indeed she 
did in all her works, for violent changes are sure to be met 
by violent opposition; and as Sarah had no real authority 
in the jail except such as she could command by her gentle 
bearing and influence, she endeavoured to obtain the assist- 
ance of the prisoners themselves in all her schemes for 
their welfare. In this she showed that she combined, as 

Christians are enjoined to do, the wisdom of the serpent with 
the harmlessness of the dove, since, had the plans intro- 

duced into Yarmouth jail been displeasing to the prisoners, 

and caused anything like a disturbance amongst them, the 

probabilities were that Sarah would have been forbidden 

to enter the prison building. Any schemes for bettering 
the condition of prisoners were at that time considered 
romantic and impracticable, and it was not until the 

good effects of her visits were too evident to be denied 

that Sarah met with any encouragement or support from 
the authorities.
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But to return to the Sunday question. How could 
the Lord’s day be better kept, or, to speak more truly, be 
kept at all in the jail ? 

There was, of course, no chaplain ; such a person had never 
been thought of, at any rate for Yarmouth, and Sarah at that 

time shrank from the idea of herself reading or preaching to 
the prisoners ; so, after much persuading, she prevailed upon 
one of the better-educated prisoners to read to the rest, while 
she undertook to aid his efforts by her presence and influ- 
ence. This plan answered fairly well for a time, though a 
second service held in the evening was. unsuccessful, as 
Sarah did not then attend; but when she heard this, she 

most unselfishly gave up the services at her own church, 
which she much valued, and spent the whole of the day of 

rest in unceasing labour amongst her prison friends, 
The inmates of a jail are, as we all know, a constantly 

shifting population, and at length a time came when~ 
amongst all the prisoners there was no one able, or at any 
rate willing, to read to the rest. Of course the service must 
not be given up ; that was not to be thought of for an instant; 
and therefore Sarah, though from choice shrinking from the 
publicity of such an office, became the regular conductor of 
the prison worship. 

For twelve years, morning and evening, did this good 
woman both read and preach to her strange flock, and she 
was listened to with the greatest respect and attention from 
all of them. She seems, indeed, to have been naturally 
fitted both to catch and to keep the attention of her hearers. 
She began with a portion of the Liturgy of our English 
Prayer- “Book, and the Psalms were as well sung as by 
many a parish choir, if not better. Then followed a short 
sermon, which she took great pains to adapt to the spiritual 
wants of her hearers, 

At first she read printed sermons to ans but after many
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years she gained sufficient confidence in herself to write her 
own sermons, and by and by she was able to speak to them 
without writing beforehand; and no doubt this way was 
the most effectual of all; for to the uneducated mind an 

extempore address comes with double the force of a written 

sermon. 
In 1826, nine years after Sarah had begun to visit the 

Yarmouth jail, her grandmother died, and left her the annual 

income of £12. Having no longer this aged relative to tie 
her to the village of Caistor, Sarah resolved on removing to 
the town of Yarmouth; as she would thus be more con- 

veniently situated both as regards the jail and also the 
houses, at which she still carried on her humble trade as a 

sempstress. She secured two rooms in a back street of the 
town, and was glad to think that she had no longer the daily 
walk to and from Caistor, which took up so much of the 
‘time she could employ so much better otherwise. 

She did not, however, spend the extra hours of leisure 

in ease or rest; she seems to have henceforth devoted 

herself even more energetically than before to her works of 
mercy. Her ceaseless activity attracted the attention of 

one of her patronesses, a kind-hearted lady, who, afraid that 

the little dressmaker was overtaxing her strength, paid her 

wages for one day in each week, and begged her to take 
some rest herself on that day. But Sarah’s best rest was 
in working for others, and this day was all passed within the 

jail walls. _ She had now a few small quarterly subscribers 

amongst her friends, and with the half-crowns thus gained 
she bought Bibles, Testaments, and tracts, which she distri- 
buted among such prisoners as she thought most likely to 

value them. Nor was it only books that she collected for 
her flock. Nothing came amiss to her; odds and ends of 
any sort were sure to be utilised in ways that would hardly 

have occurred to aless ingenious mind. Out of bits of cotton
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or cloth she would contrive, and teach the prisoners to 
manufacture, many useful and even ornamental articles; 

so that hands once only light-fingered in taking what was 
another's became light-fingered in a better sense—in honest 
works of skill. 

Though doubtless Sarah felt a great joy in her prison 
work, there were also many trials connected with it. One 
of these was the bodily condition of the prisoners, poor 
creatures !—the want of air and water and proper sleeping 
accommodation rendering them liable to skin diseases and 
other even more loathsome disorders. 

She had other trials also, perhaps in their way no less 
hard to bear. The chief of these was caused by the spite- 
ful opposition of the inferior jail officials to all her plans 
for the prisoners’ welfare. 

The turnkeys were then chosen almost invariably from 
the lowest class of the population, and the excesses and 
crimes which they permitted and encouraged, and even 

participated in, will not bear mentioning in these pages. 
Strong drinks were pressed on the prisoners by these men, 
who, as we said, shared largely in the profits of the sale, 
and iniquity of any sort could be indulged in if the turnkeys 
were sufliciently bribed. Naturally enough they hated the 

woman who, by introducing industry and sobriety into the 

jail, took away their large profits. The prisoners having 

perhaps under Sarah’s influence for the first time earned 
money by honest labour, had thereby learnt the value of 

money, and did not so readily part with that which they 

had worked for as they had previously done with their 

ill-gotten gains. Then their motto had been “ Light come, 

light go.” Now they had tasted the sweets of honest 

labour, and they cared less to squander money in drink. 

So the sale of liquor waxed less and less, and the anger of 
the turnkeys grew proportionately greater.
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Many were the annoyances that Sarah had to suffer at 
their hands, and they were ceaseless in their endeavours to 
undermine her influence. This, however, they were unable 
to do; the prisoners were firm in their allegiance to their 
tried and trusty friend, and at length, in the year 1838, a 
fresh governor was appointed to Yarmouth jail. This was 
an untold blessing to the place; he introduced many reforms 
and abolished many abuses; the wicked turnkeys were dis- 
missed, and a better day arose for the prisoners. Personal 

_ cleanliness was now enforced, and, as far as could possibly 
be done, the cells were purified and rendered more fit for 
human. habitation. 

We have dwelt much on the prison labours of Sarah 
Martin, but we must not omit to mention some of her 
works of mercy in the outside world. 

At one time of her life, as we know, she undertook the 

schooling of the workhouse children. When, however, she 
had obtained for them a qualified master, she devoted two 
nights of every week to teaching a class of factory girls. 
These classes were held in the chancel of the old church of 
St. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, the largest parish church in 
Great Britain. The factory girls, usually so independent 
and resentful of interference, flocked eagerly to her classes ; 
forty and fifty at a time might be seen at the appointed 
hour pressing round the village dressmaker, eager to catch 
every word that fell from her lips. These were no dry ex- 

' positions, or parrot-like asking of questions and repeating 

of answers, as was then, alas! too much the fashion in the 

teaching world. Her explanations of the Bible narrative were 
simple and yet original, and she would further illustrate 
her meaning by a piece of poetry or an anecdote or a simile, 
and thus dulness and inattention were unknown among her 
hearers. Other teachers in that capacious chancel, after 
vainly trying to gain the attention of their restless pupils,
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would humbly acknowledge their failure, and stand, with 
their scholars round them, as near as they could get to 
Sarah’s class, and gladly listen to the instruction which fell 
from her lips. 

Perhaps the most striking feature in Sarah’s character was 
her intense generosity to the poor and needy, though living 
herself in a state of dependent poverty. It was almost im- 
possible for any one to have less of this world’s goods than 
she possessed. She had only as much as she could earn by - 
the work of her hands. Every one who reads this book, and 
possesses two hands and good bodily health, has the same 
amount of riches as sufficed to reform Yarmouth jail, and 
through it the other jails of our land. Sarah does not until 
the death of her grandmother appear to have had one penny 
that she did not work for; and even when her grandmother 
died, an income of £ 12 was all she had to leave to her orphan 
grandchild, and that was immediately devoted to jail work. 

Frequently Sarah hardly knew when she would find her 
next meal; and though a kind friend would sometimes send 
her a dinner or a new dress, unless these gifts were specially 
endorsed as not for her charities, she invariably gave them 
away to those who were worse off than herself. 

About this time she was somewhat troubled to find that 
her old customers were falling off and no new ones were 
taking their place. This, perhaps, was hardly to be won- 
dered at. Doubtless a woman whose heart was full of 
the sorrows and sins of her fellow-men was scarcely as 
acute about the pattern of a “sacque” or trimming of a 

tippet as fashionable ladies could desire, and therefore 
they left her for some one else, whose mind was less pre- 
occupied, and to whom gimp and flounces, ribbon and laces, 
were of primary importance. Now penury seemed to stare 
Sarah in the face. Her sole means of support was slipping 
away from her. Where was she to get the “daily bread”
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-weall need? Must she give up her prison labours, and, by 
devoting herself more singly to her trade, regain her lost 
customers? No! she felt this was impossible; for there 
were plenty of dressmakers in Yarmouth who could make 
the flounces and trimmings that the ladies of the place de- 
manded, but the prisoners had no one to look to but her- 
self for instruction and help. She could not, would not, 
let them slip back into that sea of misery and wickedness 
-from which they were gradually emierging. She would from 

- henceforth give up all her time, instead of a portion of it, 
to these sinful and suffering ones, and trust that God who 
had supported the widow of Zarephath to give her also her 
food and clothing. Her faith, we may feel sure, was not 
vain. Her life, it is true, was to its very end a hard life, 

without any luxuries, or even many of the things that we in 
this softer age would deem necessaries, but she was enabled 
until her last illness to labour wnceasingly for others, and 
that was to her a source of the purest pleasure, 

So unwearied were her efforts, and so small was either 

the time or the money that she reserved for her own wants, 
that her health, never too strong, began at last to give way. 
It was now that the Corporation of Great Yarmouth, or 
at least some members of it, proposed to give her a salary 

from the borough funds as a recognition of her services in 

the jail. But this idea was extremely distasteful to Sarah. 
She had hitherto come to the prisoners as their friend. 
They knew well enough that she did not receive one penny 
of pay for all the time and trouble that she spent on them. 
They knew that it was love alone which prompted all her 

efforts, and it was this idea, she thought, which made them 

listen to and obey her far more readily than if she had 

come to them as a paid official, with the power of enforcing 
obedience to her commands, Better any poverty—better 
any suffering—than that her influence should be weakened
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amongst those to whom she had given the best years of 
her life. 

She did, however, after much entreaty, agree to accept a 
yearly present of twelve pounds, which was enough to keep 
her alive, but not enough to prevent her being what she had 
ever been, the voluntary unpaid friend of the Yarmouth 
prisoners. This she continued to be until her death, which 

took place in the following year, 
Her last illness was a long and a painful one, and per- 

haps the most trying part of it to one so full of energy was 
the extreme bodily weakness which compelled her to re- 
linquish all her many works for those around her, and 
chained her to a sick-bed. Never, however, did she allow 

an impatient word to escape her, although her sufferings 
were very great ; “forbidding sleep, mocking at anodynes”— 
this is the description given of them. Still through them 
all she was happy; that peace which she had so often been 
the means of bringing to the sick-bed of others was richly 
showered on her. She cared little whether “sickness or 
health, pain or ease, life or death,” was to be her portion, 
“as nothing but good could come from her Redeemer’s 
hand.” The following lines, written by herself, well de- 
scribe the quiet content of that deathbed :— 

“T seem to lie 
So near the heavenly portals bright, 
I catch the streaming rays that fly 
From eternity’s own light.” 

At length, on the 15th of October 1843, this faithful soul 
entered into rest. Her last thoughts had been for her pri- 
soners, and amongst her manuscripts was found a sermon 
on the words “I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that 
He shall stand at the latter day upon the earth; and though 
after my skin worms shall destroy this body, yet in my
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flesh shall I see God” (Job xix. 25, 26). On it was written, 
“To be read at the jail on the Sunday after my death, if a 
kind friend will perform that office. 8. Martin.” 

This was accordingly done by the Rev. J. E. Cox, and 
surely many a heart must have been touched by this last 
appeal to them of their lost friend; surely some must have 
resolved to grant her request, as in passioned heartfelt words 
she bade them, ere it was too late, turn to that Saviour who 

had ever supported her, and in whose presence she hourly 
expected to stand. . 

In the grand old church of St. Nicholas there is a painted 
window with the following inscription:-—“To the honour of 
God, this window was set up in memory of His faithful ser- 
vant, Sarah Martin.” The subjects represented by it illus- 
trate her many works of mercy. There is the good Samaritan 
binding .up his enemy’s wounds; there are the widows 
weeping over Dorcas, and showing the garments she had 
made; there is the deliverance of St. Peter from prison. 
These and other scenes from Holy Writ serve to keep 
green the memory of her who yet little needs either painted 
glass or monumental stone to cause her name to be remem- - 

bered. Her works are her best memorial, and they cannot 
be forgotten. The fruits of them still remain in the decency, 
the humanity, and the Christian kindness that is now the 
lot of British prisoners.
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LADY GRIZZEL BAILIIE. 

Tis young heroine was the eldest of the sixteen children 
of Sir Patrick and Lady Home, born in the troubled days of 
King Charles the Second’s reign, . 

She early learned to take an interest in the anxieties of 
her parents, and at only twelve years old she was able to 
help them in a difficulty that perplexed them. This was no 
less than sending a letter to a dear friend of Sir Patrick’s 

who was imprisoned in Edinburgh. Sir Patrick lived in the 
country, and Grizzel had some distance to travel on her im- 
portant errand, riding behind a servant on what was called 
a pillion, since in those days railroads were not dreamed 
of, and there were few good roads that carriages could roll 
alone. She managed her business well, and showed herself 
so clever a child, that it led to her being made of further 
use in after days——days, too, of greater anxiety and trouble, 

since Grizzel’s own father found it necessary to keep in hiding, 

lest he, like his friend, should be thrown into prison. And 
as soldiers were often coming to the house, spying about 
and questioning the servants, ib was important that none of 

them should know of their master’s hiding-place. 

Who, then, could be trusted to make the necessary arrange- 

ments for Sir Patrick’s safety and comfort? Not Lady 
Home, since it would attract notice if she was much away 
from her nursery-full of little ones. But Grizzel, the busy, 
little eldest daughter, who was up and about everywhere, 
who had already been to Edinburgh on family business, 
and who, for her own pleasure, was always flying about the 
country-side—she, instructed -by her mother, must be the 
person to undertake this difficult work.
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So, with the help of a poor. carpenter, who was so 
needed that he must be trusted, Grizzel got her father’s bed 
and bedclothes carried to a vault under Tolworth Church, a 

mile from their own house. Here Sir Patrick lay hidden, 
Grizzel creeping out to him every night at midnight with the 
provisions she had collected for him in the day. It was 
very hard to get these provisions, too, since the servants 
must not guess what she was doing; and the best way the 
little girl could manage was to hide bits of bread and 
meat in her pocket, taken from her own plate. The other 

' children wondered to see her take so much from the dish, and ~ 
fancied her greedy. Sandy, her younger brother, thought it 
too bad; and one day he exclaimed to his mother, “ Mother, 

will ye look ? while we have been at our broth, Grizzel has 
eaten up the whole of the sheep’s head!” Sandy liked 
sheep’s head himself, and was too young to be told what 
Grizzel was about. But Sir Patrick laughed very much when 
Grizzel told him the story in his dismal vault; and he begged 
that a bit of the next sheep’s head might be left for Sandy, 
since he liked it so much. 

Poor Grizzel! she liked to be made use of; but it was 
not all pleasure, creeping out in the darkness to her father 
in his grim dwelling-place. The dark itself frightened her 
a little; and then she had to be so careful that no lurking 
soldier, or even ill-disposed villager, should see her on these 
errands. 

Even the minister who lived near the church did not ae 
who was lodgea in the neighbouring vaults, and his dogs’ 
violent barking at dead of night used to be one of Grizzel’s 
greatest terrors. Lady Home, however, put a stop to that. 
She went to the minister, and told him of some mad dog 
which had been seen wandering about the country, which 
frightened him so much that he ordered all his dogs to be 
killed at once. So Grizzel was relieved from the fear that 
their barking would lead to the discovery of her father.
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But the vault was not a pleasant dwelling for any one, 
and poor Sir Patrick tired of it at last. Hardly any light 
came through the tiny open slit at one end which served for 
a window. It was not sufficient to read by, and so the 
poor prisoner’s chief occupation, when his little daughter 
left him alone, was to repeat the Psalms of David, the whole 
of which he knew by heart. No one could puzzle him in 
these; his children and grandchildren afterwards might name 
any psalm, and he would repeat it correctly from beginning 
to end. ; 

But to an active man this solitary useless life was very 
trying, and Lady Home thought it would be better, if it 
could be managed, to hide him in their own house. But 
the preparations for this must be made, if possible, even 
more warily. There was a room on the ground-floor which 
was not occupied, and of which Lady Home had the key ; 
and Grizzel and the carpenter set to work here. First 
they took up some planks, and then they scooped away the 
soil below .to make a hole large enough to hide. the father 
in, All this was done with the fingers; and Grizzel wore 
out her poor little nails scooping away at the earth, which 
was then put into a sheet and carried into the garden. 
Then the carpenter made at his own home a box large 
enough for Sir Patrick to lie in, boring holes in it for air. 
Doubtless they meant him to conceal himself in this in the 
daytime, while at night he could come out into the room 
and talk with his wife and daughter. 

Grizzel was delighted when the box came home and was 
fitted into the hole: to have the dear father out of that 
dismal vault, under his own roof, though in such a hiding- 
place, was a great joy to her; but, alas! she was doomed 
to disappointment. 

Before Sir Patrick could be moved to his new quarters 
the hole filled with water Gt was a low, damp situation) ;
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and one day, when Grizzel cautiously lifted up the plank to 
see that all was comfortable for her father, the bed bounced 

to the surface: it was floating at the top of the box! 
No doubt she was terribly disappointed; but Sir Patrick, 

after this, thought it best to make his way to London dis- 
guised as a surgeon. He could bleed, so it was not difficult 
in those days to keep up the character. 

By and by, still calling himself Dr. Wallace, he took 
refuge in Holland, and then he sent for his wife and children. 
Even here Sir Patrick dared not stir out for fear of being 
discovered, and twice he had to send Grizzel across the 

stormy seas to transact business for him in Scotland. 
When she was at home she was the busiest little maiden. 

The family kept no servant, only a little girl to help with the 
very rough work; so Grizzel waited on them all, and often 
sat up at nights to finish her work. Such hard work, too! 
She went to market for provisions, cooked the dinner, 

‘cleaned the house, mended and made the children’s clothes, 

and, being very fond of her next brother, Patrick, she man- 
aged to starch and mend his lace ruffles and cravats, that 
he might go about well dressed, like other young men of the 
day. And yet, with all this, Grizzel managed to learn 
French and Dutch, and to practise music, of which she was 

very fond. They were all so happy together at- this time, 
that Grizzel did not mind how hard she worked. 

Though they were so poor, they were visited by the men 

of learning in the place, and enjoyed their society. 
The buys were not such good waiting-maids as Grizzel. 

Sandy (who liked sheep’s head) was once sent to the cellar 
for a mug of beer for one of these guests. He came up 
with it all safely, but in the other hand was the spigot of 
the barrel. They all laughed when they saw it, and Sandy 

ran back to the cellar in a great hurry; but, as might be 

expected, the greater part of the beer had escaped.
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One of their friends at this time was a Mr. Baillie (the 
son of that gentleman to whom Grizzel had taken the note 
in prison). He was very fond of Patrick, the eldest boy, 
but as time went on he grew even more fond of busy, 
useful Grizzel. When the troubles were over, he asked the 
young girl to be his wife, and she married him, making as 
good a wife and mother as she had been a daughter. Her 
father becoming Earl of Marchmont, she is best known to 
us as Lady Grizzel Baillie. 

ELIZABETH PRASCOVITCH. 

Mors than a hundred years ago, a sad little band might be 
seen making its way through a desolate tract of country, a 
land so little favoured by warmth and sunshine, that 

summer seems but a short smile on the face of bleak, ever- 

present winter, 
The little band was guided by a few soldiers, mounted 

and on foot, but it was not out of respect to them that the 
poor peasants of the district stood back and murmured a 
word or two of greeting. No! these were meant for the 
exiled prisoners, who were being conducted to the gloomy 
wastes of Siberia. : 

Specially the eye fell and the greetings were directed 
towards a family party——a middle-aged man, his young wife, 
and a toddling girl of about four years old. 

It is of this little one, following the fortunes of her 

banished father at so early an age, that my story tells. 
A healthy, lively child, she knew nothing of the political 

offences which had driven her father from his home, and 

she hardly noticed the change from wealth and society to 
poverty and solitude. Children need so little, that when 
the exiles reached their journey’s end, and a hut was pro- 
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vided for little Elizabeth and her parents, the warm fire, 
the plain, but satisfying food, and the new though barren 
country around her, pleased and interested the child. What 
mattered it to her that snow-covered mountains shut her in 
from the outer world, and that dreary black poplars swayed 
and groaned as the bitter winds swept round their humble 
dwelling. 

She had her father, her mother, and a queer old Tartar 

attendant to amuse her, and she played about as happily all 
day, and dreamed as sweetly all night, as in the times of 
past prosperity. , 

The strictest orders had been given about these exiles, 
that no communication whatever should be allowed between 
them and the neighbouring small town. Neither were 
they to receive or send letters, their actual wants being 

supplied by the governor of the province, in whose charge 

they were placed. 
In these circumstances the little Elizabeth grew up, and 

from the gay, thoughtless child, became the tender, loving 
maiden. It could not but strike her as she gained sense, 
that, in spite of their efforts to amuse her, her parents were 
almost always sad. This puzzled her at first, as by this 
time Elizabeth had forgotten all about her early days; but 
after a while she learned that her parents, and her father 
especially, pined after some other place, some happier life, 

that he had formerly enjeyed, and from which he was now 
hopelessly shut out, 

She learned, too, that the only chance for her ‘father’s 
happiness was the obtaining the reversal of his sentence of 
banishment from the Emperor of Russia. 

But who was to ask such a boon, cut off as they were 

from the world, without friends or any means of com- 
munication with the court? 

Poor Elizabeth pondered over this day and night, cv at
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last she made up her mind that she must attempt to gain 
the pardon for her father by journeying alone to St. Peters- 
bure. 

You who live in mild climates, where travelling is rapid 
and easy, can never picture to yourselves the task this girl . 
had set herself—a journey on foot of more than 2000 
miles, through frozen deserts, apart from those to whom she 
had trusted all her life for guidance; for her father was a 
prisoner under strict rules, and her mother was too feeble 
to think of enduring the faticue of such a journey, even 
had she thought it wise to forsake her desponding husband. 
No! it must be done alone, and alone the timid girl must 
make her way to the feet of her Emperor, and there trust 
to God and his pity to teach her how to move his heart. 

With many misgivings and tears the parents saw their 
brave daughter depart; she had been so happy as to find a 
poor old priest journeying in the same direction, and with 
him, though often sorely tired and cold, she managed to 
travel. She had the good-will of the governor, too, who 
risked his own prospects to afford help to the devoted 
daughter. 

They started on their journey in the short summer; but 
this was not altogether pleasant, as the first warm rays of 
the sun had loosed the frozen streamlets, and they had 

frequently to cross wet tracts of marsh of many miles ex- 
tent, reaching some miserable hut at nightfall wet to the 
skin, glad to stretch themselves on the bare floor in company 
with rough peasants, and even cattle. 

But Elizabeth’s troubles were as nought now compared 
to what were in store for her. 

Worn out with age and suffering, her kind protector fell 

ill and died at a wayside inn, when but half the journey 

was performed. Depressed by grief and anxiety, winter 

coming on, this poor maiden of seventeen resumed her
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travels. Terrible snowstorms overtook her; bewildering 
her, and all but freezing the very blood. in her veins; yet 
still she plodded on her way. Of money she had little; 
sometimes she thought this was best, as robbers infested 
the country, and would certainly have deprived her of any 
store she might have had. 

The Russian peasantry are kind and hospitable, and 
never asked for aught in return for the bread and milk 
_bestowed on the shivering girl; clothes and shoes they 
were too poor to give, and Elizabeth’s garments were now 
in rags—a poor protection from the biting winter. . 

Often her heart sank within her, but she never faltered 

in her course. On reaching the banks of the Volga, which 
she must needs cross, she was roughly told by the boatmen 
that the river, then in a state between water and ice, could 

not be passed; boats could not cross it, and it was not 

frozen enough to walk over; a fortnight’s delay would be 
necessary. : 

Poor Elizabeth, in her anguish, poured out her piteous 

tale to one of the men, imploring him to help her, for a 

fortnight’s delay would exhaust her little money, and then 

how was she to reach St. Petersburg? The man was 

touched, and conveyed her half-way across in his boat; 

when, finding it impossible to proceed, he leapt with her 

from block to block of ice till they gained the opposite 

shore in safety. Then she thanked him, and pressed into 

his hand a little coin—one of her few left; but he—one 

of those noble men whom God plants in low estate—refused 

to take anything from her, 

“ Rather,” said he, “let me add to your little store: it may 

bring a blessing on my wife and six children.” At the 

same time giving her a small sum, which the grateful girl 

did not refuse. 

Other dangers now surrounded her path: she lost herself
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in a frozen wild; the dreaded robbers appeared; but, struck 

with wonder and pity when she told them her story, did 

not molest the helpless girl. Fatigue and cold were her 
daily portion, but still she persevered. 

And now she was near Moscow; and here a joyful 
surprise awaited her. The Emperor was there, awaiting 
his coronation, so the long journey farther to St. Petersburg 
was needless. At Moscow, too, the weary girl found friends; 
the kind sisters in a convent took her in, fed her, and 

clothed her; then the son of the governor of the little 

Siberian province met her in the street, and knew her, and 

by him she was presented to the Emperor; and he, deeply 

impressed by her long and painful journey, her youth and 

her devotion to her parents, granted her the greatly-desired 
pardon for her father. 

Elizabeth had the pleasure of accompanying the messenger 
who conveyed the clad tidings. 

How different a journey was that! A comfortable carriage, 
relays of horses, and a heart full of joyful hopes. 

The story ends happily. Elizabeth’s parents were restored 

to wealth and rank in their own country—Poland; and 
she herself, after sharing their happiness for a short time, 

was married to the governor’s son, who had long loved her, 

and who was in every way a husband worthy of this 
affectionate daughter.
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ADAMS.—WORTHIES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND: 
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like, Poor little Birdie and her wonderful dolls are sure to be favourites.’ 

; . THE QUEEN, 

BLOOMFIELD.— THE FAKENHAM GHOST. By Roserr 
BLOOMFIELD. With numerous Illustrations by J.L. WimbusH. Small gto. ° 
cloth bevelled boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6d. 

The Illustrations have been drawn. on purpose, and are not in any way a 
reproduction of the Illustrated Edition published by Darton and Harvey 
a7 1812. ; 

BLUNT.—A THOUSAND YEARS OF THE CHURCH IN 
CHESTER-LE-STREET. By the Rev. Witi1am O. BLUNT, M.A,, 
Rector ; Hon. Canon Durham. Hlustrated, crown 8vo. paper boards, 7s.6d. 

‘A model of parish history.'—~CUURCH BELLS. 

BOEVEY.—TOPSY TURVY. By S. M. CrawLty Borvey. With 
numerous Illustrations by H. J. A. MILEs. 4to. extra cloth boards, 3s. 6d. 

; : [Second Edition. 
A most original tale for children from ten to fourteen ; full of adventures 

and teeming with fun and hivmour. 
‘ The illustrations deserve particular mention, as they add largely to the in- 

terest of this amusing volume for children. Fack falls asleep with his mind full 
Of the subject of the fish-pond, and ts very much surprised presently to find himself 
an inhabitant of Water-world, where he goes through wonderful and edifying 
adventures, A handsome and pleasant book.'—Tue LITERARY WORLD. 

BOODLE.— Works by the Rev. R. G. Boopie, MA., Vicar of 
Cloford, Frome. , 

THE LIFE AND LABOURS OF WILLIAM TYRRELL, 
D.D., First Bishop of Newcastle, New South Wales. With Portrait, 
two Maps, and Illustrations.. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 7s. 6d. 

‘It is impossible not to recognise in him a thoroughly devoted, single- 
hearted worker on the side of righteousness.'—PALL MALL GAZETTE, 

WAYS OF OVERCOMING TEMPTATION; With a Form 

of Self-Examination and Prayers. Royal 32mo. cloth boards, Is. 
[Ninth Edition.
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BOURDALOUE.—EIGHT SERMONS FOR HOLY WEEK 

AND EASTER. Translated from: the French of the Rev. FATHER 
Louis BouRDALOUE, by the Rev. G. F. Crowtner, M. Bg » of St. 

John’s College, Oxford. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 35, 6. 

‘ His (Bourdaloue] style is exceedingly clear and flowing » his reasoning— 
granting his premises—ts often powerful; his appeals to the conscience of his 

‘hearers ‘are fervid and impassioned. The sermons here reproduced are mOSELY as 
though they had been written in English.’ —THE SCOTSMAN, 

BRADLEY. — A SELECTION FROM THE SERMONS BY 
THE LATE REV. CHARLES BRADLEY. Edited, with 

Memoir, by the Rev. G. J. Davies, Author.of ‘ Successful Preachers,’ &c, 

Crown 8yo. cloth boards, 3s, 6¢. 

‘ The prince of sermon writers.'—CANON HAVERGAL. 
’ 

‘ May be thought to be the flower of evangelical preaching.'—SATURDAY REVIEW, 

BROOKS.—LECTURES ON PREACHING. By the Rev. Puriurps . 

Brooks, Rector of Trinity Church, Boston, U.S.A. ‘Crown 8vo. cloth 

boards, 35, 6a. ‘ : [5th Thousand. 

BULLEY.— Works by Eczanor Buirey. 

GREAT BRITAIN FOR LITTLE BRITONS. With numerous 

Illustrations of Places and People. Crown 8vo, cloth, bevelled boards, 35.6. 

; [5th Thousand. 

‘A very pleasant device for making geography agreeable, —GUARDIAN, 

‘ Great pains have been. taken with this book, and it contains abundance of 
?nformation.'—SPECTATOR. 

‘twill give‘ Little Britons” a better idea of their native land than they will 
obtain from a dozen dry geogri aphies. '—LITERARY WORLD, 

THE FIRST LADY OF THE LAND. Iustrated, Small crown 
8vo, cloth boards, 15. 

A popular Life of the Queen. 

BURNE AND MILES.—TILES FROM DAME MARJORIE’S 
CHIMNEY -CORNER- AND CHINA FROM HER CUP- 
BOARD. By Ff. S. T. Burnr andH.J.A.MILEs. A new and original 
book for Children. Printed in various shades of blue. Oblong paper 
boards, 3s. 6d. i 

‘ They form a char ming collection, very delicately executed,|—THE TIMES, 

¢ The jig ures in the large Tiles are done with character, sweetness, and 
grace; and ‘the reproduction in tints resembling the old Dutch tiles could not be 
suey passed for delrcacy and softness of rendering.'—THE DECORATOR,
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BURROWS .— Works by the Rev. H. W. Burrows, B.D. 
Canon of Rochester. 

THE EVE OF ORDINATION. Fcap. 8vo. cloth limp, 15. 6d. 
[Third Edition, , 

LENTEN AND OTHER SERMONS. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 
2s, 6d, [Third Edition, 

‘ They ave striking, simple, brief, and impressive. "—CHRISTIAN WORLD. 
‘A brevity, born not of poverty, but of fulness.’—CHURCH TIMES, 

CALTHROP.— Works by the Rev. Gorvon CALTHRop,,. Mt A, 
Vicar of St. Augustine's, Highbury. 

THE BRAZEN SERPENT, and other Sermons, preached be- 

fore the University of Cambridge. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 

MEMORIALS OF THE LIFE AND MINISTRY OF THE 
REV. W. B. MACKENZIE, M.A,, late Vicar of St. James’s, 
Holloway. With Portrait, Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 6s. 

[Second Edition. 

‘ His distinctiveness lay in the piety of his personal character, the devotedness 
of his pastor ‘al consecration, and the simplicity, earnestness, and success of his 
preaching,'—BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW. 

CARPENTER.— SHORT OUTLINE LESSONS FOR EACH 
SUNDAY IN THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. By the Right Rev. 

W. Bovp CarPEenTEeR, D.D., Bishop of Ripon. 16mo. 8¢.; cloth 
boards, Is. é : 

CENTRAL AFRIGCA.—A Monthly Recoul SE -the Work wat the 
Universities’ Mission. 8vo. Monthly. 1¢. Volumes, cloth boards, 2s, 
Cloth cases for binding the year’s numbers, 8. 

CHATTERBOX.— Weekly, One Halfpenny; Monthly, in Wrapper, 3c. 

Annual Volumes, containing about Two Hundred Full-page Illustrations, 

Illustrated paper boards, cloth back, 3s.; extra cloth, bevelled boards, 

gilt edges, 5s. Cloth cases for binding the year’s issue, 15. each. 

A few copies of the following Volumes are still in print :-— 

3s, Edition—1883, 1884, 1885, 1886. 55. Edition—1883, 1885, 1886. 

This ts the most popular children’s magazine ever published. In a re- 
view of children’s books the TIMES says of “the volume edition: * Chatterbox 
zs one of the best children’s books we have seen. 

CHATTERBOX CHRISTMAS-BOX.—Edited by Sanra Craus. 
It contains an Oleograph, two Chromos, four Monochromes, besides Stories 

from Fairyland, Tales, Sketches, Songs, Puzzles, Games, &c. Price Is.
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CHILD-NATURE.—By one of the Authors of ‘Child-World” Illus- 
’ trated. Small square 16mo. cloth boards, gilt edges, 35. 6d. 

CHILD’S OWN STORY-BOOK.—!In» Short Words and Large 
Type. With Coloured Plates by T. Pym. Square 16mo. extra cloth 
boards, Is. 6d. [Second Edition. 

‘Six dozen capital stories. Will amuse little ones who are just beginning to 
Jeel an interest in reading to themselves.'--LYTERARY WORLD. 

CHORISTER’S ADMISSION CARD.—Contains Reasons and 
Motives for joining the Choir, with space for name, &c. On Card in Red 
and Black. 24. 

CHURCH CONGRESS REPORTS. 
NOTTINGHAM, 1871. [Out of print. 
BRIGHTON, -1874. 8vo. paper covers, 5s. 6¢.3 cloth boards, 6s. 6d. 
Seek Uc L Eee 1875. 8vo. paper covers, 5s. 6d.; cloth boards, 

5. 6d. ; 
PLYMOUTH, 1876. 8vo. paper covers, 5s. 6¢.; cloth boards, 6s. 6d. 

‘CHURCH WORK.—A Record of Home and Foreign Church Work. 
Menthly, 6¢.. Post free for a year to all parts of the World, 7s. Cloth 
cases for binding six months’ numbers, Is. - : 

The following Volumes of AZission Life are still in print:— 
1867-1870, reduced to 3s. 6d. each; 1871 (Part II. only), 1872-1886, 35. 6d. 

each vol, of six months. 
‘A well-edited repository of news from every part of the Mission field.’ 

NONCONFORMIST. 

CLARKE.—COMMON-LIFE SERMONS. By the Rev. J. Erskine 
CLARKE, M.A., Vicar of Battersea, Hon. Canon of Winchester. Feap. 

8vo. cloth limp, 2s.; cloth boards, 25. 6. [6th Thousand. 

CLARKE.— Works edited by the Rev. J. Erskine CLARKE, MA. 

CHILDREN OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. With numerous 
Full-page Hlustrations. Royal 4to. paper bds., 1s, 6¢.; cloth gilt, 25. 6@, 

CHILDREN’S HOME HYMN-BOOK. Royal 32mo. 1d; cloth, 2d. 

CHILDREN’S SCHOOL HYMN-BOOK. Royal 32mo. 1d; 
cloth, 2d. ; 

GOOD STORIES. The earlier numbers, consisting of 180 Complete 
Stories. Illustrated, in an Ornamental Cover, 3¢. each. A List for- 
warded on application. 

The following Volumes, strongly bound in cloth boards, is. 3d. each, will 
be found most useful in Village and Lending Libraries :— 

ALICE AND HER CROSS, and Other Stories (Temperance). 

COLONEL ROLFE’S STORY (Soldiers). 

CONSULTING THE FATES, and Other Stories (Young Women). | 

FOUR LADS AND THEIR LIVES, and Other Stories 
: ; (Confirmation),
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CLARKE.— Works edited by Rev. J. Exrsxine CLrarKkE, MA — 
( Continued.) 

GREGORY OF THE FORETOP, and Other wesries (Sailors). | 
JACK STEDMAN, and Other Stories (Young Men). 

MARTIN GAY THE SINGER, and Other Stories (Temperance). 
NETHER STONEY, and Other Stories (Temperance). 

RHODA’S SECRET, and Other Stories (Young Women). 
THE FORTUNE-TELLER, and Other Stories (Young Women). 

THE RAINHILL FUNERAL, and Other Stories (Tradesmen). 

THE ee LIBRARY. Illustrated. 18mo, cloth boards, price 
Is, each, 

CAN SHE KEEP A SECRET? 
DEB CLINTON, THE SMUGGLER’S DAUGHTER. 
LUCY GRAITAM. 

OLD ANDREW THE PEACEMAKER. 

THE CLOCKMAKER OF ST. LAURENT. 

THE PARISH MAGAZINE. Illustrated, Monthly, td.; cloth cases 
for binding the year’s numbers, 8:.; post free for a year, Is. 6d. ‘ 

The following Volumes are still to be had, and will be found very 
popular for School Libraries, Prizes, and for Lending to Sick Folk :— . 

Is, 6d. Edition—1861, 1864, 1866, 1879, 1884, 1885, 1886. 
2s. Edition—1859, 1861, 1862, 1864, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 

1871, 1873, 1874, 1877, 1879, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886. ‘ 

This was the first and the most popular Magazine adapted for localisation. 
Both the Archbishops, and nearly the whole of the Bishops, have from time to 
time contributed to its pages. ‘Hints on Localising the Parish Magazine’ 
will be forwarded on application. 

THE PRIZE. For Boys and Girls. Monthly, 1¢.; illustrated 
with numerous Engravings and one Coloured Picture. Cloth cases for 
binding the year’s numbers, Is. Post free for a year, Is, 6d. 

Each Volume contains about One Hundred Illustrations, 
Volumes, 1s. 2d. paper cover; Is. 6d. Tllustrated paper boards 5 

2s. cloth boards; 2s. 6¢. extra cloth boards, gilt edges. 

Some copies of the following Volumes are still in print :— 
1s, 2d, Edition—1881, 1882, 1884, 1885, 1886. 

s. 6d¢. Edition—1871, 1877, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886. 

2s. Edition— 1874, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886. 

2s. 6a, Edition—1868, 1879, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886. 

A New Series, with Coloured Illustrations, commenced with the January 
tssue for 1882. The Volumes are most attractive, and contain Thirteen 

- Coloured Plates and numerous Engravings. 

I 

4 well-illustrated monthly serial of such literature as is calculated to please 
and benefit the younger boys and girls of our Sunday-schools. ‘* The Children’s 
Prize” is a meritorious and useful publication. For its special purpose— the 
reward and encouragement of industry and intelligence tn, the classes of. schools 
tor poor children—no better work lies upor our table.’—ATHENAUM,
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COBB.— Works by James F. Coss. 
MARTIN THE SKIPPER. A Tale for Boys and Sea-faring 

Folk. Illustrated. Cr, 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 6d. [8th Thousand. 

° We should imagine those queer folk indeed who could not read this story 
with eager interest and pleasure, be they boys or girls, young or old. We cannot 
stfficiently commend the style in which the book is written, and the religious © 
spirtt which pervades tt,|\—CHRISTIAN WORLD. 

OFF TO CALIFORNIA. A Tale of the Gold Country. 
Adapted from the Flemish of Hendrik Conscience. Illustrated by 
A. Forestier. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s, 6d. 

‘The scene of this story is laid in exciting times. The adventurers go 
through the greatest perils, and though they find a wonderful treasure in the 
pool of a mountain... . This isa good story of its kind, told with spirit, 
and admirable in tone and moral.'—SPECTATOR. 

‘ This is a capital story for boys, full of adventure and stirring incident, but 
of excellent tone and good moral tendency, . There are half-a-dozen spirited ° 
ellustrations, and the book is attractively bound.’—NONCONFORMIST. 

THE WATCHERS ON THE LONGSHIPS. A Tale of Corn- 
wall in the Last Century, [Illustrated by Davidson Knowles. 
Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 6d. . [Sixteenth Edition. 

‘A capital story, and one we heartily commend to boy readers, both gentle 
and simple.’ —GUARDIAN, 

THE CONFIRMATION SERVICE. — With Prayers for 
Candidates, to be used during the Service. With Commendatory 
Note by the Bisuop or Beprorp. Feap, 8vo. td; 6s, per 100. 

: [zoth Thousand. 

Lt ts believed that this will supply a long-felt want, and will be very 
helpful in supplying the Candidates with suitable thoughts during the pauses 
tu the Service, 

CONVOCATION REPORTS. 
THE SALE OF ADVOWSONS AND THE AUGMENTA- 

TION OF SMALL LIVINGS. Second Report of the Lower 
House of the Convocation of Canterbury, July 1879. 4¢. 

THE RELATIONS OF CHURCH AND STATE.—A Full 
Report of the Committee of Convocation of Canterbury, July 1879. 4¢. 

THE RUBRICS OF THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER, 
The Report of Convocation of Canterbury, as presented to Her 
Majesty the Queen, in obedience to the Royal Letters of Business, on 
July 31, 1879. Is. 

THE CORAL MISSIONARY MAGAZINE.—A Record of 
Missionary Work among the Working Classes and in the Church 

Missionary Schools and Stations abroad. Monthly, 1¢.; Post free 

for a year to all parts of the World, ts, 6¢.3 Volumes, cloth, 15, 6d, each ; 

cloth cases for a year’s numbers, 8d.
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COWPER.—HELP AT HAND; or, What shall we do in Accidents 

or Illness ? By Countess Cowper. Numerous Illustrations, Fcap. 
Svo. papet cover, 3¢3 cloth, 6d, [Second Edition. 

‘ The directions are adequate, concise, and unmistakably clear.\—THE WORLD, 

‘ Thoroughly sensible and practical in tone,,—THE SCOTSMAN, 

CROMPTON.—A TALE OF THE CRUSADES. By Saran - 
CroMPtron. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, Iy.. : 

Sir W. Scott's ‘ Talisman’ in Short Words. 

CUTTS.—THE BREAKING OF THE BREAD: An Explana- 
tion of the Holy Communion, with Notes on the Communion 

Service. By the Rev. E. L. Cutrs, B.A., D.D., Vicar of Holy Trinity, 

Haverstock Hill. 18mo. extra cloth boards, red edges, 2s. 

‘A valuable aid to the pastor in preparing lectures to communicants.’ 
Tue LivinG CHURCH. 

DANIEL.— Works by the Rev. Evaw Dawter, M.A., Principal of 
the National Society's Training College, Battersea ; 

Lon, Canor of Rochester. 

THE DAILY OFFICES AND LITANY. Being an Intro- 
duction to the Study of the Prayer-Book. Specially designed 

for the Use of National Schools and Sunday Schools. Fceap. 8vo. 8d..; 

cloth boards, tod, : [8th Thousand, 

THE PRAYER-BOOK: Its History, Language, and Contents, 

Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 6s, ' [Twelfth Edition. 

‘So large, wide, and speedy a circulation ts proof at once of the interest 
. which the subject possesses, and of the high merit of this treatise on it... .. 

Lhe “ slossarial notes" on the Prayer-bock version of the Psalms are a peculiar 
and valuable ingredient in this serviceable volume ; so also are the condensed, 
bul pregnant, remarks upon the “' Propria” for each of the Sundays and fes- 
tivals, which will after furnish most valuable hints and references. for the 
Sunday-school teacher and the preacher.’—GUARDIAN. Second Notice, 

DE TEISSIER.— THE PARABLES OF OUR LORD JESUS 
CHRIST PRACTICALLY SET FORTH. By the Rev. G. F, 
De Tessier, B.D., Rector of Church-Brampton. Fcap. 8vo. cloth limp, 
2s. 6d.; cloth boards, 5s. : C 

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH, 
ANCIENT AND MODERN. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 7s. 6d, 

. ' Besides containing much information, ecclesiastical and historical, is also 
of considerable practical utility. The writer is impartial and trustworthy.’ 

: < SPECTATOR, 

DIVINE FELLOWSHIP.—A Daily Text-Book, 18mo, cloth 
boards, gd.
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DIX. — Works by the Rev. Morcan Drx, Rector of Holy Trinity, 
New York, 

SERMONS, DOCTRINAL AND PRACTICAL. Crown 8vo. 
cloth boards, 25. 6d. 

THE GOSPEL AND PHILOSOPHY. Six Lent Lectures. Crown 
8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 6d. 

THE DRIVER’S BOX, and Other Stories. With Ten Full-page 
Coloured Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 35. 6. ° 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 
THE DRIVER's Box, THE YOUNG RECRUIT. | A SUPERIOR GIRL. 
St. CHRISTOPHER... - THE EscaprE. THE OLIVE GLEANERS, 
Mrs. MILsom’s SupPER | THe LAST WILL AND Guy's SECRET. 

PARTY, TESTAMENT. CONSCIENCE MONEY. 
Srr ARNOLD. ROCK COTTAGE. Joun’s MISTAKE. 

DUMBLETON. — Works by the Rev. EF. N. Dumsreron, M.A. 
Rector of St. James's, Exeter. 

FORMS OF PRAYER to accompany Sermons and Instruc- 
tions, for use in Churches and Mission Rooms with the 
approval of the Ordinary. Crown 8vo. 9d. 

PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS FOR THE MORNING 
AND EVENING OF EACH DAY OF THE WEEK. 
Chiefly in the Words of Holy Scripture. Fcap. 8vo. cloth 
boards, Is. 6a. 

SPECIAL SERVICES FOR THE CHURCH SEASONS, for 
use in Churches and Mission Rooms with the approval of the 
Ordinary. Advent, 2d; 6s, per 50. Lent, 2d.; 6s. per 50. Easter, 
2d; 6s. per 50, Ascensiontide-and Whitsuntide, 2d.; 65. per 50. 

EDITH VERNON’S LIFE-WORK.—2y the Author of ‘ Harry’s 
Battles,’ ‘Susie’s Flowers,’ &c. &c. Crown 8vo. extra cloth boards, 3s. 6d. 

[Twelfth Edition, 
‘A very pretty story, very well told.’—LITERARY CHURCHMAN. 

EDMUNDS.—SIXTY SERMONS: Adapted to the Sundays and 
_ Principal Holy-days of the Christian: Year. By the Rev. JoHNn 
EpMunNDs, M.A., formerly Fellow of the University of Durham. Feap. 
8vo. cloth boards, 35. 6a, 

ELLISON. — HOLY MATRIMONY: the Married Life of the 
Christian Man and Woman. By ‘the Rev. Henry T. EL.ison, 
M.A., Rector of Haseley, Hon. Canon of Christ Church, Chaplain-in- 
Ordinary to the Queen, Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 1s. 62. [New Edition. 

‘Gust the thing to put inte the hands of a newly-married couple. The 
chapters ave simple and to the point, and the book is prettily got up.’ 

ECCLESIASTICAL GAZETTE, 

EWING. —A WEEK SPENT IN A GLASS POND, by the 
Great Water-Beetle. Written by the late Mrs. Ewine, Author of 
*Six to Sixteen,’ &c. With Illustrations in Colours by R. ANDRE. 
4to. Pictorial Cover, cloth back, paper boards, 35. 6:. 

“A clever little fantasia on the keeping of an aguariunt, by Mrs. J. #. 
Ewing, than whom a better qualified author on the subject could not have been 
found,'—MORNING Post.
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THE FAMILY LESSON -BOOK. — Being a Selection of 

Morning and Evening Readings for the Christian Year. Based 
upon the Church’s Lectionary. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, with silk 
registers, Is. 6d. 3 leather, 35. 6¢@. Upwards of 450 pp. 

Each Reading ts complete in itself, and affords a simple subject for 
meditation, Every Holy-day will be found to be conveniently noted, and 
the Readings to correspond with its proper teaching. The cheapest book 
of the hind ever published. 

‘ Those who read portions of the Scriptures in family devotions could not have 
a better book to guide them. The Festivals of the. Church are taken into account, 
which is not a conumon feature in books of Daily.Readings. It has also another 
great advantage—it ts cheap.'\— LITERARY CHURCHMAN, $ , 

FAMILY WORSHIP FOR BUSY HOMES. . 0n Folding 
Card, in plain type, 2d. 

FARRAR.—THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY: A Manual of Church 

Doctrine, By the Rev. THomas Farrar, Rector of St. Paul’s, Guiana. 
Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 65. [Third and Enlarged Edition. 

‘Mr. Farrar's book ts one which we would gladly see in the hands of all 
Readers, District Visitors, Teachers, and young men preparing for Holy Orders; 
for the selections have, for the most part, been made from writers who are both 
learned and clear—CHURCH TIMES. fd eS 

THE FAVOURITE STORY~BOOK.~—A Book for the Little Ones. 
Profusely Illustrated with Large Pictures, and Easy Reading. The Illustra- 
tions are printedin Sepia. Small 4to. cloth boards, Is. 6d. 

‘A most attractive volume for juvenile readers. The stories would do very 
well to read out in school as exercises tn coutposition. The book is handsome 
enough, however, to deserve a place on the drawing-roont or porlour table, where. 
even the older folk might dip into its contents with satisfaction.’ 

: THE SCHOOLMASTER, 

FIELD,— MIXED PICKLES; A Story-Book for Children. By 
Mrs FieLtp. With Illustrations by T. Pym. Square 16mo. fancy cloth 
boards, 1s. 6a, ; 

‘One of the prettiest records of juvenile pranks, "—Graruic. 

THE FIRST LADY IN THE LAND, AND OTHER 
STORIES. Nine Full-page coloured Illustrations. Crown 8vyo. cloth, 
bevelled boards, 35. 6d. 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 
Tue First LADY IN THE LAND, Tue New House. 
Our PRINCcEss ALICE, , A PUNCH-AND-Jupy GIRL. 
A VILLAGE NEAR GENOA. CHATTY : A VILLAGE STORY, 
Put Our To INTEREST, RED EARTH. 
Lisa’s Lamp, THE WATER-GATE OF ALGIERS. 
Lost, STOLEN, OR STRAYED, COTTAGERS OF PENMAEN-MAWR, 

FLORAL FANCIES.—A Book of Designs, with Mottoes for Colouring 
or Drawing. From Designs by G. W. RuEAbD. 4to, fancy boards, 15.3 
cloth, 1s, 6d.
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FLYING LEAVES.— With Prefatory Note by the Rev. the EARL OF 
MULGRAVE. 32mo. fancy cloth boards, gd. : 

‘ These little leaves are sent out into the world with the earnest prayer that 
one of them at least may be wafted to some weary soul, and carry with it one 
little ray of comfort and hope.’ —INTRODUCTORY CuaPrer. 

FOLLOWING CHRIST: Short Meditations for Busy Pesete: 
Adapted from the French. 18mo. cloth limp, 15. 

‘ Thoroughly practical,’—-SPECTATOR. 

FORDE.—THE OLD SHIP; or, Better than Strength. By H. A. 
Forbe, With Full-page tinted Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. cloth boards, 35. 6d. 

FULTON. — Works by the Rev. Joun Furron, D.D:, LL.D. 
Lector of St. George's Church, St. Louis. 

INDEX CANONUM. The Greek Text, an English Translation . 
and Complete Digest of the entire Code of Canon Law of the 
undivided Primitive Church. Impl. 8vo, cloth boards, 10s. 62. 
‘ We do not know any book on the subject te compare with this in fulness ana 

completencss,, GUARDIAN, 

THE LAWS OF MARRIAGE: Containing the Hebrew Law, 

the Roman Law, the Law of the New Testament, and the 

Canon Law of the Universal Church, concerning the Impedi- 
ments of Marriage and the Dissolution of the Marriage 
Bond; Digested and Arranged with Notes Scholia, Crown 

8vo. cloth boards, 7s. 6d. . 

GOOD STORIES.—New Series. Each with a Coloured Frontispiece, 
Monthly, 3¢.; Series, containing four numbers, bound in extra cloth 
boards, Is. 6¢.; Seven Volumes, extra cloth boards, ‘gilt edges, 5s. each. 

The‘ Series’ are most popular in Village and School Libraries. The: 
* Volumes’ as Prizes or Presents, A complete list forwarded on application. 

GORE.—THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND, PAST AND PRE- 
SENT. By the Ven. Archdeacon GoRE. Crown 8vo. paper cover, 8d. 

[Second Edition. 
‘ Both interesting and helpful... . with an entire absence of controversial 

* temper.’ —GUARDIAN. 

THE GOSPEL MISSIONARY. — Containing Missionary News, 
Anecdotes, and Verses suited for Young People. Illustrated. Monthly, One 
Halfpenny. 

Lublished under the Direction of the S.P. G. 

THE GRAIN OF MUSTARD SEED; or, Woman’s Work 
in Foreign Parts. Monthly, 1¢, Cloth cases for binding’ a year’s 
numbers, 87. Post free for a year to all parts of the World, 1s. 6d. 

Published by the S.P. G. Ladies’ Association for the Promotion of 
Female Education among the Heathen, 

HARRIS.—GOLDEN STEPS: Lectures to Communicants’ Classes. 
By the late Rev. G, C, Harris, M.A. Royal 32mo. 6d.; cloth boards, 
red edges, Is, [Third Edition.
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HAPPY SUNDAY AFTERNOONS.-—|A Series of Bible Outlines, 
printed on, Superfine Lined Paper, for the Little Ones to colour and 
write about. Crown 4to. Is.3 cloth boards, 1s. 6d. 

‘ The publishers improve on the educational idea, which is at the root of the’ 
Kindergarten system, of making children teach theniselves in their amusements. 
fn “ Happy Sunday Afternoons for the Little Ones" this firm, so pleasantly 
associated with a long history of juvenile recreation, supplies the means of self- 
zuprovement by a series of stinple Bible outlines, to colour or write about either 
trout memory or by reference to the Scriptures themselves.’ 

THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, 

HAPPY SUNDAY AFTERNOONS.-— SECOND SERIES. 
.Crown 4to. 15.3 cloth boards, Is. 6d. 

HELEN MORTON’S TRIAL, AND TIMID LUCY. 
With Coloured Illustrations. 18mo, extra cloth boards, 15, 6d. 

HELPS BY THE WAY,— 
I. MY MORNING HYMN. III. MY WEEKLY QUESTIONS. 

II. MY DAILY RULES, IV. MY CONFESSION TO GOD. 
Printed in red and black, 8vo. Id. [Second Edition. 

HER GREAT AMBITION.— A Story for Little Boys and Girls. 
With Thirty Illustrations. Small crown 4to. cloth, bevelled boards, 25. 6:. 

‘A delightful story delightfully told. A little orphan girl comes to live with 
her uncle, a widower with several boys. A first her cousins dislike the idea of 
Dolly coming to live with thém, because she is a girl. But she makes herself so 
pleasant and useful that they soon can do nothing without her help. Dolly's great 
ambition” ts to do something heroic for her uncle, whom she loves very much. 

_Aé last the occasion she so ardently desired comes,’ ett. —SATURDAY REVIEW. 

HIGH WAGES AND OTHER STORIES. Ten Full-page coloured 
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 35. 6d. 

This volume contains the following popular Stories :— 
Hic WAGES. ‘BET.’ 
Look TO THE END, TWENTY MINUTES LATE. ; 
SAVING AND SPENDING, DIFFICULTIES OF A BUSINESS 
JAN Ross. WoMAN. 
SPILLING WATER. ‘LILTLE-TATTLE, 
Tue Last Straw. GIPSIES. 

HOBART.— Works by the Hon. Mrs. C. Hopart,.née N.P. W. 
THE CHANGED CROSS. With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. 

MILES. Square 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15. 6d. 
: ; [Twentieth Edition, 

THE CHANGED CROSS. Set to Music by GEORGE CARTER. 45. 
THE CLOUD AND THE STAR. With Outline Illustrations by 

H. J. A. MILEs, Square r6mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15. 62. 
[Second Edition. 

HOBSON.— AIDS TO THE. STUDY OF THE BOOKS ,OF 
SAMUEL. By the Rev. Epwin Hosson, M.A., Principal of St. 
Katharine’s College, Tottenham. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 2 vols. 1s. 6d. 
each, or I vol. complete, with Map, 2s. 6d. 

‘No difficulty is left unexplained, and the contents of the book aré adnirably 
_ summarised,’ —THE SCHOOLMASTER,
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HOLINESS TO THE LORD: The Character of the Christian 
Priest. Adapted from the French of the ABB& Duzots, for the use of the 
English Clergy. With an Introduction by the BisHop oF CARLISLE, 
Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 7s. 6d. : 

‘A volume of practical teaching, which every member of the Church will be 
the better for applying practically,'—JOHN BULL. 

HOME.—THE WRATH OF THE FAY, By F/Wvyvitte How, 
Author of ‘Songs of a Wayfarer,’ ‘Lay Canticles,’ &c. Illustrated, 
Small 4to. cloth, bevelled boards, 25. 6d. 

HONOR BRIGHTS or, The Four-Leaved Shamrock. By the 
Author of ‘One of a Covey,’ ‘Robin and Linnet,’ &c, With Full-page 
tinted Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 6d. [Fifth Edition, 

‘A cheery, sensible, and healthy tale.’—THE TIMES, 

HOPKINS.— Works by the kev. W. B. Hopkins, B.D, Vicar of 
: - Littleport,. Cambridge. 

HOLY SCRIPTURE: Temperance and Total Abstinence. Feap, 
8vo. cloth boards, Is. [Third Thousand, 
‘Tt will repay study either by the total abstainer or moderate drinker.’ 

DaILy REVIEW, 

THE POSITION AND DUTY OF NON - ABSTAINERS 
WITH REFERENCE TO THE TEMPERANCE CAUSE, 
8vo. 4a. [Second Edition. 

HOW TO ENSURE A HAPPY NEW YEAR. On Card, 17. 
HOW.— Works by the Right Rev. W. Warsuam How, DD. 

Bishop of Bedford and Suffragan of London. 

THE BOY HERO. A Story founded on Fact. Tllustrated by 
H. J. A. Mites. Oblong, paper boards, Is. 6@,3; fancy cloth, 

bevelled boards, gilt edges, 25. 

‘A pathetic story, founded on fact, of a boy of six, who strips himself of his 
clothing .... The incident occurred not long ago at Bristol.’ SPECTATOR. 

' The illustrations are very well drawn,'—SATURDAY REVIEW. 

A PRAYER FOR THE PARISH. On Card, in red and black, 1d, 

A SERVICE FOR THE ADMISSION OF A CHORISTER, 
In red and black. 2d. 

CANTICLES POINTED FOR CHANTING, WITH AP- 

PROPRIATE CHANTS. 4lo. paper covers, Is. 

CONFIRMATION: SERVICE. Directions for the Clergy and 

Churchwardens. Free on application. 

DAILY FAMILY PRAYER. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 1s. 6d, 
[Twelfth Edition, 

% far A Sixpenny Edition, in large type, cloth boards, is now ready. 

This volume will be found most suitable for parochial distribution, and is 
the cheapest book .of Family Prayers yet published. 

"HOLY COMMUNION. For those who need Encouragement, 6d. per 
Packet of Twenty. _ [185th Thousand. 

HYMNS, Complete Edition, _Feap. 8vo. paper cover, 6d,
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HOW.— Works by Right Rev. Wo Warsuanu How.—( Continued.) 
MORNING AND EVENING PRAYER FOR A CHILD. 

Cloth, 1d. 

NOTES ON THE CHURCH SERVICE. Fceap. 8vo. cloth, 97, 

PASTORAL WORK. Fcap. $vo. cloth boards, 2s, 62. 
‘The Bishop of Bedford's long and varied experience as a clergyman gives 

him aright to publish a volume on \ Pastoral Work.” ... The volume con- 
tains some practical suggestions which have the merit of freshness, and some 
practical hints about preaching ; and as they are given with the homely simplicity 
which is part of the charm of the Bishop's character, they are likely to stick in the 
memory. We refrain from giving extracts because thé book is short, and cheap, 
and worth buying.'—SATURDAY REVIEW. 

‘ There is not a dull page in “ Lectures on Pastoral Work. mo 
—GUARDIAN, 

A 

PASTOR IN PAROCHIA. With the Appendix. Fcap. 8vo. cloth 
boards, red edges, 3s. 6¢.; leather ‘limp, §s.; calf limp antique, tos. 6a, 
Also morocco pai and best flexible morocco, red under gold edges, 
12s. 62. [Fifteenth Edition, 

PLAIN WORDS. First Series. Sixty Short Sermons for the Poor, 
and for Family Reading. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, turned in, 25.5 cloth, bevelled 
boards, red edges, 25, 6¢. Laige-type Edition, cloth boards, 3s, 62. 

[Forty-ninth Edition. 

PLAIN WORDS. Second Series. Short Sermons for the Sundays 
and Chief Holy-days of the Christian Year, Fcap. 8vo. cloth, turned 
in, 25.3; cloth, bevelled boards, red edges, 25. 6¢. Large-type Edition, 
cloth boards, 35. 6d. [Thirtieth Edition, 

Vols, I. and II., in one vol. cloth boards, 4s. 6d. 

PLAIN WORDS. . Third Series. Forty Meditations with a View to 
the Deepening of the Spiritual Life.” Feap. 8vo. cloth limp, 2s. ; cloth, 

_ bevelled boards, red edges, 25. 6¢, Large-type Edition, cloth boards, ° 
35. 6d. [Seventeenth Edition, 

PLAIN WORDS. Fourth Series. Forty Readings for those who . 
desire to Pray Better. Fceap, 8vo. cloth limp, turned in, 25.3 cloth, 
bevelled boards, red. edges, 25, 6d. [Seventh Edition, 

Vols. III. and IV. in one, cloth boards, 45. 6d, : 

PLAIN WORDS, as Tracts. Series I.-IIL, in Large Type, 25. 6d, 
each Series. . 

A Selection from ‘ Plain Words,’ for Parochial Distribution, in 
smaller type, Is, per packet: three kinds, 

PLAIN WORDS TO CHILDREN. Feap. 8vo, cloth limp, turned 
in, 25. ; crown 8vo., cloth, bevelled boards, 25. 6d. [Third Edition. 

POEMS. Complete Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, gilt edges, 35. 6<. 
Without the Hymns, 3s, Tree calf, or calf half extra, 7s. 6d. 

PRIVATE LIFE AND MINISTRATIONS OF THE PARISH 
PRIEST. Royal 32mo. cloth, 6d, 

RESOLUTIONS FOR THOSE RECOVERING FROM 
SICKNESS. On Card, in red and black, 12 copies in packet, 6d. 

REVISION OF THE RUBRICS. An Historical Survey of all 
that has been done since the issue of the Ritual Commission in 1867. 
Demy 8vo, Is,
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HOW.— Works by Right kev. W. Warseam How.—( Continued.) 
SCRIPTURE READINGS. Selected Passages for Reading to the 

Sick. The Appendix to ‘Pastor in Parochia.’ ° Fcap. 8vo, cloth 
boards, 1s. 6d. : 

SEVEN LENTEN SERMONS ON PSALM LI. Feap. By0. 
- cloth limp, turned in, 1s. [Thirteenth Edition. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OBSERVING THE DAY OF IN- 
TERCESSION FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS. id; 6s. per 
100. [10th Thousand. 

THE EVENING PSALTER POINTED FOR CHANTING. 
Oblong cloth limp, 6d. : : 

TWENTY-FOUR PRACTICAL SERMONS. Fceap. Svo. cloth 
limp, turned in, 2s.; cloth boards, red edges, 2s, 6¢. [Twelfth Edition. 

TWO. ADDRESSES ON HOLY MARRIAGE. td, 

VESTRY PRAYERS WITH A CHOIR. On Card, in red and 
black, 1d. 

‘WAS LOST, AND IS FOUND.’ A Tale of the London Mission, 
1874. With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. Mites, Square 16mo. 
cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, Is. 6d. 

‘A really spirited religious ballad, artistically, yet gracefully illustrated.’ 
: THE TIMES, 

WORDS OF GOOD CHEER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth limp, 1s. 6¢.; 
small crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 25, 6d. ; 

HOW.—WEEK-DAY SERVICES IN COUNTRY CHURCHES. 
By the Rev. F. Doucias How, M.A. 64. 

HOW TO PRAY THE LORD’S PRAYER.— 32m. 1. 
6s, per 100. {roth Thousand, 

‘In the plainest type and language. We can earnestly commend it for dis- 
tribution, as likely to be most useful,|\—GUARDIAN, 

HUTTON.—THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS: Meditations 
on the Earlier Ministry of our Lord. By the Rev. VERNon W. 
Hutton, M.A., Prebendary of Lincoln, Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 5.5. 

IN A GOOD CAUSE. —A Collection of Stories, Poems, and 
Illustrations. Edited by Mrs. Tyssen AMHERST. Fcap. 4to. bound 
in white, 55. 

““ In @ Good Cause” they will find Mr. Quaritch enlisted with a pleasant 
little tale; Mr. Oscar Wilde with a poem in which philanthropy accompanies 
agreeable fancy; Mr. Anstey with a comically distressing tale about a kitten ; 

. Mr. Rider Haggard with a hunting story from Zululand; and other writers. 

All illustrated by Mr. Caldecott, Mr. Carter, Mr. Tristram Ellis, and other 
artists.’ —DAILY NEWS. 4 

‘The literature includes stories by Mr. W. R. S. Ralston, Mr. Anstey, Mrs. 

Cashel Hoey, Lady Augusta Noel, Lady Constance Howard, and others. Mr. 
H. Rider Haggard tells a capital hunter's yarn of the most thrilling description. 
and Mr. Andrew Lang contributes a characteristic poem.'—SATURDAY REVIEW. 

‘One of the prettiest books of the season. Seldom has an Editor been so 
successful in enlisting the aid of distinguished authors,’ — EDINBURGH 
DaILY REVIEW. -
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INGELOW.— Works by Jean InGELOW., 2 os 

MOPSA THE FAIRY, Illustrated. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 62. 

A SISTER’S BYE-HOURS. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 
35. 6d, : [Third Edition, 

STORIES TOLD TO A CHILD. Illustrated. Crown 8yo. cloth 
boards, 35. 6d, , : 

STUDIES FOR STORIES FROM GIRLS’ LIVES, Illustrated, 
Crown 8va, clath hoards, 35. 67. [Sixth Edition, 

JACKSON,—BALLADS OF LIFE AND HOME. By the Rev. 
E. Stanway Jackson. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 35. 6d. 

JENYNS.—A BOOK ABOUT BEES. Their History, Habits, and 
Instincts; also the First Principles of Modern Bee-keeping, for 

Young Readers. By the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, M.A., Rector of Kneb- 
worth. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 

38. 6d. School Edition, 1s, 6d. 

‘As a reading-book we may call it excellent. It is written in the most 
interesting style, full of information, and well graded. It should be in all our 
country schools especially, for the knowledge obtained can be turned to practical 
account there. Mr. Fenyns has done service, both to the School and the State, 
zn bringing out this book, and we wish it a very wide circulation, not only 
for its intrinsic value as a reading-book, but for the benefit tt is capable of 
conferring upon our agricultural labourers.'~SCHOOLMASTER. 

‘ The style is simple and clear, and Mr. Fenyns' pages have that inde- 
scribable charm sometimes met with in books on natural history, which ts the 
outcome of a deep and real sympathy on the part of the writer with his subject. 
The book is abundantly supplied with good engravings. It is educational in 
the best sense of the term, and will be found no less interesting to the general 
reader than to those for whom it is particularly intended. A capital reward- 
book for Day and Sunday-school Scholars, and we trust that it will find a place 
on the shelves of many a parish library.'—SCHOOL. GUARDIAN, 

JONES.— Works by C. A. Jones. 

COUNT UP THE SUNNY DAYS. A Story for Boys and Girls, 
Illustrated. Small crown 8vo, cloth, bevelled boards, 35. 6d, 

FOUR LITTLE SIXES: A Story for.Boys and Girls. TIllus- 
trated, Square 16mo. cloth boards, 15. 6d. 

LITTLE JEANNETON’S WORK: A Chronicle of Breton Life, 
with upwards of Thirty Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled 
boards, 3s. 6d. : 
‘ This “ Chronicle of Breton Life” is a story of the old régime. eanneton 

zs a farmer's daughter, and being taken. up by the great people at the Castle of 
Keriéonih, is not a little spoilt by their favour. .. . Lt ts a pretty little story, 
well put together, and brought round at last to a satisfactory ending.’ 

, SPECTATOR. 
‘The little woodcuts scattered about the text increase the attractions of the 

volume,'—DAILY NEWS. ~
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JONES.— Works by C. A, Jowrs.—( Continued.) 

ONLY A GIRL: A Story of a Quiet Life. A Tale of Brittany. 
Adapted from the French. With upwards of Forty Illustrations. 
Crown 8yo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 3s. 6d. 

‘We can thoroughly recommend this brightly written and homely narrative.’ 
SATURDAY REVIEW. 

UNDER THE KING’S BANNER. Stories of the Soldiers of 
Christ in all Ages. With Introduction by.the Bishop or BEDFORD. 
Outline Illustrations by JoHN SADLER. Square I6mo. cloth boards, 

  

2s. 6d. 
‘Adiss Fones has hit upon an excellent idea, and quite deserves the cont- 

mendation bestowed on her design by the Bishop of Bedford. . . . The book is one 
which the children will read, probably with interest, and certainly a with edifica- 
tion.’—SATURDAY REVIEW. 

KING.—ADDINGTON VENABLES, BISHOP OF NASSAU. 
A Sketch of his Life and Labours for the Church of God. By the 
Rev. W. F. H. Kine, M.A., Commissary to the late Bishop. With Por- 
trait, Map, and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. 

‘His life was one of utter self-denial and sheer hard work for God and His 
Church,'—JOHN BULL, 

KIP.—THE DOUBLE WITNESS OF THE CHURCH. By the 
Right Rev. W. IncrauaM Kin, D.D., LL.D., Bishop of California. 
Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 2s. 6d. 

This edition of Bishop Kip’s} popilar Lectures on the Principles of the 
Church is the authorised reprint of the 22nd American edition. 

THE LAND OF LIGHT: A Transcript from the Rhythm of 

; Bernard de Morlaix, With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. MiLzs. 
Square 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 1s. 6. 

Uniform with ‘The Changed Cross.’ 

‘We have seldont seen amore beautiful little booklet,|\—CuuURCH TIMES. 

LAY. —STUDIES IN THE CHURCH; Being Letters to an Old- 
fashioned Layman. By the Right Rev. Henry C. Lay, D.D., 

LL.D., Bishop of Easton, U.S.A. 18mo, cloth, bevelled boards, 2s. 6d. 

‘Full of clear sound common sense and manly piety, which cannot but 
enlist the reader's sympathy: The Bishop deals with his subject from an 
intellectual, doctrinal, and practical point of view, ... Laymen cannot but 
appreciate his broad sympathies.'—GUARDIAN. 

LEE. —PRAYERS FOR SHOR ENs By the Rev. Henry W. LEE. 

i8mo. cloth boards, ts. 

: LEFT TILL CALLED FOR.’—By the Author of ‘From Do» 
nothing Hall to Happy-Day House.’ With Outline Illustrations by 

J. SADLER: Oblong, cloth boards, 15. 

Lhe story of alittle boy left at a rai‘way station on Chi" istmtas Lever 

u
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LETTER OF COMMENDATION: A Card in Red and Black 
for giving to Parishioners on leaving a Parish. 6d. per packet of 12. 

LEWIS.—YOUNG MEN’S BIBLE CLASSES AND HOW 
TO MANAGE THEM. By M.A. Lewis. Paper covers, 62. . 

LITTLE FABLES FOR LITTLE FOLKS, which Great 
Ones may Read. With Nineteen Illustrations. 18mo. cloth boards, 1s. 

LITTLE HELPS FOR DAILY TOILERS.—By a Working 
Associate of the Girls’ Friendly Society. With Prefatory Note by the 

Bisuor or Beprorp. Royal 32mo, fancy cloth boards, 9d. 

LITTLE LAYS FOR LITTLE LIPS.—With Outline Mlustrations 
by H. J. A. MILEs. Square 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15. 6d. 

[Seventh Edition: 

LITTLE PAINTERS? TEXT-BOOK.—Simple Outlines to’ Colour 
or INuminate. 4to. coloured boards, Is.; cloth, 1s. 6d. 

A LOST PIECE OF SILVER. By the Author of ‘Edith Vernon’s _ 
Life-Work,’ &c. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. cloth boards extra, 35. 6d. 

‘This isa simple, pathetic little story, which has the look of being true; true, 
that is, in the sense of being faithful to life... . Told without exaggeration, 
without any fine writing, But with ver ry considerable power. "SPECTATOR. 

LOVING COUNSELS TO A YOUNG FRIEND: Before 
and After Confirmation. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 1s. 6d. 

MACLAGAN.—WORDS OF COUNSEL ADDRESSED TO 
CONFIRMATION CANDIDATES ON THE EVE OF 
CONFIRMATION DAY. By the Right Rev. W. D. MEACEACAM) 

D.D., Bishop of Lichfield. Feap. 8vo. 3¢é. 

MACRITCHIE.—BY THE SEA OF GALILEE. A Poem. By 
Marcarer S. MacRircuir. Tinted Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. 

Mixes. Square 16mo, cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15, 6d. 

MARRIAGE SERVICE.—Puinted in Red and Black with Ilustrations, 
and a Marriage Chorale. Bound in white and gold, 6¢.; or white 
silk, 55. 

MAY.—THE CHRISTIAN COURSE; or, Helps to the Practice 
of Meditation. By the Rev. Tuomas May, M.A., Vicar of Leigh, 

Tunbridge. With Preface by the Bistior oF Beprorp. Royal 8vo. cloth 
boards 5 | [fourth Edition, Corrected and Enlarged.
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MILES.— Works Lllustrated by H. J. A. Mixes. 

FROM DO-NOTHING HALL TO HAPPY-DAY HOUSE, 
By the Author of ‘ Left till called for,’ &c. Daintily printed in the best 
style of Chromo-lithography. Illustrated cover, cloth back, coloured 

. edges, 15. 6d. 

‘Uf the pictures do not delight the little ones in the nursery, they must be very 
hard to please.’ —SCOTSMAN. 

OUTLINE PICTURES FOR LITTLE PAINTERS. 4to. in 
chromo-lithographic wrapper, Is.; cloth, 1s. 6¢. Printed in sepia on 
grey paper specially made for the purpose. 

‘ Lhe idea ts excellent, and the style of work good. Some of the pictures are 
. thoroughly well drawn.’—JOURNAL OF EDUCATION, 

TILES FROM DAME MARJORIE’S CHIMNEY-CORNER. 
AND CHINA FROM HER CUPBOARD.—<Sce Burne, p. 3. 

MISSION FIELD.— Containing a variety of Missionary Information, 

with a Record of the Proceedings of the S. P.G. Monthly, 2¢. Post free 
for a year to all parts of the World, 3s. 

MISSIONARY CONFERENCES.—REPORT OF THE 
MISSIONARY CONFERENCE HELD AT LONDON, 1875. 

Crown 8vo., paper, 25. 6¢.3 cloth, 3s. 

REPORT OF THE MISSIONARY CONFERENCE HELD 

_ AT OXFORD, 1877. Crown 8vo. paper, 25. 6¢.3 cloth, 3s. 

MISSIONARY PRAYERS FOR THE EXTENSION OF 
CHRIST’S CHURCH AT HOME AND ABROAD. For 
Private and Family Use. 18mo. paper covers, 6d.; cloth boards, Is. 

MITCHELL.—THE SUFFERER'S GUIDE. By Enizasrru 
Harcourt MircueE Lt, Author of ‘The Beautiful Face,’ &c. Edited by 
the: Rev. T. T. Carrer, M.A. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 35. 6a. 

This Volume consists of Three Parts :-—On Suffering in General—On 
Spiritual Sufferings—Suffering a Means of Perfection, [Second Edition. 

MONTH BY MONTH.—Poems for Children. With Twelve Illus- 
trations by T. Pym. Sq. 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 1s, 6. 

‘We hardly know whick te praise most, the quaint little illustrations or the 
poetry '—CHURCH TIMES,
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MOORE.—SIMPLE GUIDE TO CHURCH DOCTRINE: Being 
an Explanation of the Church Catechism in Question and 

Answer, with Notes and Scripture Proofs. By BLANCHE Moore. 
16mo. 4d, [Third Edition. 

MORNING STAR: Daily Texts for Little Children. Printed in. 
red and black, 32mo. extra cloth boards, 9d. 

The texts selected are specially simple and plain. 

MOTHER’S UNION.—cContaining Morning and Evening Prayers 
and Four simple Resolutions, in red and black. 1d.3 65. per 100. 

  

N. OR M.-—By the Author of ‘Honor Bright,’ ‘Peas-Blossom,’ ‘One ofa 
Covey,’ &c. With numerous Illustrations by H. J. A, MILEs. Crown 8vo. 

cloth, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. 

‘ £t is possible that objection may be taken to the somewhat touching end with 
which the author of ‘‘ Honer Bright” closes her new story. If so, t¢ will be the 

Tae that ts tikely to be ‘found with a most thoroughly charming and de- 
lightful tale... . Nolty and Molly are two bright, happy girls, full of fun and 
merrinent, and not too good to be altogether acceptable lo youthful readers. 
The illustrations are plentiful, and are of a quality that will prove entirely 
satisfactory to young readers. Inevery way an acceptable gift-book.’—GUARDIAN. 

NORTON.— Works by the Rev. J. G. Noxron, AA, , Rector of 

‘Christ Church Cathedral, Montreal. 

HEARTY SERVICES: or, Revived Church Worship. Crown 
8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. [Third Edition. 

WORSHIP IN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH: Responsive, 
Congregational, Reverent, Musical, and Beautiful. Demy 8vo. 
cloth boards, 12s. 6d. 

‘Canada has just afforded us, in Mr. Norton's Worship in Heaven and 
on Earth,” a good instance of Evangelical Churchmanship, united with learning 
and toleration. flis work will prove attractive to those who take dn interest in 
liturgical studies, Lt ts certainly very thorough, as tt deals with the worship 
and vidual of Greeks, Romans, Fewws, Buddhists, and Devil-Worshippers, as 
well as of Christians of every church and denomination.’ CONTEMPORARY 
REVIEW. 

O’BRIEN.—Svories by Urs. CHARLOTTE O BRIEN. 

MARGARET AND HER FRIENDS. With Coloured Frontis- 
piece. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, Is. 

MOTHER’S WARM SHAWL. With Coloured Frontispiece. Feap. 
8vo. cloth boards, Is. 

OLIVER DALE’S DECISION. With Coloured Frontispiece. 
Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 1s. : 

THE OLD, OLD STORY. By the Author of ‘Heart to Heart,’ &, 
With Outline Illustrations by H. J. A. Mines. Square 16mo. cloth, 
bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15,62.
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ONE OF A GOVEY.—By the Author of ‘Honor Bright,’ ‘ Peas- 
Blossom,’ &c. With numerous Illustrations by H, J. A. Mites. Crown 

_ Svo, extra cloth boards, gilt edges, 35. 6d. 

‘ Full of spirit and life, so well sustained throughout that grown-up readers 
may enjoy 7 as much as children. This“ Covey" consists of the twelve children 
of a hard-pressed Dr. Partridge, out of which ts chosen a little girl to be adopted 
dy a spoilt, fine lady. . . . Lt 2s one of the best books of the season,'—GUARDIAN, 

‘We have rarely read a story for boys and girls with greater pleasure, One 
of the chief characters would not have disgraced Dickens’ pen.’ 

LITERARY WoRLD, 

O’REILLY.— Works by Mrs. Rozert O Reixzy, 

CHILDREN OF THE CHURCH: or, Short Lessons on the 
Church Catechism for Infant Children. 18mo. cloth boards, 
1s. 6d, [Eighth Edition. 

CHILDREN OF THE CHURCH. Second Series. Lessons 
on the Collects. 18mo. cloth boards, 1s, 6d. [Second Edition. 

STORIES THEY TELL ME; or, Sue and I. With Ilustra- 
tions by H. J. A. Migs. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. 

[Third Edition, 
‘A thoroughly delightful book, full of sound wisdom as well as fun. 

: / ATHENAUM, 

OUR FRIENDS — IN PARADISE; ot, Sanctorum Dulcis 

Memoria. With Introduction by the Right Rey. W. D. MACLacan, D.D., 

Bishop of Lichfield. Sm, 4to. fancy cloth boards, 3s. 6d. [Second Edition, 

‘ Constructed after the model of a birthday text-book, and designed to recall 

the memory of those whe have entered into their rest, and thus assist ta realising 

more fully the doctrine of the Communion of Saints.’ 
THE YEAR-BOOK OF THE CHURCH, 

‘A very elegant volume externally and internally. To every page three days 
are allotted, those on the left bearing dates, texts, and choice quotations, the 

opposite pages being spaced for records and remarks,,—THE QUEEN, 

OUR BOYS AND GIRLS BOTH GOOD AND BAD.— 
Edited by the Author of ‘Great Britain for Little Britons.’ With Thirty 

Illustrations. Small crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 25. 67. 

OUR WAIFS AND STRAYS.-—The Monthly Record of the 

Work of the Church of England Central Home for Waifs and 

Strays. 1d. Post-free for year, 15. 6d. 

OWINDIA: A Tale of the Mackenzie River Indians. With Frontispiece. 
Square 16mo. bound in white cloth boards, Is. 

PANTON.—LISTEN! Poems for the Children’s Hour. By J. E. 

PANTON. - With Frontispiece by W. P. Frith, R.A. and Outline Hlustra- 

tions by Helen Miles and T. Pym. Square 16mo. fancy cloth boards, 15. 6¢. 

‘ The pretty little poems in this pretty little book will be sure to find ready 
listeners.’—MORNING Post, :
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THE PAINTED SAIL, and Other Stories. Each Story has a Full- 
page coloured Plate. Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 3s. 6d. 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 

Trt PAINTED SAIL. Tir MoTHER's CHRISTMAS GIFT. 
Tur TURNING-POINT OF LIFE. ON THE ITAZEL. 
Rick AND Poor. LITTLE BRAVA, 
WRONG IN HIS HEAD, ROSALIE'S LOVERS. 
Tur MipNicntT SuMMONS, ‘In KEEPING.’ 
Nosgopy's DARLING. KATHLEEN'S CHOICE. 
MotTurr Hourorp’s LADDER. NEEDS Must. 

PALMER.—‘Svories by Mrs. PALMER, 

DOGGED JACK. With a Full-page Coloured ‘Illustration. Crown 
8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 35. 6d. | [Second Edition. 

TRUE UNDER TRIAL. With Tinted Illustrations from Drawings 
by G. L. Srvmour and W. A. Cranston, Crown 8vo. cloth, 
bevelled boards, 3s. 6¢. [Fourth Edition. 

‘A well-written story.’—Tur TIMES, ; 
_ ‘One of the best boys’ books we have seen for.a long time. The adventures of 
little Edward Forbes, who was “true under trial,” are written with such kuow- 
ledge of the details of London life among the destitute orders; with such rave 
combination of religious spirit with a perfect abstention from cant, and so well 
pue together, that we believe no reader who once took up the book would put it 
down without finishing 1t,',—STANDARD. 

PAPAL CLAIMS CONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT OF 
SCRIPTURE AND HISTORY. With an Introduction by the 
Bisntorp or Brprorp. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 2s. 

‘This short treatise provides valid arguments enough to satisfy all who really 
desire to understand the right and wrong of the case. Its tone ts calm and dis- 
passionate; it is free from anything like flippancy or prejudice. Tt ought to be 
a useful book to the purochial clergy,'—GUARDIAN. 

PARABLES OF THE KINGDOM.—our Lord’s Parables 
Simply Told for, Children. By the Author of ‘Voices of Nature,’ 
‘Earth’s Many Voices.’ With 46 Illustrations in Outline by H. J. A. 
Mites, Square 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, 2s. 67, . 

‘ Teachers will find this a valuable help.’ —CnuRCH BELLS. 

THE PARISH GUIDE.—A Complete Hand-book, ‘giving Information 
concerning every kind of Parochial Institution and Organization, in both 
Town and Country Parishes. Monthly, 3¢. A VYear’s Subscription, post 
free, 35. 6d. é 

PEAS-BLOSSOM «By the Author of ‘ Tonor Bright,’ ‘ One of a Covey,’ 

&c. With numerous Illustrations by H. J. A. Mites. Crown 8yo. cloth 
boards, gilt edges, 35. 6d. 

'" Peas-blossom” may be described as arotlichingly respectable Lrish story, the 
names of the juvenile pair of heroes being Pat and Paddy. Like the young 
Anthony Troltope, they are sent to a school five miles away from their home, across 
country, and are even more regardless than he of personal appearance. On one 
occasion they swim arviver wher a bridge has been washed away, and walk on- 
wards in their wet clothes... . and so we-are carried on to the end of the 
chiplers, through an exceptionally readable volume.’—Tine TIMES, 

‘A delightfully written book for boys about twelve, The best book of the 
season,'—STANDARD. . 
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PENNY. —TEN YEARS IN MELANESIA. By the Rev. ALrrep 
Penny, Illustrated. Crown Svo. cloth boards. / [f2 the press. 

PLAIN TEXTS FOR DAILY USE.—With Introduction by the 
BisHop oF BEDFORD. 64mo. cloth boards, 4¢.; Persian limp, 9¢.; calf 
limp, Is. 6d.. : ; 

PLUNKET.—MERRIE GAMES IN RHYME, FROM YE 
OLDEN TIME. Illustrated and Collected by the Hon. EMMELINE 
M. PLunxer. Printed in red and black. Crown 4to. cloth boards, 3s. 6:7. 

/ Lach Rhyme-is accompanied by a rubric indicating how the game is 
played, and a musical score of the traditional tune to which i is chanted. 

‘A collection of value, and a work of art as well. Many of the rhymes are 
very ancient, as are not a few of the melodies to which they are set; and the . 

. quaint and graceful illustrations chime tn harmoniously with the venerable 
music.'—THE TIMES. 

‘Tt will supply amusement to children for many an evening. This book 
would be a treasure indeed at a party for little children.'—-STANDARD. 

_ (Adiss Plunket will be welcomed, and her book be voted prime— 
There's a fund of rare amusement in her “ Alerrie Games tu Rhyme.” ' 

PUNCII. 

POTTER.-—-A PRESENT CHRIST: Daily Ten Minutes’ Read- 
ings for Four Weeks on the Incarnation. By the Rev. J. Hastocit 
Porter, M.A., Vicar of Holy THBIEYs Upper Tooting. Feap. 8vo. cloth 
boards, 25. 6d. [Second Edition. 

Specially suited for use at Daily Services or Family Prayer. 

POTTER.—SERMONS OF THE CITY. By the Rev. Henry C. 
Potter, D.D., Secretary to the House of Bishops, U.S.A. Crown 8vo. 
cloth boards, 2s. 6d¢. 

PRESCOTT.— Works by the Rev. G. &. PRrescorr, MA, Vicar 
of St. Michaels, Paddington. 

COUNSELS ON PRAYER. Royal 32mo. 6d.; cloth boards, 15. 

HINDRANCES TO SPIRITUAL LIFE: A Course of Lent 
Lectures. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, Is. 6a. [Fourth Edition. 

“THE PRIZE’? BIBLE.—Numerous Illustrations. Twelve Coloured 

Chromo Plates. Large-type Letterpress, and printed on vepse Paper, 
4to, extra cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 125. 6d, 

PYM .— Works Illustrated by T. Pym. 

A. B.C. : 

‘A new Children’s Alphabet, beautifully printed in colours. Each letter 
is accompanied with an explanatory verse, Square 16mo. fancy boards, 
2s. Od. ° 
‘Such graceful drawing and delicate colouring are not often expended on an 

- A, B. C’—DAILY News. 
‘ The prettiest alphabet we have ever scen.’—SCHOOLMASTER. 

‘One of the very best picture-books of the season; there is a refined delicacy 
about the drawing and colouring of these pictures which makes this a really 
charming and ar listic little book. ’—NONCONFORMIST.
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PYM,—/Vorks Mlustrated by T. Pyi.—( Continued.) 

CHILDREN BUSY, 

CHILDREN GLAD, 

CHILDREN NAUGHTY, 

CHILDREN SAD. : 

With Stories by L. C, An Illustrated Book of Child-life, printed in 
the best style of Chromo-lithography. Bound in an Illustrated cover, 
paper boards, cloth back, 3s. 6d, i 

‘A most charming book for children. The pictures are very pretty, and the 
children represented in then look like real children as they are seen in nurseries, 
which is not always, nor even often, the casein books of this sort. The stories 
display a delicate fancy, and will be read with real pleasure for their literary 
merit by grown-up people as well as children.'—TuE TIMES. 

OUTLINE ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE LITTLE ONES 
TO COLOUR. Feap. 4to. 15.3 cloth, 15. 6d, : 

MORE OUTLINES for the LITTLE ONES TO COLOUR, 
Feap. 4to. 15.3 cloth, 1s. 6. 

These Outline Picture-books are printed in sepia, on tinted paper 
expressly made for the purpose. 

PICTURES FROM THE POETS. A Book of Selected Extracts 

from Ancient and Modern Sources, illustrated by Child-life, carefully 

printed in Chromo-lithography in brown and red tints. Oblong qto, 

Illustrated cover, cloth back, 3s. 6d. 

‘ This volume will afford pleasure to every one who can admire good artistic 
work,'—SCOTSMAN, 

THE SNOW QUEEN. By Hans CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN. Beau- 
tifully printed in the best style of Chromo-lithography. Fcap. 4to. 
Illustrated cover, cloth back, coloured edges, 55, 

THE QUEEN’S SHILLING AND OTHER STORIES.—With 
Ten Full-page coloured Mlustrations, Crown 8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 
35, 6d. : 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 
THE QUEEN’S SHILLING. THE GIRL HE MARRIED. 
ALICE STARKEY’S HOME, ONE TAKEN, THR OTHER LEFT. 
His HouiDays. . THE DOUBLE WARFARE. 
BLACK MARIA. THE FIRST FALSE STEP, 
A THORNY PATH. No RESPONSIBILITY, 
TOMMASO'S MOTHER. HANDSOME GEORGE. 
OLIVER BRANSCOMBE. Dr. BYRNE'S PUPIL, 
GEFF RAYNER’S Pony. 

THE QUIET HELPER. Text, Prayer, and Hymn for Four 
Weeks, and for the principal Holy-days. Printed in large type for 
hanging on the wall. On roller, 3s.
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READINGS AND DEVOTIONS FOR MOTHERS. with 
Introduction by the late BisHor oF SALIsBuRY. Feap. 8vo. cloth limp, 
Is. 6d. , 

‘ This little book certainly seems to supply a want which has not exactly been 
supplied before, and as the Bishop of Salisbury observes, it has done it in a 
way most likely to prove useful,’—CHURCH TIMES. 

A REMEMBRANCER OF MY SPONSORSHIP FOR 
MY GODCHILDREN. Printed in red and black, with blank spaces 
for names, 2d, 

RIDGEWAY.—-FOUNDATION TRUTHS: A Course of Instruc- 
tions, by the Rev. C. J. Ripceway, M.A., Vicar of Christ Church, 

_ Lancaster Gate. Small crown 8vo, cloth boards, rs. 6. 

ROBIN AND LINNET. By the Author of ‘Honor Bright,’ &c. With 

Coloured Illustrations by T. Pym. Square 16mo. extra cloth boards, 1s. 6d, 

-'The adventures are very amusing, and the story will be a favourite with 
children, who will delight to fancy themselves roanting on. the beach, or dabbling 
in the pools in such liberty,’—GUARDIAN. 

‘It requires a special talent to describe the sayings and doings of very little 
children, and the author of \' Robin and Linnet,” and ‘Honor Bright,” Sc. 
possesses that talent in no small degree,'—LITERARY CHURCHMAN, 

ROCHESTER DIOCESAN DIRECTORY FOR 1887. 
Published by Authority. Small crown 8vo. paper boards, cloth back. 

A ROUGH DIAMOND and other Stories. — Each Story has a 
Full-page coloured Illustration. Crown 8vo, cloth, bevelled boards, 

35. 6d, 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 
A RouGH DIAMOND, WOVE WIRE. 
THREE HEROINES, YES oR No. 
A HARD MAN, THE RING OF FIENDS. p 
STRANGE LANDLADY, WANTED—A GARDENER, 
In A CHALET, . WHAT'S IN A NAME? 

ROWLEY .— Works by the Rev. Henry Row ey. 

THE RELIGIONS OF THE AFRICANS. Feap, 8vo. cloth 
boards, 35. 6d. : 

TWENTY YEARS IN CENTRAL AFRICA. The Story of the 
Universities’ Mission; from its Commencement under Bishop Mackenzie 
to the Present Time. With Map. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 6d. 

* The volume abounds in thrilling tucidents,'—AMERICAN CHURCHMAN, 

RUTH HALLIDAY; ot, The Adopted Daughter. A Tale founded 

on Fact. Feap. 8yo. cloth boards, 1¥.
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ST. AUSTIN’S COURT 3 or, The Grandchildren, With Coloured 
Frontispiece. 18mo. cloth boards, Is, 

SHADOWS OF TRUTH; or, Thoughts and Allegories in Prose 
and Verse. By G.M.C. Fcap. 8vo., cloth boards, gilt edges, 2s. 6. 

[Third Edition. 

‘ SHERLOCK.—THE AMETHYST: A Selection of Temperance 
Readings in Prose and Verse. By FREDERICK SHERLOCK. Crown 
8vo. cloth boards, 1s. : [Second Edition. 

SIDEBOTHAM.—THE DISCIPLINE OF TEMPTATION, and 

other Sermons. By the Rev. H. SiprsorHam, M.A., Canon of 
Gibraltar and Chaplain of St. John’s, Mentone. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 
Is. 67. : , [Second Edition. 

‘4 wholesome, thoughtful, and right-hearted little book, fit for those who 
call a halt in the swift march of life, and “ consider their ways” as soldiers of 
Christ.’ —CHURCH BELLS. ‘ 

SIKES.—ENGLAND’S PRAYER-BOOK. A Short and Practical 
Exposition of the Services. By the Rev. T. B. Sixes, M.A., FR, 
fis. Soc., Rector of Burstow,. Surrey. I8mo. cloth boards, 25. 62, 

THE HOLY COMMUNION. Cloth, 6d. 

SILVERMERE ANNALS; Tales of Village Life. By C. E, B 
With Coloured Frontispiece. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, Is. 

SISTER LOUISE. The Story of her Life-Work. With Portrait. 
Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 2s. 6d. [Second Edition, 

THE ‘SISTER DORA’ OF AMERICA. 

‘ The memotr of Sister Louise shows what a self-denying woman can do in 
the way of helping those who are incapable of helping themselves. . .. she would 
not be happy unless she was engaged in practical philanthropy. Her religion 
was that of faith working by love. Many were her trials, ... The story ts 
full of practical suggestions,’—THE ROCK. 

SKEY.—DOLLY’S OWN STORY. Told in her Own Words, By 
L. C. Sxey. Illustrated in Outline by J. SaplerR. Square 16mo. cloth 
boards, Is. 6d. : 

SLATTER.—STUDENTS’ GOSPEL HARMONY. Being the Four 
Gospels in the Original Greek, arranged in parallel columns so as to show 
the consentient portions together, with a Preface and Analytical Tables. 
By the Rey. JoHN SLaTTER, M.A., Vicar of Streatley, Berks, and Hon. 

Canon, Christ Church, Oxford. Demy 8vo. cloth boards, 125. 6d.- 

‘Although, in many cases, the assignation of a passage to a particular place 
in the 'Harmony” must involve a choiceof difficulties, there is evidence throughout 
that all the conditions of the problem have been fully considered. In short, a 
student who follows Canon Slatter will hardly go wrong.’—DAILY NEWS,
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SNOWDON.— Works by the late JASPER W. Swowpon, 
DOUBLE NORWICH COURT BOB MAJOR. Crown 8vo. 

paper covers, Is. : , 

ROPE-SIGHT: An Introduction to the Art of Change-Ringing. 
Crown 8vo. paper cover, Is. 6d. [Second Edition. 
‘Very much wanted. . .. Mr, Snowdon is peculiarly fitted for the post of 

teacher.'—CHURCH BELLS, 5 

STANDARD METHODS inthe ART of CHANGE-RINGING. 
With a Book of Coloured Diagrams. Crown 8vo. paper cover, 25. 6d. 
‘In each of the methods selected instructions and examples of the different calls 

used are given, and to render the book.more complete when tn the hands of six- 
bells ringers, a peal of cach of the five and six-bells methods ¢s wiven.’ 

* CHURCH BELLS. 
A TREATISE ON. TREBLE BOB. 

Crown 8vo, paper cover.—Part I., 1s.; Part IL. 2s. 

SONGS AND LYRICS FOR LITTLE LIPS. with Musical 
Contributions by W. If. Cummines and others. Illustrated by G. L.. 
Seymour and others. 8vo. cloth extra, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 6s. 

‘A collection of some of the choicest little poents for children that we possess— 
some old, some new—with appropriate muste and charming “pictures.” We 
can imagine no more delight{ul present to a child six or seven years old. 

GUARDIAN, 

‘SPECIAL SERVICES. 
SPECIAL SERVICE OF INTERCESSION FOR THOSE 

AT SEA. 1d.; 6s. per 100, 
Approved by the late Archbishop of Canterbury. 

SPECIAL SERVICES FOR USE IN CHURCHES AND 
MISSION ROOMS, : 

Advent, 2d. 
Lent, 2d. 
Easter, 2d. 
Ascensiontide and Whitsuntide, ad. 

6s. per 50. 

A SPECIAL SERVICE OF PREPARATION FOR HOLY 
COMMUNION. 506 Copies for 2s. ie, 

Many churches have adopted this Service for use on a weeh-day evening. 
Lt ts now published with the view of an extended circulation, and is sanc- 
tioned by the Bishops of London, Winchester, and others. 

FORM OF INSTITUTION AND INDUCTION. 3s. per 100, 

As prepared by a Committee of the Lower House of the Convocation of 
Canterbury. ; 

FORM OF SERVICE FOR THE DEDICATION OF. 

CHURCH BELLS. 2s. 6d. per packet of 50 copies. 

AN OFFICE FOR NEW-YEAR’S EVE. 1¢.; 6s. per 100 copies. 

Approved by the Bishop of Winchester.
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STEVENS.— LOVE IS OF GOD, and other Sermons. By the 
Right Rev. W. Bacon Strevens, D.D. LL.D., Bishop of Pennsylvania. 

Crown 8yo, cloth boards, 2s..6d. : 

STOKES. — THE TEACHERS’ GRADUAL: Lessons on the 
Church Catechism. By the Rev. Louis Stokes, M.A., Assistant 

Diocesan Inspector for London, and Campden Lecturer of St. Lawrence, 
Jewry. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 25. 6:/. 

‘ He has made the Catechism as clear as words can make tt. 
GUARDIAN. 

‘ There 7s no better work published,’—CwuRCH TIMES, . 

‘ Teachers will find tt most useful.’ —SATURDAY REVIEW, 

STONE.—DEARE CHILDE. A Village Idyl. By the Rev. S. J. Stonn, 
M.A., Vicar of St. Paul’s, Haggerston. With Outline Illustrations by 
I. J. A. Mites, Square 16mo. cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 15. 6d. 

: ; [Third Edition. 

STORIES & EPISODES OF HOME MISSION-WORK. 
With a Preface by the late ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY Crown 8vo, 

cloth boards, 35. 6.3 paper, 2s. : ; 

‘As both the Archbishops and several of the Bishops write to commend this 
book, it does not seem to need other patronage,'—SPECTATOR. 

STRACHAN,—FROM EAST TO WEST; or, Glances at the 
Church’s Work in Distant Lands. By the Right Rev. J. M. 

StracHan, M.D., D.D., Bishop of Rangoon, Illustrated. Crown 8vo, 

cloth boards, 35. 6a 

SUNDAY.— Weekly, One Halfpenny; Monthly, in Wrapper, 3d. 
Annual Volumes, with upwards of Two Hundred Illustrations. Ilus- 
trated paper boards, cloth back, 3s.; cloth, bevelled boards, gilt edges, 5s. 

Cloth cases for binding a year’s issue, Is. 

A few copies of the following Volumes are still to be had :— 

5s, Edition—1882, 1884, 1886, 1887. 

35, Edition—1882, 1883, 1884, 1886, 1887. 

‘Tf this Magazine finds its way to the glance of a child, woe be to the parent 
or friend standing by who does not chance to have the disposition or the means for 
purchasing it, It 7s absolutely full of charming pictures and interesting read- 
ing. The pictures are unquestionably. better than those which one finds in some 
similar periodicals, —CHRISTIAN WORLD. 

‘ We know of no better magazine of tts kind, and we imagine no handsomer 
bift at Christias time to bestow upon a child, —CHURCH TIMES,
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SWAYNE.—THE MINISTER OF CHRIST IN THESE LAST 
DAYS. Five Addresses to Candidates for Ordination. By the Rev. 
RoBert S. Swayne, M.A., Chancellor and Canon Residentiary of Salis- 
bury Cathedral. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, 2s. 

‘It will, wé think, be a welcome volume to the Bishops of the Church, who 
well destre to place it in the hands of their young men who are looking forward 

to the sacred ministry.’ NEW YORK CHURCHMAN, . 

TAYLOR.—OUT OF THE WAY. A Village Temperance Story. 
By H.L. TayLor. With numerous Illustrations by A. H. Collins. Crown 
8vo, extra cloth boards, gilt edges, 35, 6. 

‘A favourable Specimen. . We were half way through the book before 
we found out that it.was a Temperance tale at all. ’ GUARDIAN. 

' The book deserves warm praise; we wish there were more Temperance tales 
like tt,'—CHRISTIAN WORLD. 

TEMPERANCE HYMNS AND SONGS, With Accom- 
panying Tunes. To which is prefixed a short Opening Service. Demy 8vo. 
paper covers, 1s.6d@.; cloth boards, 2s, 6d, Wordsonly, paper covers, 2d. ; 

‘lim cloth, 3¢. _ [New and Enlarged Edition. 

Published under the Direction of the Church of England Temperance 
Society. 

This is the most comprehensive and the penn book of its kind yet issued. 

THORNE.—A SELECTION OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE 
CHANTS. Selected and Edited by E: H. THorneg, late Organist 

of Chichester Cathedral. Oblong, cloth limp, rs. 
[Twenty-third Edition. 

THOUGHTS FOR THE SICK AND INFIRM ON THE 
DAY OF INTERCESSION. With Commendation by the BisHop 

OF BEDFORD. 1Id.3; 6s. per 100, 

THREE CUPS; or, The Girls of St. Andrews. By the Author of 
‘Marty and the Mite-Boxes,’ Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 
3. 6d. 

‘Tt appears there is a Chinese provers, “When you have three cups to drink, 
drink your three cups," and this gives the quaint title of ‘The Three Cups” to 
a pleasant little Americar book,’—GUARDIAN. 3 

TITCOMB.—PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF BRITISH 
BURMA. By the Jate Right Rev. J. HW. Trrcoms, D.D., First Bishop 

of Rangoon, Illustrated. Demy 8vo. half cloth, 2s. 6a,
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TROYTE.—CHANGE-RINGING. An Introduction to the Early 
Stages of the Art of Church or Handbell Ringing, for the Use 

of Beginners. By Cuartes A. W. Troyre, of Huntsham Court, 

Devonshire ; Member of the Ancient Society of College Youths, London. 

Crown 8vo. paper covers, up to ‘Six Bells,’ 1s. Complete Edition, cloth 
limp, 25, 62. 

TROYTE.—THE CHANGE-RINGERS’ GUIDE TO THE 
STEEPLES OF ENGLAND. With an Appendix, containing in- 

formation on many subjects interesting to the Exercise. Compiled by Rev. 
R. AcLAND-TROYTE and J. E, ACLAND-TRoytEe, Members of the Ancient 

Society of College Youths, the Oxford University Society, &c. Crown 
8vo. 1s. 6d. 

  Works by the Rev. H. W. Tucker, M.A., Secretary to 

the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. 

MEMOIR of the LIFE and EPISCOPATE of EDWARD 

FEILD, D.D., Bishop of Newfoundland, 1844-1876. With Prefatory 

Note to the Author by the Right Hon. W. E. GLapstone, M.P. 
With Map of Newfoundland. Cr. 8vo. cloth boards, 5s. [Third Edit. 

‘A record of a devoted life,—PALL MALL GAZETTE. 

TUCKER. 

MEMOIR of the ‘LIFE and EPISCOPATE of GEORGE 
AUGUSTUS SELWYN, D.D., Bishop of New Zealand, 1841- 

1869; Bishop of Lichfield; 1867-1878. With Two Portraits, Map, 

Facsimile Letters, and Engraving of the Lady Chapel of Lichfield 

Cathedral. Two vols. 8vo. 800 pp., cloth boards, 245. 

Popular Edition, 2 vols. crown 8vo. cloth boards, 125, 

‘Of more than ordinary interest,’ —QUARTERLY REVIEW. 

TUTTIETT.— Works by the Rev. Lawrence Turriert, 

COUNSELS OF A GODFATHER. Feap. 8vo. cloth, bevelled 
boards, 25.6¢@. Or in Five Parts. [Second Edition. 

HOUSEHOLD PRAYERS FOR WORKING MEN. 18mo. 

cloth, 6¢. [roth Thousand. 

PLAIN FORMS OF HOUSEHOLD PRAYER for Four Weeks. 
Chiefly for those Engaged in Necessary Business. In letge type, fcap. 
Svo. cloth boards, 25. 6d, [Seventh Edition. 

THE. TRUE PENITENT: Reflections on the Penitential 

Psalms. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 1s. 6d, ,
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TURNING-POINT OF LIFE, and THE DOUBLE WAR. 
' FARE: Two Confirmation Stories. IIlustrated. 18mo. cloth boards, 

Is. : 

UNDER MOTHER’S WING. ByL.C., Author of the Stories in 
_*Children Busy.’ With Coloured Illustrations on every page by J. Ke 
4to, Illustrated Cover, 45. 

‘ The letterpress is full of originality.'\—SATURDAY REVIEW. 

‘One of the most charming of the Christmas books is‘ Under Mother's Wing, 
by L. C., tllustrated remarkably well by F. K. The stories are more than 
usually piguant and graceful.’—GUARDIAN, 

THE VANGUARD.—The Monthly Paper of the Church of England 
Purity. Society. Price 1¢.; A Year's Subscription, post free, 15. 6d. 

VENABLES.— Works by the Rev. Georce Vewaszes, S.C.L. 

late Vicar of Great Yarmouth. 

CHURCHMAN’S MANUAL. 32mo. cloth boards, 15. 6. 
: _ [Third Edition, enlarged. 

FIVE OFFICES FOR PAROCHIAL USE.— Sunday-school 
Teachers, Opening and Closing Schools, Meeting of District Visitors, 
Mission-room Services, Cottages, &c. Feap. 8vo, 6d." 

OUR CHURCH AND OUR COUNTRY. Crown 8vo. paper 
covers, Is. [Sixth Edition. 

THREE EXTRA SERVICES FOR USE IN CHURCH— 

an Office for Communicants, a Service of Song, and an Office for a 

Catechetical Service. 24mo. 4d. 

VERNON.—KALENDAR NOTES: Short Devotional Comments 

for Every Sunday and Holy-day of the Christian Year. . By the 

Rev. J. R. VERNON, M.A,, Rector of St. Audrie’s, Somerset. Feap. 8yvo. 
cloth boards, 3s. 

‘Brief readings—terse and thoughtjul,’—LITERARY CHURCHMAN, 

VIDAL.— Stories by Mrs. Vioar, 

LUCY HELMORE. Coloured: Illustrations. TFcap. Syo. cxtra cloth 

boards, as. 6d. 

THE TRIALS OF RACHEL CHARLCOTE. With Coloured 

' Frontispiece. Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, 15.
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VOICES OF NATURE. By the Author of ‘Parables of the Kingdom,’ 

*Earth’s Many Voices,’ &c. With Illustrations, Square 16mo. extra cloth 
boards, Is, 6d. 

WAYNE.— OLD PATHS: Sermons on the Apostles’ Creed. By 

the Rev, E. F. Wavne, M.A. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 3s. 

WHITWORTH.— Works by the Rev. W. Atren Wutrworru, 

IMLA., Vicar of All Saints’, Margaret Street. 
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Members of Bible Classes. Royal 32mo. 4¢.; extra cloth, red edges, 62. 

[Third Edition, 

THE CHURCHMAN’S ALMANAC FOR EIGHT CEN- 

TURIES (z201 to 2000), giving the Name and Date of every 

Sunday. Small folio, 25. 6d. 

A HELP TO SELF- EXAMINATION. Fifty. copies in packet, 
Is. Od. 

THE DIVINE SERVICE. Holy Communion according to the Use 

of the Church of England, with Explanatory Notes and Helps to Private. 

Devotion. Fcap. 8vo. paper boards, 8¢.; cloth boards, 15. 
[8th Thousand. 

The same book, in cloth boards, bound with My PrivaTE PRAYER-BOOK, 

containing spaces for notes of Special Intercession, 1s. 6a. complete. 

‘ The office is printed in larger type at the top, and the notes and helps in 
smaller at the bottom of cach page. There is careful instruction on preparation 
and thanksgiving. A book we can reconmend,’—LITERARY CHURCHMAN. 

IS IT PEACE? Words of Encouragement for Anxious Souls, 16mo. 
6d@.; extra cloth, 1s. : 

‘A roustig little book, "—GUARDIAN, 

MY PRIVATE PRAYER-BOOK. Containing spaces for noles of 
Special Intercession. Feap. 8v¥o. 3d. 

‘ The best thing of the kind we have seen.’—CuURCH BELLS: 

SEVEN PRAYERS ON THE SEVEN WORDS FROM 
THE CROSS. For Distribution on Good Friday, or for use ae 
‘The Three Hours,’ Fifty copies in packet, Is. od,
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WILBERFORCE.— SPEECHES ON MISSIONS. By the Right 
Rev. SAMUEL WILBERFORCE, D.D. Edited by the Rev. Henry Row.ey. 
8vo..cloth boards, 7s. [Second Edition. 

‘ This book may be considered an instruction-book. It teaches the speaker or 
the preacher how to provide himself well with materials, and then how to infuse. 
life and warmth into then.’—CHURCH BELLS. 

wi LKINSON.— Works by the Right Rev. G. H. Wririnson, DD. 

Bishop of Truro. 

ABSOLUTION: A Sermon. 8vo. paper covers, Is. 

BE YE RECONCILED TO GOD. id; 6s. per1Ioo. [New Edit 

CONFESSION: A Sermon. 8vo. paper covers, Is. 

FIRST STEPS TO HOLY COMMUNION. The Substance 
of Four Simple Instructions after Confirmation. Fcap. 8vo. 6¢.; 
leather, 1s.6d. A Superior Edition in Old Style, bound in white, 1s. 

FOUR MISSION PRAYERS. 17.3; 7s. per 100. . 

HINDRANCES and HELPS to the DEEPENING of the 

SPIRITUAL LIFE AMONG CLERGY and PEOPLE. 3¢ 

HOLY WEEK AND EASTER. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 15. ; 
leather, 15. 62, [17th Thousand. 

' HOW TO BEGIN A NEW LIFE. Feap. 8vo. paper covers, 62. ; 
leather, 1s. 62. A Superior Edition in Old Style, cloth, bevelled 
boards, 1s. 

HOW TO KEEP LENT. Notes on Quinquagesima’ Sunday 
Address. 3d. {11th Thousand. 

HOW TO DEAL WITH. TEMPTATION. A Lenten Address. 
Feap. 8vo. 3. 

INSTRUCTIONS IN THE DEVOTIONAL LIFE. Feap. 8vo. 
price 6d. Cloth boards, 15.3 leather, 1s. 6d. {54th Thousand. 

INSTRUCTIONS IN THE WAY OF SALVATION. Fcap. 
8vo. price 6d. Cloth boards, ts.; leather, 1s. 6d. [30th Thousand. 

LENT LECTURES. Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 1s.; leather, 15. 6c. 
{18th Thousand. 

MORNING AND EVENING PRAYERS FOR CHILDREN. 

On Caxd, id. 

PENITENTIARY WORK: Its Principles, Method, Difficulties, 
and Encouragements. Fcap. 8vo. price 6d. 

PRAYERS FOR CHILDREN. 32mo. 2d. 

PRAYERS FOR CHILDREN. On Card, td. 

SOME LAWS IN GOD’S BU SITUAL: KINGDOM. Feap. 
8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 35. 6a. ° 

‘THE CHASTENING of the LORD.’ Four Bible Readings 
given at St. Peter's, Eaton Square. Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, Is.; 
leather, 15.62. : (13th Thousand.
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WILKINSON.— Works by the Rt. Rev. G. H. Wirxinson.— 
( Continued.) , 

‘THE COMMUNION OF SAINTS. A Help to the Higher 

Life of Communicants. _Feap. 8vo. cloth boards, 15.3 leather, 1s. 6a. 
[Eighth Edition. 

THE POWER OF SUFFERING: A Thought for Holy Week. 

6d. per Packet of Twelve. 

THE POWER OF WEAKNESS: A Thought for Good Friday. . 

Feap. 8vo. 3d. 

THOUGHTS for the DAY of INTERCESSION. } 

Id. 6s. per I0o. [15th Thousand. 

THOUGHTS ON CALVARY. The Substance of Two Good 
Friday Addresses. Fcap. 8vo. 3¢. 

TWO ADDRESSES TO COMMUNICANTS. ‘Fcap. Svo. 6a. 5 - 
leather, Is. 6d. : 

WILKINSON.—Zd@ited by the Rt. Rev. G. H. Witernson. 

BREAK UP YOUR FALLOW GROUND. A Help to Self- 

Examination. Price 3¢. 

SELF-EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. Bonuded a on the Ten 

Commandments and the Church Catechism. Price 2d. : 

SIMPLE PRAYERS FOR DAILY USE FOR YOUNG 
PERSONS. Price 2: 

WILLIAMSON. — Works by the Re Arrnur WILLIAMSON, 

M_A., Vicar of St. James’, Norlands. 

THE OUTSTRETCHED HANDS: Good Friday Addresses. 
Fcap. 8vo. cloth boards, 15. 

DISESTABLISHMENT;; or, The Crisis in Church and State. 
Four Sermons. Feap. 8vo. cloth, 1s. 6d. 

‘Deals with the Subject exhaustiv vely, and yet he docs not go into details which 
would be out of place in the pulpit. He very properly avoids politics. FIGARO. 

IN THE KING’S SERVICE, A First Manual of Instruction on 
Confirmation and Holy Communion. F cap. 8vo. 6¢. ; 

THE WONDERFUL VOICE, and other - Stories. With 
Ten Coloured Plates. Crown-8vo. cloth, bevelled boards, 35. 6d. 

This volume contains the following Stories :— 
THE WONDERFUL VOICE, Tue Lasr LETTER. 
No BAurast. ‘No FoLLowers ! 
My Wire's Work. UNDER GROUND. 
A SAILOR’S GRATITUDE. F CRUEL KINDNESS. 
A FATAL CHOICE. Frou NicutT TO Morn. 
A WronG Am. JACK'S REVENGE. 
BANK HOLIDAY. ‘THROUGH FIRE AND WATER,
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WOOD.— NUMBER ELEVEN, and Other Stories. By FRANCES 
H. Woop. Illustrated. 18rmo. cloth boards, Is. 6¢. 

WOODHOUSE.— Works by the Rev. EF. C. Woopunouse, M.A. 
Author of ‘ The Life of the Soul in the World, &c. 

A MANUAL FOR ADVENT: afew Thoughts for Every Day, 
and for Christmas and the New Year. . Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 
35. Od. [Second Edition. 

‘The book ts pithy and sensible as well as devout, and capable of being used 
* got only for its primary purpose of private meditation, but for reading at family 
prayer; by the clergy, as supplying materials for sermonets a good deal above the 
average.'—CHURCH TIMES. 

A MANUAL FOR LENT: A few Thoughts for Every Day, 
and -for the Sundays and Eastertide. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, - 
35. 6d. ‘ : [Sixth Edition. 

Besides several notices from the Church papers, the CHRISTIAN WORLD 
says: ‘ This is a remarkably good book; thoughtful, striking, earnest, an€ 
deeply interesting. Lt is not scrappy and incoherent, but really full of power 
and suggestiveness. The style is always clear and cultured, We believe tt to be 
& book which preachers and intelligent laymen will prize greatly, and read with 
profit and pleasure.’ 

WYNNE.— SPIRITUAL LIFE IN ITS EARLIER STAGES. 

Five Lectures for Lent. By Rev. G. R. Wynne, A.M., Vicar of 
Holywood. Fecap. 8vo. cloth boards, 1s. 6d. 

‘It ts written in an earnest, thoughtful, and thoroughly honest Spirits... 
cannot fatl to be helpful to those whose religious feelings, already awakened, need 
to be stemulated and guided tn a right direction.'—DAILY EXPRESS. 

THE YOUNG STANDARD-BEARER. An Illustrated Tem- 
perance Magazine for Children. Price One Halfpenny Monthly. 

Volumes, cloth boards, 1s. 6d. each. 1881-1885. Cloth cases for 

binding a year’s numbers, 8d. 

Published under the Direction of the Church of England Temperance Society.
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